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ABSTRACT
This study examined the effects of main idea 
identification instruction on Brazilian EFL s t u d e n t s’ reading 
comprehension and summary writing of expository texts. 
Twenty-four low level EFL students of Colégio de Aplicação, a 
public high-school in Florianópolis, Santa Catarina, 
participated in the study. Subjects were divided into two 
groups: an experimental group and a control group. The 
experimental group received instruction on identifying main 
ideas in expository texts while the control group received 
instruction on vocabulary and grammar knowledge. The subjects' 
English and Portuguese reading comprehension was assessed 
through pre and post tests with multiple choice and open-ended 
items. The subjects' summary writing was also pre and post 
tested by having them summarize expository texts (English and 
Portuguese) they had read. The difference of means tests 
performed on the data showed that instruction on main idea 
identification exerted a significant influence on the reading 
comprehension of students in the experimental group. However, 
results revealed that instruction on main idea identification 
only partially influenced students' summary writing. This 
outcome st rengthens the findings of previous research in the 
area which suggest that the curricular combination of reading 
and writing can improve both skills, and that neither only 
writing nor only reading instruction is sufficient to increase 
students' reading and writing quality.
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RESUMO
O objetivo do presente trabalho é examinar a influência do 
ensino de identificação de idéias principais em textos 
exposit ivos na co mpreensão e escrita de resumos de alunos 
br as i le ir o s estudando Inglês como língua estrangeira. Vinte e 
quatro alunos de nível baixo em língua inglesa e matriculados 
no Colégio de Aplicação, uma escola pública em Florianópolis, 
Santa Catarina, participaram  do estudo. Os sujeitos foram 
di vi di dos em dois grupos: experimental e controle. 0 grupo 
experimental recebeu instrução em identificação de idéias 
pr incipa is  e o grupo controle em vocabulário e gramática. A 
c om pr eensão de leitura em inglês e português dos sujeitos foi 
ava liada através de pre e pós testes contendo perguntas abertas 
e de múltipla escolha. A proficiência na escrita de resumos foi 
testada antes e depois da instrução através de resumos de 
textos exposi ti vo s (em inglês e português) que os sujeitos 
e screve ra m depois de lido os textos. Os cálculos es tatísticos 
realiza dos para observar a pro babilidade de s i g n ificância da 
diferenç a entre médias dos grupos indicaram que o ensino de 
identificação de idéias principais exerceu uma influência 
s ignifi ca ti va na co mp reensão dos sujeitos do grupo 
exper iment al . 'Jor outro lado, os resultados revelaram que o 
ensino de identif icação de idéias principais apenas influenciou 
par cia lm ente a escrita de resumos do grupo experimental. Este 
resultado corrobora com os achados de pesquisas anteriores na 
área de leitura que sugerem que a integração do ensino da 
leitura e escrita poderá ajudar a aperfeiçoar ambas as 
capacidades, e que a instrução de apenas a leitura ou de apenas 
a escrita não é suficiente para melhorar a qualidade de ambas 
as habilidades.
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C H A P T E R  I
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study is to investigate the effects of 
instruction on main idea identification upon secondary English 
as a foreign language (EFL) students' comprehension of English 
tents and summary writing.
1.1.Rat ionale
The idea of developing this research emerged during the 
period of 1987 to 1989 while this researcher worked at the 
Labo r at ór i o Clínico de Leitura of Universidade Federal de Santa 
Catarina (UFSC). In this laboratory, u n d e r g r a d u a t e students 
from several areas receive remedial help and instruction to 
improve their reading skills. It has been observed that the 
major complaint of most students who seek help at the 
laboratory is related to their inability to comprehend tents 
and to their difficulty to write efficiently about the content 
of their readings both in Portuguese and in the foreign 
1a n g u a g e .
Brazilian college students majoring in fields such as 
Mechanical Engineering, Chemical Engineering, Dentistry, 
Medicine, Computer Science, and many others, at more advanced 
stages of their programs, are required to read a great deal of 
ma terials about their subjects of study written in foreign 
languages. It is important for these future prof es si onals to
2have access to the most recent public ations in their fields of 
study, and most of the pu blications pertaining to the various
fields mentioned above are usually found only in English books 
and p e riodi ca ls  (Cohen, Glasman, R o s e n b a u m - C o h e n , Ferrara, and 
Fine, 1988). The type of reading skill these students need in 
order to read English tents consists of extracting the 
essential information, i. e., the main ideas from the texts so 
that they may briefly sum marize this information in written 
form in their native language - Portuguese.
However, as discussed before, these students have great 
di fficul ti es  when faced with texts in English and required to 
perfor m such tasks. It seems that although most Brazilian 
co lleges offer two or three semesters of English classes to 
students of those fields, their reading problems continue, and, 
as a result they become so frustrated that they do not read the 
assigned texts at all or they tend to look for more simplified 
books on the same subjects in Portuguese which, sometimes, 
roughly cover the same material (Cohen et al, 1988). A similar 
problem occurs when students are required to summarize an 
English text they were assigned to read and to take notes for a 
paper they have to write later, or to present a writer's point 
of view, e t c . . They usually have di ffi culties to detect the 
main ideas of a text and to summarise it. This may be because 
usually they have not received appropriate instruction to 
perform these tasks (Lima, 1984).
It is also possible that the rants of the reading and 
writing diffic ul ti es these students face in college can be
3traced back to their high school training, more specifically to 
their training in the native language. Many Brazilian college 
teachers have frequently expressed their concern over the fact 
that students who have finished high school and entered college 
do not know how to read and write in Portuguese, although 
during their elementary and secondary schooling they certainly 
were required to read and write substantially (Cavalcanti, 
1984). Perhap s one of the causes of students' problems with 
these skills is the fact that the teaching of Portuguese at 
elementary and secondary school tends to focus instruction on 
gramma r and memorization rather than on the comprehension of 
t ext s .
As regards the instruction of English in high school, the 
situation is not very different. In general the focus of 
teaching is on grammatical structures, as may be verified in 
the EFL manuals used in most high schools, at least in this 
state. As a result, when students finish high school, they can 
neither write nor read the simplest text in English, although 
they have had five or six years of English during their 
secondary schooling. So, perhaps it could be said that the 
reading and writing difficulties in first and second languages 
are related. Research has suggested that lack of good reading 
skills in the first language may retard or at least make the 
acquisi tion of good reading skills in a second language more 
difficult, and by the same token, good reading skills in one's 
native language may facilitate the acquisition of good reading
4skills in a second language (Alderson, 1984). However, research 
findings on this issue are not very consistent yet.
The present study is an attempt at minimizing the problems 
that Brazilian college students majoring in Chemical 
Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Dentistry, etc. face when 
they are required to read expository texts in English in order 
to extract the main ideas from these texts and to summarize 
them in Portuguese. It seems plausible that these problems 
could be minimized if English instruction during the last two 
years in high school focused more on comprehension and 
pr oduction of text than on grammar. It was thought that 
tec hniques  to accomplish this should be incorporated in the 
teaching of English in high school.
Since the beginning of the 1980's, some researchers have 
argued that reading and writing share common characteristics 
which involve meaning making. It has been suggested that both 
skills are acts of composing which demand good readers and/or 
write rs to plan, draft, align, review and monitor their work 
(Petrosky, 1982; Tierney and Pearson, 1983). Thus, the idea of 
connecting reading and writing instruction in the classroom in 
order to enhance the students' performance in both skills has 
been strongly advocated.
Some researchers in the area have developed classroom 
activities in which reading and writing skills are combined. 
Oberlin and Shugarman (1988), for instance, proposed a 
prewriting activity in which students can relate reading to 
writing. Santa, Dailey and Nelson (1985) suggested the
5following four-step instructional process: (1) f r e e - r e s p o n s e , 
(S) opinion-proof, (3) writing, and (4) peer editing, in which 
both reading and writing skills are coordinated. In another 
activity, Sanacore (1985) combined the use of prior knowledge 
and text structure procedures to enhance students' awareness of 
text structure and content knowledge. Finally, Miccinati (1988) 
proposed a notetaking procedure, namely mapping in which 
students are required to select the most important points in a 
text by thinking how the information is related and, then, to 
illustrate this material graphically. Although these activities 
have different procedures, all of them have been suggested as 
ef fective devices for the development of students' reading 
comprehension, production of texts, and acquisition of content 
because they may develop: (1) students' prior knowledge, (2) 
students' own monitoring on the task, and (3) students' 
awar eness of the organiEation of the text.
Moreover, research on the integration of reading and 
writing activities conducted with native speakers of English 
has suggested that one skill can improve the other. Tierney, 
Soter, O'Flahavan and McGinley (1989), for instance, 
investigated the effects of combining reading and writing upon 
undergrad ua te  students' critical thinking. They found out that 
this combination of skills produced better results than when 
students used reading and writing separately. In other studies 
which included both reading and writing skills, researchers 
investigated the effects of summarisation training upon 
students' reading comprehension and production of texts and
6■Found significant diff erences in students' test scores after 
the training (Taylor and Beach, 1984; Rinehart, Stahl and 
Erick s o n , 1986 ) .
But, although reading and writing have some common 
cha racteristics, the nature of the processes involved in these 
skills is distinct and this should not be disregarded. 
According to Shanahan (1988), because of their differences one 
skill cannot replace the other, but they may be integrated in 
cl assroo m instruction. However, the author adverts that before 
in terrelating reading and writing in classroom instruction, 
teachers should consider their students' level and the 
influence that one single component of reading (main idea 
identification, for example) might have on one single component 
of writing (such as summarizing). According to Shanahan (1984), 
this is an adequate pr ocedure since the nature of the reading 
and writing connection might change with learning, or 
development. In other words, what students learn in reading and 
writing in one stage of their schooling can be qualitatively 
different from what they have learned before or from what they 
will learn in the next stage.
Based on Shanaha n' s (1984) view, some studies were 
developed to investigate the influence that one skill might 
have on the other. Stotsky (1983), for example, reviewed a 
group of studies especially designed to measure the influence 
of writing upon reading. The findings of these studies have 
suggested that instruction an writing improves students' 
reading comprehension and learning of content . Yet, she found
7that very few studies had been developed in order to examine 
the influence of reading upon writing.
Among these few studies, some have concentrated on the 
effects that instruction of main idea identification may have 
on students' reading comprehension and writing skill. Baumann 
(1984), for example, examined the ef fectiveness of a direct 
instruction model for teaching the skill of identifying main 
ideas to students who are native speakers of English. Results 
of the study suggested that direct instruction increased 
students' comprehension of main ideas and improved their 
ability of writing outlines. In another study, Sjostrorn and 
Hare (1984) investigated the influence of instruction in main 
idea identification on native English speakers' reading, 
co mprehension and summary writing. Results indicated 
improvement in students' summary writing quality but not in 
their reading comprehension. G u r i - R o s e n b 1 it (1989) examined the 
effects of a graphic device which contains the main idea of a 
text - the tree-diagram - on students' comprehension of an 
exposit ory text with multiple themes. Results of the study 
showed that the tree-diag ra m had positive effects on students' 
recall and reading comprehension.
It has also been stated that the instruction in main idea 
ide ntification may be an excellent tool to help students solve 
their problems concerning general reading co mp re hension of 
texts (Williams, 1984; Hare, Rabinowits and Schieble, 1989; 
Jacobowits, 1990). According t© these authors, the ability to 
identify the main ideas in a text is a fundamental skill since
it unde rlies the comprehension of most expository texts. 
Moreover, other researchers have claimed that the 
ide ntification of main ideas is intimately linked to summary 
writing since both skills involve the process of selecting 
important information in the texts (Kintsch and van Dijk, 1978; 
Brown and Day, 1983; Sherrard, 1989). Thus, it seems that 
making students aware of the importance and the means of 
getting the gist out of a text may enable them to develop their 
own strategies and to use them individually while reading and 
summariz ing a text.
As can be seen, the body of research on techniques of 
combining reading and writing in the classroom in order to 
enhance both these skills is still small, and the findings are 
not very consistent yet. In addition, all studies discussed 
above were conducted with native speakers of English. No 
research has been found in this area with students of ESL or 
EFL in the literature accessible to this researcher. Yet it 
seems that EFL stu dents have very similar reading and writing 
problems as native speakers of English, particularly with the 
skills of extracting main ideas from texts and of summarizing 
these ideas in written form (Cohen, 1988). Thus, one could 
suppose that direct instruction in finding main ideas in a text 
may also improve EFL students' underst anding and summarizing of 
wr i11 en t ext s .
I.E. Statement of the problem, and hypotheses of the study
9Considering the positive effects of teaching main idea 
iden tification in texts on the reading comprehension and 
summary writing of students who are native speakers of English, 
as reported in the literature, and considering the fact that 
EFL students meet similar problems as native speakers of 
English when they are faced with reading and writing, it was 
h ypothesized that this technique might also help improve the 
reading comprehension of texts and summary writing of Brazilian 
high school students of EFL. For this reason, and because of 
the dearth of research in this area with stu dents of EFL, the 
present study was designed to investigate the effects of 
teaching main idea identification on the comprehension and 
summariz ation of expository texts of Brazilian high school 
students of EFL. Reading comprehension was measured through 
multiple choice and open-ended items, and summary writing was 
tested by having subjects summarize texts they had read. The 
summa ries were scored for number of occurrences of main ideas, 
secondary ideas, and details related to the content of the 
texts read. Based on the results of previous studies with 
native speakers of English, it was expected that subjects who 
received main idea identification instruction would have higher 
scores on the reading comprehension tests than those who 
received instruction on vocabulary meaning and grammar.
Based on the rationale discussed above, the following 
hy pot he ses were formulated for this study-.
10
1. The instruction on detecting main ideas in expository texts 
improves students' reading comprehension.
2. The instruction on detecting main ideas in expository texts 
improves students' ability to summarise.
1.3. Limitatio ns  and Significance of the Study
Since this study was conducted with a particular group of 
secondary students and non-standard tests were used, the 
results obtained in this research cannot be generalized to 
other stu dents of EFL. However, this study has its 
significance: first, it is one of the first studies to examine 
the influence of reading upon writing with EFL students. 
Second, it allows us a step further in determining how far one 
single component of reading main idea identification in this 
case, might influence one single component of writing namely, 
summarizing. Third, it supplies teachers of English who are 
interested in developing their EFL students' main idea 
c omprehension with some practical material design.
C H A P T E R  II
REVIEW OF THE RELEVANT LITERA TURE
In this chapter some of the literature concerned with: (1) 
the importance of relating reading and writing in cla ssroom 
instruction; (2) reading comprehension and the identification 
of main ideas; and (3) main idea identification and summary 
writing skills has been reviewed.
2.1 THE R EL A TIONSH IP  BETWEEN READING AND WRITING
For a long time, reading and writing were seen as two 
processes endowed with contrastive characteristics. While 
reading was viewed as a passive, non-creative process in which 
meaning was derived from print to the reader's mind, writing 
was defined as an active, creative process which involved the 
transmission of meaning from the writer's mind to print (Rubin 
and Hansen, 1984; Shanahan, 1984).
As studies proceeded, however, a new approach to reading 
evolved out of Goodman's (1970) and Smith's (1971) 
psychol in guistic theories of reading as well as of Rumelhart's 
(1980) interactive view of reading. Reading is no longer 
considered a pa ssive process; instead, it is described as an
12
active process which involves interaction between the reader 
and the text in order to build meaning. That is, readers only 
create meaning from a text by relating their activated 
backgr ound kno wledge to the author's message. As Marcuschi 
(1984) states, the text serves as an intermediate stimulus 
between the author and the reader which depends on internal and 
external stabiliz er s to turn out a meaningful unit . According 
to Marcuschi, the internal stabilizers are the cohesive and 
coherent levels of the text, while the external stabilizers are 
the inferences produced by the reader, his/her world knowledge, 
beliefs and the ci rc um stances in which the text is read.
From this reading perspective, researchers have recognized 
the important relationship between reading and' writing. Some 
maintain that both skills are acts of composing which involve 
meaning making. Petrosky (1982), for example, argues that:
When we read, we comprehend by putting together 
impressions of the text with our personal, cultural, 
and contextual models of reality. When we write, we 
compose by making meaning from available information, 
our personal knowledge, and the cultural and 
contextual frames we happen to find ourselves in. Our 
theoretical un d erstan di ng s of these processes are 
converging C ...I] around the central role of human 
understanding - be it of texts or the world - as a 
process  of composing (p. 26).
Vacca and Vacca (1986) also favor this meaning construction 
activity during the reading and writing processes. They state 
that "while the writer works to make the text sensible, the 
reader works to make sense out of text" (p. 210).
According to Tierney and Pearson (1983), as we compose a
text either by reading or writing it, we all face "internal
13
struggl es" and make use of some composing characteristics. They 
suggest in their paper that the following five composing 
c h a r a c te ri s ti c s can be identified in both reading and writing 
processes: (1) planning - both readers and writers plan by 
setting goals which emerge, are discovered and, sometimes, 
changed while reading or writing, and by mobilizing their 
kn owledge which will influence in what they read or produce;
(2) drafting - according to the authors, writers and readers 
draft to make things logically connected. They state that 
writers decide what to include and what to withhold in their 
production while readers fill in gaps and make conn ections of 
the information in the text; (3) aligning - readers and writers 
may adopt different stances with their author or audience; for 
example, a writer may adopt a neutral tone, whereas a reader 
may be critical; (4) revising - this is a characteristic which 
demands harder work and which, sometimes, readers do not make 
use of; however, as writers reexamine and reread their 
production, good readers also do the same to achieve better 
comprehension; and finally, (5) monitoring - this functions as 
an evaluative process of what readers and writers have 
developed. By consciously monitoring their work, good readers 
and writers can decide whether they have planned, drafted, 
aligned and revised properly.
Tierney and Pearson (1983) point out that although these 
ch ar ac t er i st i cs  give the impression of sequential stages, they
14
probably occur simultaneously. That is, while we are reading or 
writing we use simultaneously all five characteristics 
depending upon our necessities during the reading or writing 
act .
Since reading and writing have shown to be closely 
related, some researchers have strongly suggested that their 
curricular combination could bring positive outcomes in both 
skills and in content area learning. Shanahan (1988), for 
example, proposes seven instructional principles based upon 
research on the relationship of reading and writing.
The first principle is that teachers should teach daily 
both reading and writing. Although these skills share common 
c ha r ac te ristics they do not overlap the function of each other, 
but they are developed when practiced regularly and in 
combination. The author also suggests, as the second, third and 
fourth principles, that both skills should be taught 
differently according to the students' developmental levels and 
that the read in g- writing connection should be made explicit to 
the students so that they can perceive the si milarities between 
both skills. Teachers should also equally emphasize instruction 
on product knowledge (phonemic awareness, word meanings, 
cohesion, passage organization, etc.) and on process knowledge 
(strategies for solving problems or carrying out complex 
activities, etc.). Finally, as the sixth and seventh principles 
say, reading and writing should be taught as communicative- 
skills which are used to have an effect on other people and in 
meaningful contexts so that students might use them for various
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pur po se s in different contents. The author believes that by 
following these principles teachers could help children to 
develop their literacy learning.
Based on this idea of connecting reading and writing, some 
res earche rs  have developed specific classroom activities 
involving both reading and writing skills. Oberlin and 
Shugaruian (1988) and Sanacore (1983), for instance, suggested 
that reading comprehension as well as acquisition of content 
could be improved by improving writing skills. Oberlin and 
Shu garman (1988) proposed a prewriting activity which would 
make students consc ious of the relation between the prewriting 
and prereading stages. Sanacore (1983) reviewed some strategies 
developed by other researchers which apparently helped students 
to improve content area learning and reading comprehension. By 
making use of these strategies, students had to activate their 
ba ckground knowledge properly and to use some writing tasks in 
order to perceive the structure of tents.
Santa, Dailey and Nelson (1985) developed an instructional
sequence which combined reading and writing activities. The
instructional sequence was divided into four steps. First,
students were taught how to use their background knowledge in
order to achieve better comprehension. Then, they were taught
how to monitor their own comprehension without the gui dance of
the t e a c h e r’s questioning. The third step was to make students 
write about what they had just read as a means of helping them
to learn the content; and finally, students were told to edit
their own and their colleagues' works. This last step was 
expected to develop students' critical thinking.
Some of the cla ssroom techniques combining reading and 
writing suggested to enhance writing through reading have 
already been investigated through research. In the following 
subsection of this review some of these studies will be 
present e d .
2.1.1. The influence of reading upon writing
There have been few studies that attempted to examine the 
influence of reading upon writing. Krashen (1986), in his book 
about writing, stated that "voluntary reading has generally 
been found to be more effective in producing gains in writing 
than increasing writing frequency ..." (p.5/6). Similarly, a 
group of studies reported in Stotsky (1983), showed that 
additional reading may be as good as, or better than, grammar 
study or additional writing practice in improving writing.
Stotsky (1983) also reviewed studies which attempted 
to improve writing through reading instruction. She found that 
although most of the experimental groups of these studies 
achieved higher scores in their reading com prehension tests, no 
significant improvement was found in their writing ability.
On the other hand, Sjostrom and Hare's (1984) study on the 
influence of reading instruction upon writing reported 
significant gains. They conducted a study with ninth and tenth 
graders with the objective of determining whether direct
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instruction in main idea identification would influence 
students' general reading comprehension and summary writing 
quality. The findings showed positive outcomes in summary 
writing but not in general reading comprehension (see section
S.S. of this chapter for a detailed description of this study).
Various classroom techniques to combine reading and 
writing in the classroom to enhance both skills have been 
suggested, such as journal writing based on readings, mapping 
reading texts as a preparation for essay writing, and others. 
In this study main idea identification in tents and summary 
writing will be combined.
E.S. READING CO MP REHENSI ON  AND THE IDEN TIFICATION OF
MAIN IDEAS
Several studies have attempted to investigate how readers 
comprehend their reading (Kintsch and van Dijk, 1978; Taylor 
and Beach, 1984; Rinehart, Stahl and Erickson, 1986). These 
studies have analysed reading comprehension under several 
co nditions such as, the nature of the material (expository or 
narr ative texts, etc.) and the subjects' background (age, level 
of instruction, etc.). Moreover, the reading process has also
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been frequently separated into different subskills rv, an 
attempt of better analysing the entire process. Pearson and 
Johnson (1978) stated that . .any attempt to separate the
reading proces s into little compartments is, at best, an 
arb itrary c o nvenien ce  allowing us to talk about one thing at a 
time" (p. 03). It would be practically impossible to examine 
reading co mp rehension if some variables and skills were not 
cont r o l 1ed .
One of the component skills of reading comprehension is the 
identification of main ideas. This skill has been acknowledged 
by many as essential to both reading and oral com prehension 
(Pearson and Johnson, 1978; Brown and Smiley, 1978; Williams, 
1984; Sjostrom and Hare, 1984; Hare, Rabinowits and Schieble, 
1989) .
Baumann (1984), for example, argued that:
Since readers are faced with large amounts of text, all 
of which cannot be recalled, it is desirable for 
readers to be able to discriminate important from less 
important ideas so that memory can be used efficiently 
to retain the essential information in a text. (p.94)
Indeed, it has been recognized that there is a limit to the 
amount of information one can receive, process, and remember at 
a time (Miller, 1956; Simon, 1974; Eskey, 1986). Kintsch and 
van Dijk (1978) have attempted to show how readers condense the 
individual pr op os itions of a text, that is, the assertions 
about the world that typically take the form of a clause or a 
sen tence (Thorndike, 1977), into its gist. Kintsch and van Dijk 
(1978) developed a model of text comprehension and production
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of recall and summarization protocols. According to this model, 
a text entails micro st ructures  and macrostructures. The 
mi cr os t ru e tu r es  are the sequence of propositions which contain 
meaning at local levels while the macrostru ct ur es contain 
meaning at global levels. The authors postulated that, at the 
time a person is reading a text, he/she reduces and organizes 
its mi cro st r uc t ur e s into macrostructures, through the 
application of a series of macro-rules, so that they can 
remember and comprehend text content. Sherrard (1989) gave a 
clear description of this transformation:
The Ma cr os tr u ct u re  is said to be built up during 
co mp re hension by first abstracting the explicit 
propositions from the text, then inferring propositione 
which are necessary to perceive cohesion in the text. 
Some prop os it ions are next selected for storage in a 
limited-capacity memory buffer over a series of cycles. 
At each cycle, only those pr opositions are retained in 
the buffer which can be related through shared 
inference, with other propositions. In this way, 
propos it ions become linked together, and in turn become 
linked to superordinate propositions
( M a c r o p r o p o s i t i o n s ) which can be used to replace them 
if the text is to be stored in long-term memory or to 
be summarized, (p. 2)
Within their Macro st ru cture theory, Kintsch and van Dijk 
(1978) disti nguished four macr o-rules for producing 
macropropositions: 1. Deletion, in which every proposition 
that is not an interpretation condition of another proposition 
may be deleted. For example, "The boy destroyed the ball. The 
ball was white." becomes "The boy destroyed the ball". 2.
Selection, in which we may delete every proposition that 
denotes a normal condition, component or con se que nce of a 
mac roproposition. Thus, "The man went to London. So, he went to
the airport, bought a ticket, took the plane ..." becomes "The 
man went to London by plane". 3. Generalization, in which a 
sequence of proposi ti on s may be substituted by a general 
proposition which defines its immediate superconcept. For 
instance, "The child likes apples. The child likes grapes. The 
child likes oranges." becomes "The child likes fruits". 
Finally, 4. Construction, in which we may replace a sequence of 
pr op o si ti ons by a global proposition when the first can be 
inferred through knowl ed ge  of normal situati ons and conditions, 
components  and consequence of the latter. Thus, "the man went 
to the a i r p o r t , bought a ticket ...” are replaced by "The man 
travelled by plane".
These ma cro-rules are not applied randomly but in 
accordance  to the reader's goals. According to van Dijk (1979), 
the reader's goals determine which elements in the text can be 
judged important or unimportant on the basis of two criteria-.
1. reader-based criteria, in which important information is 
defined by the reader's interest and background knowledge; and
2. text-based criteria, in which important information is 
derived from the schematic structure through the use of verbal 
cues in the t ext .
Actually, the task of determining what is important in a 
text, or what should be considered a main idea in a text is 
quite complex. For the purpose of this study, Aull's (1978) 
definition of main idea was used:
The main idea of a paragraph signals to the reader the
most important statement the writer has presented to
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explain the topic [topic previously being defined as 
that which signals to the reader the subject of the 
discourse]. This statement characterizes the major 
idea to which the majority of sentences refer, (p. 92)
But, since the identification of main ideas is part of the 
reading co mprehension process, the factors which influence 
readers' general reading comprehension will also influence 
their sensitivity to importance. These factors are: the 
af fective components, the linguistic knowledge, schemata, and 
the text itself (Pearson and Johnson, 1978; Hudson, 1982).
The affective components which influence the reading 
process are the students' interest and motivation towards the 
text as well as their reading environment at home and in 
school. Reading comprehension is also dependent on the readers' 
linguistic knowledge. That is, the readers' phonological, 
syntactic and semantic knowledge about the language.
Only one study that examined the influence of students' 
linguistic knowledge on their ability to identify main ideas 
was found in the literature. Koerich (1986) investigated the 
ability of Brazilian un de rgraduate students of EFL to 
dist inguish main ideas from details in Portuguese and English 
expository texts. She wanted to find out whether there was a 
correlat ion between the amount of students' knowledge of the 
language and their difficulty in distinguishing main points 
from details. Students were administered an English proficiency 
test. Then, they were asked to read two expository texts - one 
in Portuguese and the other in English -, and, finally, to 
summ arize the texts. Moreover, a questionnaire was applied to
students in order to investigate their use of reading 
strategies while summarizing. The results of this study 
indicated that the amount of knowledge of the foreign language 
did not affect the ability to identify the main ideas in the 
texts, since students had difficulty to select the main idea 
both in Por tuguese and English.
Schemata are also of crucial importance in reading 
comprehension. Schemata (the plural of schema) are defined by 
researche rs  in the area as the knowledge about all concepts 
(objects, situations, events, actions, etc.) one has in his/her 
mind (Rumelhart and Ortony, 1977; Carrell and Eisterhold, 
1988). Other research er s have not used the term "schemata" but 
they were referring to a concept of the same kind when they 
stated that for comprehension to occur it is necessary that 
readers unite the knowledge they already have in their minds to 
the new information in the tent (Bartlett, 1932; A u s u b e l , I960; 
Pearson and Johnson, 1978; Freire, 1982).
In terms of main idea comprehension, Afflerbach (1990), 
examined the influence of content schemata, i. e., the 
knowledge  the reader has about the subject area of a text, on 
his/her st rategies used to construct main ideas. In this study, 
doctoral students from anthropology and chemistry, who were 
native speakers of English and were assumed to be expert 
readers, were asked to read aloud two texts from both a 
familiar and an unfamiliar knowledge domain. While reading, 
they were asked to report verbally their reading strategies 
which were recorded and analysed later.
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groups. For each group a social science text appeared in four 
versions: (1) the original text; (E) an added diagram version, 
in which a tree diagram representing the main ideas of the text 
was included within the text; (3) an explained diagram version, 
in which a t ^ e  diagram was included in the text. In addition, 
an oral explanation of the information presented in the diagram 
was given; and finally, (4) an elaborated text version, in 
which the information of the text was highlighted by giving 
emph as is  to the signalling of various cues in the text 
st ruct u r e .
After reading one of the four versions of the text, 
st udents were asked to answer an achievement test, which tested 
their recall and comprehension; a questionnaire, which 
evaluated their interest and level of difficulty in relation to 
the text; and verbal and visual aptitude tests to control 
po ssible di fferences among groups.
The results of the study suggested that students who read 
the text with a diagram, especially the explained diagram 
version, outperformed those who read the original text and the 
elaborated text version on the reading co mprehension measure. 
Thus, it seems that the diagram which clearly displayed the 
main ideas of the text had greater effect on students' visual 
memory, and therefore, facilitated their recall and reading 
comprehension. Yet, as the author says, further research on the 
functional use of different types of diagrams on different 
types of texts is needed.
In another study, Taylor (198E) investigated, in two 
simila r experiments, the effects of
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training in hierarchical summarization on fifth graders' 
co mprehension and recall of expository text. There were two 
groups: an experimental and a control group.
The experimental group received instruction in 
hierarchical summarization. That is, they were taught to 
prepare outlines reflecting the organizational structure of 
passages from health and social science textbooks. These 
outlines included the main ideas of the texts. Then, they were 
asked to summarize the passages and to read their summaries. On 
the other hand, the control group received instruction on 
preread ing activities before reading the same passages that 
were used in the experimental group. Then, they were asked to 
answer questions about the passages and to study their answers 
to the questions by reviewing them.
After the treatment, both experimental and control groups 
were asked to read two texts from the health and social science 
textbooks. Students in the experimental group were asked to 
write a summary of this material and study their summary. 
Students in the control group were asked to answer questions on 
the material and study their answers. Later on, both groups 
were asked to write down everything they could remember about 
the passages and answer questions about them
The findings supported the author's hyp othesis that the 
hierarchical summarization training, which dealt with main 
ideas had significantly higher scores on students' sensitivity 
to the organization of ideas in expository texts and on the 
memory tests. Some studies have investigated the influence that
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the text itself may have on students' identification of main 
ideas. Hare, Rabinow itz and Schieble (1989), for example, 
examined the effects of some text features on fourth, sixth and 
eleventh graders' main idea comprehension in two experiments. 
In study 1, the authors investigated students' analysis of two 
kinds of text with a listing structure: contrived texts, which 
are usually found in main idea skill lessons in basal readers 
and, naturally occurring texts, which are found in content area 
textbooks. The authors hypothesized that it would be more 
difficult for students to identify the main idea of naturally 
ocurring texts since they are usually structurally more complex 
than contrived texts. Students were asked to read a certain 
number of paragraphs and to underline in each one the statement 
they thought was the main idea.
In the second study, the same students were asked to 
identify the main ideas of texts of four different structures: 
listing, sequence, cause/effect, and comparison/contrast. They 
were also asked to construct a statement of the main idea when 
it was not explicitly stated in the paragraphs. The authors 
hypothesized that texts with a structure different from listing 
would be more difficult to process for students who had not 
been instructed to identify the main idea in naturally 
occurring texts.
Findings indicated that students had more difficulty in 
identifying the main ideas in naturally occ urring texts. The 
authors attributed this to the text structure. In contrived 
texts, the main ideas are usually stated at the beginning of
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the text and students just have to apply the selection rule to 
find them. However, the main ideas of naturally occurring texts 
do not have a conventional position and, thus, students have to 
construct a mapping rule to find them and to delete 
no ns up porting details. The results also indicated that students 
had an increasing difficulty in identifying implicit main ideas 
and main ideas in listing, sequence, comparison/contrast, and 
cause/effect texts. Finally, they suggested that, in reading 
lessons, students should be given the opportunity to practice 
the identification of main ideas in naturally occurring texts.
Hare and Chesla (1986) investigated, in two experiments, 
the effects of three text variables - topic sentence position, 
explicit ne ss  of topic sentence and text structure - on 
el ev enth-gra de  students' main idea comprehension. In study 1, 
students were asked to read and to underline the main ideas of 
nine pa ragraphs which appeared in three different forms, with 
the topic sentence in-. (1) the initial position; (2) the 
medial position; or  (3) the final position. The results of the 
study suggested that students who read the paragraphs with the 
topic sentences in the initial and final positions identified 
the main ideas with greater ease than those who read the 
paragraphs with the topic sentences in middle position.
In study 2, the same subjects were asked to read and to 
write the main ideas of ten paragraphs which appeared in two 
versions: with or without an explicit topic sentence. The 
paragraphs appeared in five different forms of text structures:
(1) two paragraphs with listing structure; (2) two paragraphs
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with prob 1 em-sol ut ion structure; (3) two p a r a g r a p h ' ,  with 
cause-effeet structure; (4) two paragraphs with
com par is on -contr as t structure; and (5) two paragra phs with 
mixed structures. Results indicated that the main ideas are 
bette r identified in explicit topic sentence paragraphs. Also, 
st udents main idea comprehension seems to be facilitated when 
listing, p r o b 1em-solution and cause-effeet structures are 
present in the paragraphs. The authors state that subjects were 
able to identify well main ideas when the text was well 
organized and the main ideas were explicit.
Another line of research stresses the importance of giving 
student s instruction on identifying main ideas to enhance 
students' reading comprehension. Although there seems to be 
only a small body of research in this area, the results of the 
few studies found in the literature have been encouraging.
William s (1984), for example, developed a model of concept 
identific ation for instruction in reading comprehension of 
expository text. According to Williams, "at the time children 
are given instruction in text comprehension, they are highly 
proficient in their ability to categorize their world" (p. 
875). Thus, to this author an effective instruction on main 
idea comprehension seems to rest on basic cognitive 
cl assifi ca ti on skills. That is, children are taught to identify 
the main ideas of a text similarly to the way they refer to a 
group of objects - by means of a category label. The author 
gives the following paragraph to exemplify how the model 
funct i o n s :
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Cowboys had many important jobs to do. Cowboys had to 
protect the herd from cattle robbers. They had to brand 
cattle to show who owned them. They had to ride around 
the ranch to keep cattle from straying too far. (p.
874)
The last three sentences of this paragraph entail the 
meaning of the first sentence, which contains the main idea 
since it s um marize s the whole text. However, to comprehend this 
paragraph, it is necessary that the reader identify the last 
three sentences as exemplars of the category jobs. If the 
reader has this concept understanding, the paragraph could have 
had the first sentence excluded and they would be equally able 
to generate a topic sentence for the paragraph.
In order to test the validity of her model, Williams 
developed a study with fourth and sixth graders. The students 
were asked to read 32 paragraphs in a single experimental 
session. Below each paragraph, there was a target sentence. The 
target sentence either was a detail sentence which exemplified 
the specific topic of discourse of the paragraph or not. 
Students were, then, asked to state whether the target sentence 
belonged to the paragraph or n o t . Half of the paragra phs 
appeared with topic sentences and half did not Moreover, half 
of the paragraphs contained one sentence only (either a topic 
or detail sentence), and half of them contained three sentences 
(either the topic sentence plus two details or three detail 
sentences only). Results indicated that students were better 
able to determine whether a target sentence belonged to a 
paragraph when the number of exemplars was greater.
This model, however, did not address the issue u I' 
p aragraphs in which the categories are not familiar to the 
subjects. In this case, even increasing the number of exemplars 
to a sequence of detail sentences would probably not lead to a 
bett er identification of main ideas due to the lack of 
students' content knowledge. The task of concept formation 
would have to be dealt with first. Thus, this model seems to be 
ad equate mostly for texts with a well-formed structure in which 
stu de nt s do not have to work with complexities. In more complex 
texts, some extra material, such as restatements of the main 
idea, non su ppo rting details or information unrelated to the 
topic, are included, thereby utilizing a variety of text 
st ruc tu res and increasing the processing demands (Hare, 
Rab inowitz  and Schieble, 1989).
In another study, Baumann (1984) investigated the effects 
of a direct instruction model for teaching identification of 
main ideas to sixth graders. Students were divided into three 
groups: (1) strategy group, (E) basal group, and (3) control 
group. High, medium and low achievement level students were 
randomly assigned to each group. All students received 
instruction over a two week and a half period.
In the strategy group, students were taught to identify 
explicit and implicit main ideas in paragra phs and in short 
passages, as well as to construct main idea outlines for short 
passages. Main idea was defined to them as "the most important 
statement the writer has presented to explain a topic" (p. 97).
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The instructional strategy used in this group followed a direct 
paradigm, developed by the author, which required:
the teacher to be responsible for the academic focus, 
sequence of content, pupil engagement, monitoring, and 
corr ec ti ve  feedback, with a gradual shift of 
responsibil it y for learning from the teacher to the 
student as a lesson progressed <p.96).
Students in the basal group received instruction on main 
idea comp rehensio n following a popular basal reader series 
"Ride the Sunrise". In the control group, students were engaged 
in lessons on vocabulary meaning development.
Five tests were developed by the experimenter to evaluate 
students' ability to comprehend main ideas and supporting 
details: (1) a 20-item multiple choice test which asked 
st udents to mark the best main idea for each paragraph; (2) a
15-item multiple choice test which asked students to mark the 
best supporting details for the main idea stated; (3) a 6-item 
multiple choice test, which asked the students to mark the main 
ideas of six different short passages (3-5 paragraphs in 
length); (4) a main idea outline test, which asked students to 
su mmarize in the form of an outline the main ideas of two short 
passages; and (5) a written free recall test on a short 
p a s s a g e .
Results showed that the strategy group outperformed both 
basal and control groups in the ability to recognize main ideas 
and supporting details in paragraphs and passages as well as in 
the abiliy to compose outlines. Baumann attributed this to the 
direct instruction they had received, which probably gave them
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an opportunity to practice and apply with greater understanding 
what they had been taught. Findings also indicated that more 
capable readers outperformed less capable readers in all 
measures. However, no difference among groups was found in 
their perfo rm an ce on the free recall test. This outcome, the 
author says, was probably due to the less capable readers' lack 
of familiarity with the exercise.
Sjo strom and Hare (1984) examined the effects of main idea 
instruction on native English speakers' general reading 
co mprehen si on  and summary writing. Subjects (ninth and tenth 
graders) were divided into two groups: a treatment group and a 
control group. The treatment group received instruction on main 
idea identification following the sequence and the direct 
pa radigm developed by Baumann (1984). The control group 
received instruction in vocabulary development. Both groups 
were evaluated through three different pre and post-tests: (1) 
an ex pe ri me nt e r- c on d uc te d  test which measured students' main 
idea identification in paragraphs, (2) a summarization test in 
which students were asked to summarize a science passage, and
(3) a standard reading comprehension test.
Results showed that the treatment group outperformed the 
control group in the identification of both explicit and 
implicit main ideas. Stu dents in the treatment group were also 
able to improve their summarization efficiency by increasing 
the number of main idea restatements in summary writing. Yet, 
their summarisation performance was still far from optimal. 
Thus, the authors suggest that students' summarization skill
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may be more effectively improved by direct instruct~rorr in 
summarization macro-rules. There was no significant difference 
between students' scores on the reading comprehension test 
either. The authors explained this result by stating that main 
idea com pr ehe nsion may be too singular a skill to affect 
general comprehension measured by standardized tests which 
usually focus on comprehension of details.
Some re se archers have tried to set "structural rules" for
instruction on the identification of main ideas in expository
texts. These rules are mainly stated in textbooks about reading
and study skills. For example, Norman and Norman (1981), McCrea
and Kemm er le (1985), and McWhorter (1986) claim that main ideas
are commonly found in five different types of paragraphs: (1)
in the deductive paragraph, in which the writer makes a general
statement at the beginning and supports it with details; (2) in
the inductive paragraph, in which the topic sentence is stated
at the end of the paragraph; (3) in the paragraph in which the
main idea is in the middle; (4) in the first and last sentence
of the paragraph, in which the writer states the main idea at
the beginning and then explains the idea, and finally restates
it at the end; and (5) in the unstated main idea paragraph, in
which the writer does not state the main idea of the paragraph 
but leaves it up to the reader to infer what the main idea is.
It is important, however, to add Pearson and Johnson's 
(197B) view that not all paragraphs contain main ideas. They 
point out that some of the main ideas within a passage are just 
e nu m eration s of details. Thus, students should not be asked to
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find main ideas in these types of paragraphs in any kind of 
t e n t .
Jacob ow it z (1990) also questions the efficacy of what she 
calls traditional main idea instruction. She contends that this 
type of instruction is based on ..the premise that the main 
idea is inherent in the tent and can be located in specific 
portions of paragraphs" (p. 680). In her view, the reader 
cannot rely exclusively on the text but must also use other 
source s to identify or infer the main idea of a text. To this 
end, she developed a study to investigate, first, the way both 
skilled and unskilled adult readers look for main ideas in a 
text; and, second, the effects of a metacogni ti ve  strategy 
Aut hor's Intended Message (AIM) - on students' main idea 
identification in comparison to traditional main idea
i-ost rue t i on . She defines AIM as a met acogn it i ve strategy which 
entail s various skills related to establishment of purpose,
prereading, activation of background knowledge, prediction,
det ermination of text organization, and critical evaluation. It
is a m e ta co gnitive  strategy that may be applied to any reading
selection of any length.
In the first experiment, the author asked students in 
teacher education (considered skilled readers) and students in 
study skills classes (less skilled) to read a scientific 
passage and to write down what they considered to be the main 
ideas. Then, they were asked to answer a questio nnaire 
describing how they looked for the main ideas The less skilled 
st udents said that they looked for the main ideas in the first
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sentences of the paragraphs, while the skilled students 
indicated that they first read the entire selection to get an 
overall impression of it in order to find the main ideas.
In this same experiment the author also asked five 
pr ofe ss or s and five less skilled readers to read a selection 
and think aloud while they tried to find the main ideas. 
Result s of the protocols suggested that the less skilled 
readers tried to find the main ideas in the text rather than to 
construct them. On the other hand, the skilled readers seemed 
to employ certain me ta cognitive strategies, such as, 
prereading, activating prior knowledge, etc., in order to find 
out the main ideas.
In the second experiment, the author evaluated the 
e f fe ct ivenes s of the AIM strategy. The subjects were 
un dergra du a te  students. During three weeks, three experimental 
groups received instruction on the AIM strategy, while three 
control groups received instruction on the traditional main 
idea identification approach. Before treatment, a standard 
reading comprehension test was administered to all groups. 
After the treatment, students of both groups were asked to read 
a scientific passage and to answer a 16-item multiple choice 
co mprehension test based on the text. Results showed that 
student s who had received instruction on the AIM strategy 
ou tperformed those who had not.
The findings of the studies with native speakers of English 
reviewed in this section suggest that the identification of 
main ideas in a text plays an important role in students'
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reading comprehension and recall of text content. Yet, as 
mentioned before, apparently various factors influence the 
readers' selection of what is important in a text: the text 
itself, the affective components of the readers, their 
linguistic knowledge and their schemata, and this makes it 
sometimes difficult to identify the main ideas in a text.
S . 3. MAIN IDEA IDENTIFICATION AND SUMMARY WRITING SKILL
Some researchers claim that the summarization skill is 
linked to the identification of main ideas. This claim comes 
from the fact that the summarization skill is a study technique 
which involves the use of reading and writing skills and which 
demands the condensation of the original text into its gist 
(Brown and Day, 1983; Lima, 1984; Anderson and Armbruster, 
1984; Souza e Silva, 1988; Cohen, 1988).
Studies developed to examine the psychological strategies 
used by su mmarizers have provided information related to the 
importance of the identification of main ideas in the summary 
writing skill. Taylor (1986) attempted to analyse fourth and 
fifth graders' perf ormance on writing summa ries of both 
narrative and expository texts to see if there was any 
diffe re nc e between them. The summaries were written with the 
original text in hands and were evaluated in terms of 
accuracy/clarity, main ideas, brevity, and the use of the 
summarizers' own words. Results revealed no significant 
difference  between the two modes of summarizing. The author 
concluded that probably the
'ó  /
students' inability to -Find and express the main idea was the 
major deficiency in their work.
In another study, Winograd (1984) investigated the 
strategic diffe rences between eighth graders and adults as they 
summar ized expository texts. All students were asked to read an 
e xpository text and to summarize it. Results showed that while 
poor readers (eighth graders) had different views from the 
aut hor's about which idea in the text was important, good 
readers (adults), through the use of textual clues and their 
par ticular  interest, were able to identify what the author of 
the text conside red important. Apparently, good readers also 
used Kintsch and van Dijk's macro-rules - deletion, selection, 
ge ne ra lization  and construction - in a more efficient way than 
the eight graders. Winograd speculates that the younger 
students' di ff ic ulties might be in condensing and transforming 
a passage into its gist. Based on these results, the author 
suggested that students should be taught to identify main ideas 
as well as to polish their summaries.
Few studies concerned with the psychological strategies 
used by EFL or ESL students while summarizing were carried out .. 
Long and Harding-Esch (1978, in S h e r r a r d , 1989) examined high 
proficient English students' performance in writing summaries 
in the first language of second language expository speeches. 
Results indicated that the summaries were poor in their 
selectiv ity of importance. The authors offered three hy potheses 
for this result: a lesser cognitive competence to select and 
organize main ideas in a second language, a linguistic
comprehension deficiency in the second language and a 
production deficit in the first language. Yet, more studies of 
this type need to be done so that this question may be 
c 1ari f i e d .
Cohen(1988) worked with five native Portuguese speakers 
through protocol analysis to investigate the way in which 
subjects at different proficiency English levels (high, medium 
and low) carried out the summarising task on a reading 
co mprehension test in English. Students were asked to write the 
summaries in Portuguese. Results suggest that all students were 
able to identify and select topic information, but apparently 
they did not know how much to delete and gave little attention 
to producing coherent summaries. They seemed to be more 
concerned with understanding the original tents than in writing 
text summaries. The task of summarizing, however, demands the 
use of both reading and writing skills.
There is another line of research dealing with the 
refinement of students' summarizing performance. Studies in 
this area have also indicated the importance of the skill of 
identifying main ideas in text to writing good summaries of 
texts. Hare and Borchardt (1984), for example, investigated the 
effects of two version s of summarizing instruction - deductive 
and inductive - upon junior high school students' summaries. 
The authors trained the students by teaching them Brown and 
Day's (1983) empirical versions of Kintsch and van Dijk's 
m ac ro -rules which are: (1) deletion of trivial material; (2) 
deletion of redundant material; (3) substitution of a
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superordinate term for a list of items; (4) substitution of a 
superordi nate term for a list of actions; (5) selection of a 
topic sentence; and, (6) invention of a topic sentence. The 
authors also taught two additional rules: paragraph-combining 
and polishing summaries. Results revealed no significant 
difference between the two modes of training (deductive and 
inductive) but it seemed that the two tapes of instruction 
positively influenced students' use of summarization rules and 
the quality of their summaries. It was also observed that 
sensivity to importance, i. e., the capacity to perceive 
important information, is a major feature of the summarization 
task, but probably the most difficult to be understood and 
t aught .
In another study, Garner and McCaleb (1985) attempted to 
improve u ndergraduate students' text summarization performance 
by using three types of text manipulations: (1) cueing, that 
is, the use of signalling words which point out important 
information that should be paid attention to; (2) organization, 
that is, the way the information is distributed throughout the 
text; and, (3) reduction constraints, that is, a limit to the 
number of sentences allowed to be used in the summaries is 
imposed. Twelve different forms of an expository text were then 
constructed, using different levels of these text 
manipulations. The levels of cueing used were: (1) no cueing,
(2) semantic cueing (explicit topic sentences for paragraphs 
containing four pieces of information judged most important in 
the text), and (3) semantic and lexical cueing (words such as
"important" or "central" within these topic sentences). The 
levels of organization used were: (1) massed (with the most 
important information appearing at the beginning of the first 
four paragraphs) and (2) distributed ( with the same 
information distributed over the paragraphs). The constraints 
were to write summaries with either three or seven sentences. 
Students were then asked to read one of those modified forms of 
the text and to write a summary of i t .
It was hypothesized that the students who received the 
tents which contained semantic and lexical cueing, massed 
organization and the three-sentence constraint would produce 
better summaries than the students who received the other forms 
of the text . Results suggested that the performance of students 
was not optimal in no outcome measure, regardless of treatment. 
However, the cueing manipulation apparently made a substantial 
difference in the students' summary quality, especially in the 
increase of number of important ideas presented. Subjects also 
made more combinations across sentences. Although they obeyed 
the constraint levels imposed in the task ( either three or 
seven sentences), very few subjects were compelled to use less 
than the maximum number allowed. Moreover, it was observed that 
a greater number of words in the summary did not necessarily 
mean more important information included. The authors concluded 
that although text manipulations might help students to improve 
their summaries in some way, it seems that there is still a 
need to give direct summarization instruction to students in 
order to obtain better results.
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Taylor and Beach (1984) compared the scores of seventh 
grade students who received instruction and practice in a 
hierarchical summary procedure after reading a tent to the 
scores of seventh graders who only answered questions about the 
text, or received no special treatment in terms of 
comprehension and production. The summarization training 
procedure consisted of teaching students to make a skeleton 
outline which included thesis statement and main ideas and, 
then, having them study from their outline-. There were three 
groups - experimental, conventional and control. All groups 
answered reading and writing pre and post tests. Results 
suggest that the experimental group had significant improvement 
in comprehension and recall of unfamiliar text over the other 
groups; their writing quality was also much better than that of 
the other groups.
Rinehart, Stahl and Erickson (1986) developed a 
summarization training program and measured the effects of this 
training upon sixth graders' reading and studying behaviours. 
There was an experimental and a control group. The students' 
studying behaviour was evaluated by product measures such as: 
retention of major and minor information from a long text , and 
process measures such as: the preparation time and quality of 
notes while studying. The students' reading behaviour was 
evaluated through two standardized pre tests: one in reading 
comprehension and the other in outlining, and through two post 
tests: one standardized test in outlining and a 
non-standardized summary test.
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The training consisted of teaching the experimental group 
four summarization operations: (1) identifying/selecting main 
information; (2) deleting trivial information; (3) deleting 
redundant information; and (4) relating main and important 
supporting information, during a period of five days. These 
operations were taught by using a direct instruction and a 
self-control training. This training should allow the students 
to learn not only a procedure of summarizing but also how to 
monitor and evaluate the use of this procedure. The control 
group received instruction on reading skills which were not 
involved in summarization or main idea identification. Results 
indicated that the training improved the experimental groups' 
reading skill by enhancing recall of major but not minor 
information and improved students' summary writing quality. The 
experimental group apparently also improved their studying 
behaviour perhaps because of giving more attention to the task 
of read ing .
In general, one could say that all studies reviewed in this 
section strongly suggest that effective summarizing of written 
text is intimately related to the identification of main ideas. 
Furthermore, researchers seem to share the view that the 
summarization task comprises both reading and writing skills. 
Thus, in order to improve students' efficacy in summarizing, it 
is suggested that they be given instruction both on finding 
main ideas in texts and on summary writing.
To sum up this chapter - the review of literature on the 
integration between reading and writing skills in the language
classroom, the identification of main ideas as an important 
sub-skill in reading comprehension, and the reciprocal effects 
between main idea identification in texts and written 
summarization of texts-, major areas related to the question of 
investigation of the present study, one could say the 
fol lowing
First, research on the integration of reading and writing 
indicates that these skills have common characteristics and 
that instruction on both of them seems necessary in order to 
enhance students' comprehension, production and recall of 
expository texts (Shanahan, 1984; Taylor and Beach, 1984; 
Rinehart, Stahl and Erickson, 1986; Tierney, Soter, O'Flahavan 
and McGinley, 1989).
Second, research in the area of main idea identification 
has revealed its importance to students' reading and oral 
comprehension due to their necessity of condensing text 
information into its gist (Kintsch and van Dijk, 1978; Pearson 
and Johnson, 1978; Williams, 1984). Moreover, studies in this 
area have shown that when students are directed to identify the 
main ideas in a text by means of text manipulations or teacher 
instruction their sensitivity to importance is enhanced 
(Baumann, 1984; Sjostrom and Hare, 1984; Hare, Rabinowitz and 
Schieble, 1989; Afflerbach, 1990).
Finally, studies developed to examine the psychological 
strategies used by summarizers and the effects of instruction 
on summarizing have indicated that the identification of main
ideas is also an important skill in summary writing (Taylor and 
Beach, 1984; Hare and B o r c h a r d t , 1984).
In general, the literature reviewed in this section has 
shown that the identification of main ideas is an important 
technique which provides nat ive English students with a certain 
amount of training in reading and in summarizing texts. But, 
EFL students seem to face problems in reading and writing that 
are similar to those faced by native speakers of English. Thus, 
they also need some training in this area. However, it seems 
that no research examining the effects of main idea instruction 
upon EFL students' reading comprehension and summarization has 
been developed so far.
The researcher of the present study hypothesized that since 
instruction on main idea identification has helped develop 
native English students' reading comprehension and 
summarization skills, it might also help develop EFL students' 
reading comprehension and summary writing skills. Thus, a 
methodology was developed for the investigation of the 
hypotheses. The following chapter will discuss this methodology 
in detail.
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C H A P T E R  III
METHODOLOGY
3.1. SUBJECTS
Twenty-four low level EFL students of Colégio de Aplicação, 
a public school in Florianópolis, Santa Catarina, participated 
in the study. These students were enrolled in the second year 
of secondary school. At the beginning of the school year they 
were assigned to a 'low' level group of English. This 
classification was based on their scores on a test of English 
students had been submitted to at the end of the previous 
school year. Although the subjects belonged to this low level 
group, none of them had repeated a school year in English. The 
ages of these students ranged from 15 to 19 years with a mean 
age of 16. There were 15 boys and 9 girls. At Colégio de 
Aplicação they were attending two fifty-minute English classes 
a week, and instruction in these classes concentrated mostly on 
grammar. The teaching materials used were developed according 
to students' level of English by the English teachers of the 
s c h o o l .
The students had already been assigned to two different 
classes, i. e., they had been divided int© two groups, but not
in a random fashion, which will preclude any generalizations 
from the results of this study. The students had been 
distributed in the following way-. 15 students in one group and 
19 in the other. Despite the fact that the groups were 
previously set up, they were randomly assigned to an 
experimental group (15 students) and to a control group (19 
st udent s ) .
At the beginning of the experiment, both groups of students 
were submitted to an English language proficiency test 
(Appendix C) in order to find out how homogeneous they were in 
terms of English proficiency. The results are displayed in 
Table 1 below:
TABLE 1
Between group m e a n s : English proficiency test
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TEST CG EG P
M M
GRAMMAR 9 . 8 ,10 . 9 1 . 52
VOCABULARY 5 . 6 6 . 7 1 . 73
TOTAL 15 . 4 17 . 6 1 . 72
MAXIMUM OF TOTAL POINTS (MTP): 40
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M = Mean 
P = Level of significance
Table 1 shows that there was no significant difference 
between the two groups in terms of their English language 
proficiency. That is, the null hypothesis, both in the grammar 
and vocabulary sections of the control and experimental groups' 
tests, was not rejected. Although the English language 
proficiency test was especially constructed for the subjects of 
the research, the subjects still had a low performance on their 
total results (CG = 15.4; EG = 17.6) when compared to the MTP 
possible. In addition, two reading comprehension pre-tests - 
one in English and one in Portuguese- were also administered 
(appendices E and I). The results of these tests can be seen in 
Table 3 in Chapter IV. Since three students from the 
experimental group and seven from the control group did not 
particip ate in all tests, they were eliminated from the 
analysis of data.
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3 . S. MATERIALS
3.2.1. Instructional materials
Forty-five paragraphs and nine complete expository texts 
that were unfamiliar to the students were used in the 
experiment for instruction on main idea identification. Some 
selections were original and some were adapted from English 
language or English reading textbooks. Although some 
researchers claim that it is important to give naturally 
occurring texts to students in their reading lessons (Hare, 
Rabinowitz and Schieble, 1989), in the present study, contrived 
texts were chosen since some factors which might influence 
students' comprehension (such as text structure and vocabulary) 
are less complex and more common in this type of texts in 
relation to the subjects' level. All passages were typed in a 
similar fashion and format in order to help the students' 
understanding and acquaintance with the new material.
The following criteria were taken into account for the 
selection of the passages. (1) the passages should not be too 
long; - the paragraphs contained between 70 and 200 words, and 
the whole selections, between 200 to 300 words, (2) the 
selections should contain general interest factual information.
Moreover, the researcher discussed these reading materials with 
the regular teachers of the two groups in order to see which of 
these reading materials would meet the subjects' interest and 
reading levels, as well as to find out how they would react 
towards expository texts.
From this pool of passages, nine paragraphs were chosen 
for instruction on each of the five different types of main 
idea paragraphs and the nine complete expository texts 
contained paragraphs with mixed types of main idea sentences 
(see append ix A ) .
3.2.2. Measuring Instruments
3.2.2.1. English Language Proficiency Test
An English language proficiency test was designed to 
assess the students' grammatical and vocabulary knowlegde 
before treatment (see appendix C). The test was devised based 
on the International House-Hastings English Language Assessment 
Test, and on the English instructional program used by the 
school during the previous year and the months before the 
experiment was conducted.
The test consisted of a series of 40 multiple-choice 
questions, with four alternatives in each question. The test 
was divided in two parts. The first part, consisting of 24 
questions, was concerned with the assessment of the students' 
grammatical knowledge. It included the following aspects: verb
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tenses, pronouns, comparative forms, conjunctions, 
w h - q u e s t i o n s , prepositions, gerund constructions and verb forms 
after modals. The second part, which evaluated the students' 
vocabulary, contained 16 questions. The vocabulary which was 
assessed was selected on the basis of its frequency in tents 
studied by the students during the previous year and the months 
before the experiment was conducted.
3.2.E.E. Reading Comprehension Tests
Four tests were used as measures of students' reading 
comprehension (see appendices E, 6, I, K). Since the students 
were low level EFL learners, it was necessary to evaluate 
their reading comprehension both in Portuguese and in English 
to avoid any linguistic effects such as, the students' lack of 
some specific syntactic and/or semantic knowledge in English 
that could have influenced the results. Thus, an English 
reading comprehension test and a Portuguese reading 
comprehension test were administered to both groups of subjects 
before and after instruction. These tests were also devised by 
the r e s e a r c h e r .
Each test consisted of E6 questions which were distributed 
over five sections specifically designed to test five different 
reading skills namely, active and passive vocabulary
recognition, scanning, main idea identification and inference.
The first and second sections of the tests required the
students to deduce the meaning of unfamiliar words in content. 
The first part consisted of five multiple-choice questions with
four alter natives and, the second part consisted of five 
questions in which the students had to write the meaning of thP 
underlined words. The words chosen were thought to be 
unfamiliar words but which were crucial in the overall 
comprehension of the tents.
In the third section, five questions were formulated to 
check the students' ability to scan through the texts looking 
for specific information. The fourth part required the students 
to write the main ideas of each paragraph of the texts (all 
four texts comprised five paragraphs).
Finally, in the fifth part the students' ability to make 
inferences was checked. In this last section, there were six 
statements which the students had to assign true or false and 
to justify their answers. The justifications of answers were 
required in order to avoid guessing.
In order to select the four texts used to evaluate the 
students' reading comprehension the following criteria were 
used: (1) the English texts should contain approximately the 
same number of words (between E00 to 300) since this was the 
length of the whole selections used during instruction; (E) The 
Portuguese texts could exceed the number of words of the longer 
passages used in instruction but they should be of a length 
that would allow students to read the texts and the questions, 
as well as write the answers to the questions within a 
fifty-minute period; finally, (3) both pairs of texts 
(Portuguese and English) should contain general factual 
in format i o n .
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3.2.2.3. Tent Summarization Tests
To assess students' ability to summarize expository texts 
before and after instruction, pre and post-tests were 
administered to them. At both times students were assigned to 
read and to summarize two texts. Each of these pairs of texts 
consisted of one in English and one in Portuguese (see 
appendices M, N, 0, P ) . This was an attempt to avoid effects 
that could have occurred due to the students' low level of 
English proficiency. For the same reason, a glossary comprising 
potentially unfamiliar words was added to the English texts.
The selection of the texts for the summarizing tests followed 
the same criteria of selecting the texts for the reading 
comprehension tests.
3.3. THE PILOT STUDY
In order to make the measuring instruments as reliable as 
possible they were pretested in a pilot study before carrying 
out the experiment. This pilot study was conducted with 14 
students of the last year of secondary school of Colégio de 
Aplicação during their regular English classes with the 
permission of their teacher. This group was chosen since the 
students had some characteristics in common with the subjects 
of the experiment. The students of this group were also 
considered low level EFL students and they were around the same 
ages of the subjects in the experiment. Before beginning the 
pilot study, the researcher explained to the students the study
she was conducting and asked them to participate in the pilot 
study. They agreed to participate.
Three tests were then administered to these students. The 
English proficiency language test and the English reading 
comprehension pre and post-tests. In addition, students 
received three lessons on main idea identification (deductive 
main idea paragraphs, inductive main idea paragraphs and main 
ideas in longer passages). These lessons were given in order to 
verify the adequacy of the tents chosen to be given during 
instruction in terms of their difficulty and number of tents 
that could be covered in the lesson.
This pilot study confirmed the adequacy of the following 
aspects: (1) the time alloted to administer the tests, (E) the 
level of difficulty of the tents and, (3) the number of tents 
alloted for each lesson.
3.4. PROCEDURES
3.4.1. Testing Procedures
Pre and post-tests were administered to both control and 
enperimental groups during a ten-day period before instruction 
and immediately following the last lesson on main idea 
identification.
All tests were conducted during the students' regular 
English class periods, with the encept ion of the Portuguese 
reading comprehension and the Portuguese summarizing tests. Due 
to lack of time, the students answered these tests at home but
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they were orally instructed to answer the tests by themselves, 
in no more than 50 minutes and that they should not consult a 
diet i o n a r y .
All instructions about the testing, including the written 
ones, were given in Portuguese, so that students could have a 
clear understanding on how to answer the tests-. Other 
researchers have also adopted the same procedure (Santos, 
1986). For the summarizing tests students were asked to read 
the tents carefully as many times as they wished and to write 
unconstrained summaries, i. e., to write without limiting the 
number of words of their summaries. The texts were not removed 
while the students were writing their summaries since the 
summarization skill, not the retention or retrieval of 
information was of interest in this study. Moreover, in both 
the summarizing and reading comprehension tests, students were 
allowed to answer in Portuguese since their written performance 
in English was not being tested. Some researchers have already 
adopted this procedure before when their interest was 
restricted to the students' ability to summarize (Garner, 198E; 
Lima, 1984; C o h e n , 1988).
The tests were administered by the experimenter to the 
experimental group and by the regular teacher to the control 
g r o u p .
3 . 4 . S. Instructional Procedures
The experiment was carried out in June/July, 1989. Both 
experimental and control groups received nine lessons of 56)
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minutes each, with the instruction being given by the 
investigator to the experimental group and by the regular 
teacher to the control group. The lessons were distributed over 
a four and a half week period of time during the students' 
regular English classes. The initial plan for the experiment 
included IS lessons instead of nine, but due to a teachers' 
strike at Colégio de Aplicação, the number of sessions had to 
be reduced. The three lessons that were eliminated comprised 
review sessions of the instruction given.
The materials used during these lessons were the same for 
both the experimental and the control groups and were 
distributed in the same order to the two groups.
Students in both groups were aware that the activities 
they were performing during that period were part of a study.
In the next two sections the specific procedures adopted 
for each group will be described.
3.4.2.1. Experimental group
The experimental group received main idea identification 
lessons adapted from Baumann's (1984) model of direct 
instruction on main ideas. This model consists of five steps 
which were repeated for lessons one through five. Added to 
these five steps was a homework component at the end of each 
lesson (except for lessons 6 and 9). A description of the steps 
follows: (For a complete transcription of a sample lesson see 
appendix B ).
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1. Introduction: In this step, a review of the previous lesson 
was made and, following this, the students were given an 
explanation of the content and the importance of the lesson of 
the day .
2. Example: A text containing an example of the skill to be 
taught was shown to students.
3. Direct instruction: The teacher guided the lesson by showing 
how students could use the specific skill.
4. Teacher-directed application: Students had to apply the 
skill previously taught in the reading of another text. In this 
step, the teacher still guided the students and gave feedback 
to them while they were working. This enabled the teacher to 
reteach the skill if necessary.
5. Independent practice: Students were provided with material 
to apply the skill independently. They had to underline the 
main ideas of the paragraphs or write them if the paragraphs 
were unstated main idea paragraphs. At the end of this 
activity, the teacher corrected the exercise in class.
6. Homework: Students were provided with texts to be read and 
answered at home by underlining the main ideas of the passages 
or writing them out when they were unstated.
A different procedure was adopted in lessons 6 and 9. In 
these lessons, which were just reviews of the skills taught in 
the previous lessons, subjects worked in pairs so that they 
could share their opinions about the content of the texts. At 
the end, the whole group together with the teacher discussed 
the main ideas in the texts. As to lesson 8, the second and the
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third steps (example and direct instruction) were eliminated 
since the students had already received examples and 
instructions in lesson 7 on how to identify main ideas in 
longer passages. They only had to practice more this skill with 
texts which contained different types of main idea paragraphs.
The content of the lessons consisted of a hierarchy of 
main idea identification skills that led the students from 
finding the five possible different types of main ideas in 
isolated paragraphs to finding the same types of main ideas 
within longer passages. This sequence of main idea instruction 
has been suggested in the literature (Pearson and Johnson, 
1978; Aulls, 1978; Garner, 1982; Baumann, 1984). The following 
is a brief description of each lesson (See appendix A for the 
complete versions of the texts used in each l e s s o n ) :
Lesson 1: Deductive main idea paragraphs. Students were taught 
to identify the main idea at the beginning of the paragraph and 
to associate the supporting details.
Lesson 2: Inductive main idea paragraphs. Students were taught 
to identify the main idea at the end of the paragraph and to 
associate the supporting details.
Lesson 3-, Main idea in the middle of paragraphs. Students were 
taught to identify the main idea in the middle of the paragraph 
and to associate the supporting details.
Lesson 4: First and last sentences of paragraphs. Students were 
taught to identify the main idea in the first and last 
sentences of a paragraph and to associate the supporting 
details.
Lesson 5: Unstated main idea paragraphs. Students were taught 
to infer the main idea of the paragraph, based on the details. 
Lesson 6. Review, reinforcement and practice of all types of 
main idea paragraphs.
Lesson 7: Mixed main ideas in longer passages. Students were 
taught to identify different types of main ideas in longer 
passages. They were also taught to relate these main ideas to 
the overall theme.
Lesson 8: Mixed main ideas in longer passages. Students 
continued to practice the skill of identifying main ideas in 
longer passages.
Lesson 9: Review, reinforcement and practice of lesson 7 and 8.
3 4 . 2 . 2 .  Control Group
Students in the control group received instruction on 
vocabulary and grammatical knowledge. The regular teacher used 
the material developed by the investigator to focus on the 
following aspects in each lesson-. modals, verb tenses, 
c omparative forms, conjunctions, prepositions, plural forms, 
gerund and pronouns The vocabulary was developed by means of 
translation and other activities with sentences that contained 
words or expressions from the texts. None of these lessons 
involved main idea identification or summarizing, and, 
throughout the study, the investigator was in contact with the 
teacher both to solve problems and to make sure that the 
lessons were being carried out as planned.
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3.5. SCORING
3.5.1. English Language Proficiency Test
This test was scored by the researcher herself. Each right 
answer was attributed one point (See appendix D for answer key 
of test) up to a total of 40 points, twenty-four of these on 
grammar and 16 points on vocabulary. Thus, if one subject had 
answered correctly 20 questions of the grammar section and 10 
questions of the vocabulary section, he/she would receive a 
total score of 30 points. This raw score was then, 
statistically analysed (see chapter 4 for further explanation 
of the statistical analysis).
3.5.2. English and Portuguese Reading Comprehension Tests
These tests were also scored by the researcher herself. 
Before preparing the tests, the researcher made a list of the 
expected correct answers for each test to be used as a guide to 
mark students' answers (See appendices F, H, J, L) For all 
tests 1 point was attributed to each completely correct answer 
and a 0.5 point to answers which were half or partially 
c o r r e c t . Each test had 26 questions. Thus, a student had a 
chance to make a total of 26 points: 10 points on the 
vocabulary section which was divided into two parts. 05 
questions which evaluated the students' multiple choice answers 
and 05 questions which evaluated the students' written answers;
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05 points on the scanning section; 05 points on the main idea 
section; and -finally, 06 points on the inference section.
3.5.3. Summarization tests of the English and Portuguese 
t ext s
Despite the number of studies that have been developed 
involving summary writing (Kintsch and van Dijk, 1978; Brown 
and Day, 1983; Winograd, 1984; Sjostrom and Hare, 1984), there 
is still a lack of systematization concerning measurement 
methods for scoring summaries. This might be due to the 
complexity of the task itself which involves analysing the 
content of the summaries and, also, the structural features of 
the summaries, i. e., the use of students' own words, their 
ability to condense material, to follow a sequence of ideas 
and, to construct sentences that convey the meaning of the 
whole sentences in the original text (Brown and Day, 1983; 
Garner and McCaleb, 1985).
Thus, for this study, a scale of values was developed as 
an attempt to assess the content and the structural quality of 
the subjects' summaries. The content of the students' 
summaries, that is, the ideas included in the summaries and the 
level of importance of these ideas in relation to the original 
text were analysed according to a scale.
The scale consisted of three parts. Each part corresponded 
to a class of ideas. The ideas in all four texts that students 
had to summarize were classified into three categories 
according to their level of importance in the texts-. (1) main
ideas; (2) secondary ideas; and (3) details. In order to arrive 
at this classification, the researcher first asked 20 
independent judges (19 graduate students of English and one 
professor of English) to rate each sentence in the tents 
considering the importance of the information contained in the 
sentence. The people chosen to rate the sentences were 
considered fit for this task since all of them are proficient 
in Portuguese and English and are familiar with the reading 
strategy of distinguishing main ideas from secondary ideas and 
details in a text. These judges received oral and written 
instructions on how to proceed while rating the sentences. They 
had to attribute a value to each sentence according to the 
following criteria: (a) a sentence that contained very 
important information that should appear in some form in a text 
summary, received a 3; (b) a sentence that contained moderately 
important information that might or might not appear in the 
summary of a text, a 2; and (c) a sentence that contained 
unimportant information that should not appear in any form in a 
text summary, a 1 (See appendix Q for an example of how 
instructions were given and how the sentences were distributed 
in order to be classified). Based on these ratings, the 
researcher organised the scale (See appendix R).
This procedure of classifying important, less important 
and unimportant sentences in a text summary by using 
independent judges was devised and tested by Johnson (1970) and 
later used by various other researchers in their studies 
(Garner, 1982; Sjostrom and Hare, 1984; Hare and B o r c h a r d t ,
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1984; Garner and McCaleb, 1985). According to these authors, 
the subjectivity present in this type of measurement can be 
diminished by obtaining a prior consensus between markers in 
relation to importance of ideas in the original text before 
assessing the students' summaries.
Finally, the content of the subjects' summaries were 
scored according to a scale. Students received a 7 for each 
main idea, a 4 for each secondary idea, and a 1 for each 
detail present in their summaries. Although there is some 
consensus on judgement measures of the content in a text 
(Johnson, 1970; Brown and Day, 1983; Garner, 1982), there is 
still difficulty among researchers to arrive at a precise 
definition of structural criteria of summary quality probably 
due to the deep level structure that the summarizer uses which 
is not easily specified (Sherrard, 1989).
Yet, when researchers' structural measures of summary 
quality are compared, some points of likeness emerge, such as 
the ones already mentioned, the use of the readers' own words, 
the ability to condense material, the ability to follow a 
sequence in the presentation of ideas, and the ability to 
invent sentences conveying the meaning of whole sentences in 
the original text (Brown, Day and Jones, 1983, Winograd, 1984; 
Garner and M c C a l e b ,1985, Taylor, 1986).
In the present study, the aforementioned structural 
features were analysed according to Winograd's ( 1984) 
structural criteria. Thus, a student's summary received a score•
of 1 for each reproduction rule used, that is, when the subject
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reproduced individual sentences in the original text by 
paraphrasing and copying. A score of 4 was given for each 
run-on combination used, that is, when elements from several 
sentences in the original passage had been included in the 
summary but in a less organized fashion than combination. A 
score of 7 was given for each combination rule applied, that 
is, when subjects condensed the ideas into few words or 
sentences. Finally, a score of 10 was given for each invention 
rule used, that is, when subjects produced sentences which 
conveyed the meaning of several sentences of the original 
passage. The raw scores were then statistically analyzed and 
compared to the content results, since a mature summary 
p erformance entails both content and structural features.
In the next chapter the description and analysis of the 
data has been presented.
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CHAPTER IV 
DI SC US SI ON  AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
4.1. Preliminaries
The purpose of this study was to investigate: the effects of 
teaching main id »a a identification on the comprehension and 
s u in in a v i h a t: i o n of expository texts of Brazilian high school students 
of EFL. Twenty-four low level EFL secondary students from a public 
school participated in this study. These students were divided in 
two groups - control group <CG) and experimental group (EG) •• and 
received different types of instruction as presented in the previous 
c h a p t e r .
The stude n t s '  E n g l i s h  a n d  P o r t u g u e s e  R e a d i n g  c o m p r e h e n s i o n  was 
m e a s u r e d  t h r o u g h  pre and post tests with m u l t i p l e  c h o i c e  and open •• 
e n d e d  items, and their s u m m a r y  w r i t i n g  was te s t e d  b e f o r e  a n d  after 
i n s t r u c t i o n  in m a i n  idea i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  by h a v i n g  them suirimarik g  the 
texts they had read.
Results of the data were then analysed through two statistical 
tests: ( i ) the d i f f e r e n c e o f m e a n s t e s t f o r s m a 11 in d a p end e n t: 
samples of equal sijte and, (2) the difference of means test for 
small dependent matched pairs samples. These tests were performed on
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t:he data by using the Turbo Pascal package of statistical program 
offered by Professor Dr. Biles L... 1st re on a PC-1 tau t: ec model 
c: o in p u t: e r , a v a i 1 a b 1 e a t: U F 8 C .
The difference of means test for small independent: samples of 
equal size <between groups) was used for the confrontation among the 
following tests administered to subjects of the CG and the EG:
1. English language proficiency test
8 . Engl j. sh r ea cl:i. rtg c:oinpr e h e ns i o n pr e-• t es t
3 . E n g I :i. s h r e a cl :i. n g c: o rn p r e h e n s :i. o n p o s t: •• t: e s t
A . P o r t u g u e s e r e a cl :i. n g c: o in p r e h e n s i o n p r e - 1: e s t:
5 . P o ■ t: u g u e se r a a d :i. ng c o m p r e h e n s :i. o n p o s t -• t: e s I:
6. English suinmavieing pre-test:
7 . E n g 1 :i. s h s u m in a r :i. z i n g p o s t: •• t: e s t
8 . P o r t u g t.t e s e s u m in a r i z i n 9 p r e - 1 e s t:
9 . f:) o r t: u g u e s e s u iti m a r :i. z :i. n g p o s t: •• t: a s t:
The di f fere nee of means test: for small de: pen dent matched pairs
samples (within groups) was performed on the following tests:
1. English reading c omprehension pre and post-tests of the 
control g r o u p .
8. English reading comprehension pre and post:-tests of the: 
e >< p e r i in e n t: a 1 g r o u p .
3 . Por t: u guese r ea d i n g c om pr e he nm :i. o n pr e a n d pos t: - 1 es t: s o f t he: 
control g r o u p .
A. Portuguese reading comprehension pre and post-tests of the 
e x p e r i in e n t a J. g r o u p .
5. English and Portuguese reading comprehension pre-tests of the 
control group.
6. English and Portuguese reading comprehension pre-tests of the 
e x p e r i m e n t: a 1 g r o u p .
7. English and Portuguese reading comprehension post-tests of the 
control group.
8. English and Portuguese reading comprehension post:-tests of the 
(!? x p (•? r i m e n t a 1 g r o u p ,
9. English sum mar izat ion pre and post:-tests of the control group.
10. English summarisation pre and post-tests of the experimental 
group.
11. Portuguese? summarisation pre and post-tests of the control 
group.
i8. Portuguese summarization pre and post:-tests of the experimental 
g r o u p .
13. English and Portuguese summarization pre-tests of the control 
g r o u p .
14. English and Portuguese summarization pre-tests of the 
ex per :i. ine n t:a .1. grou p .
.J.5. English and Portuguese summarization post:-tests of the contr ol 
group.
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16. E D g 1 i s h and Portuguese: summarisation post ••■•tests of the 
(.-? >< p e r :i. m e n t: a 1 g r o u p .
All the results of these tests were analysed at a .05 level of 
significance <p < .OS). In this chapter the results of the 
reliability test, the statistical tests between and within groups of 
the reading comprehension tests, and the summarisation tests will 
first be presented and, then, discussed. For clarity, the means and 
levels of significance of the results are presented rather than raw 
scores (for the raw scores see appendix S ).
4.2. Reliability Test
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TABLE E
Between group correlation: the English and Portuguese pre and
post-tests
EG CG
E n 9 1 i s h r e a d :i. r i g c: o m p r e h e n s i on p r e a n d
P o s i: -1 e s t: s 0. 2 0 . 7
P a r t u g u e s e r e a d :i. n g c. a in p r e h e n s; i o n p r e
a n cl p o s t: - 1 (■> s t 0 . 0 . 5
English versus Portuguese reading
c: o ui p r e hen s i o n p r e ••■ t e s t: s 0 . 2 0 . 5
English versus Portuguese reading
e a m p r e h e n s i o n p o » t - t *? s t 0.5 0.2
English sumiriarinat:ion pre and
P o s fc •• t e s t s ( e o n t e n i: ) 0 . 3 0 . 6
E ri g 1 i s h s u m in a r i z a t i o n p r e a n cl
P o & t --1 e s t: s < s t r u c: t u r e ) 0.2 0.3
Portuguese summarization pre and
P o s t - 1: i; s t: s < c: o n t e n t: ) 0 . 3 0 . 3
Portuguese summarization pre and
P o s t -1.8 s t: s ( s t r u c: t u e > 0.4 0 . 5
E ngli s h v e r s u s P a r t (.( g u e s e
s u m m a r i z a t i o n p r e ••■ t e s t: s (contient) 0.4 0.3
E n g 1 i s h v e v <;> u s P o r t u g u e s e
s u m in a r i h a t: i a n f> o <:> t: •• t e s t: s ( s t r u c t: u r e ) 0.4 0.3
E n g 1 i & I i v e r «» u s P o r t: u g u î:ï s a
s u m mar i z a t i o n p o s t ■•• t: e s t: s ( c: o n t: e n t: ) 0 . I 0 . 3
E n g 1 :i. s h v e r s u s P o r t u g u e s e
s u in in a r i z a t: i o n p a s t - 1: e s t: s ( s t: r u c: fc u re) 0 . 2 0 . 3
r « P e a r s o n cor r e 1 a t i o n c o e F l! i c: i e n t
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The correlat ion between the scoras of each pair of pre and 
post:--tests used in t:h:i.s study was estimated using the Pearson 
Product Moment correlation coefficient:. The re suits of this analysis 
are displayed in Table B. As can be seen, the English reading 
comprehension pre and post - tests and the content: section o-F the 
E n g 1 i «> h suiriinav i jr. at: :i. on tests of the CG have a good reliability <r =:! 
0.7; r •- 0.6, respec t: :i. v e l y ) ; while the Portuguese reading 
comprehension tests of both groups, the English versus Portuguese 
•reading comprehension pre-tests of the CG, the English versus 
Portuguese reading comprehension post:-tests of the EG, and the 
structure section of the Portuguese summarisation pre and post: -tests 
of the CG have a rea so liable coefficient of reliability (r 0.5). 
However, the remaining tests all show considerably low coefficients 
of reliability. Thus, the results of this study should be 
interpreted with caution, having in mind the low reliability of most 
of the tests used in the study.
4.3. Reading Comprehensi on Tests
4.3.1. Results Between Groups
As shown in table 3, all comparisons between the CG and the EG 
in their English and Portuguese reading comprehension pre-tests were 
not s i g n i -F i c a n t ( p > .05). T h e s e r e s u 11 s i n d i c a t e t: h a t: t h e C G a n cl 
the EG were homogeneous in terms of their English and Portuguese 
reading comprehension abilities before treatment. However, the total 
means of the CG and the EG both in English and in Portuguese show
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that both groups had a low performance: in their reading 
c om prehens i a n a b i 1 :i. t :i. es .
TABLE 3
Between group means: English and Portuguese reading 
compreh ension pre-tests
ENGLISH PORTUGUESE
PR II ......... .................... ....................  ..........._..........................
TESTS CG EG P CG EG P
M M M M
V ocabulary 5.8 6 . 1 0.68 6 . 6 7 . 2 0 . 38
S c a n n i ng 3 . :l. 3 . 4 0 . 55 3 . 7 4 . 0 0 . 42
Main idea i . 0 .1. . 4 0 . 32 0 . 7 0 . 8 0 . 7.1
I n-ference 3.2 i .9 :l. . 96 2 . 3 2 . 8 0 . 3 i
TO TA I. i 3. i 12 .8 0 . 84 13 . 3 1 4. 8 0 . 28
MTP « 26
On the o t her h a n d , t a b 1 e 4 s h o w s that all compar isons betwei
the CG and the EG, in post-•test condition of E n g 1 i s h a n d F o r t u g u e •
reading co mprehension tests w e r e s :i. g n i f i c a n t: 1 y different at p < .o:
The only exception occurred with the results of the comparison 
between the CG and the EC) in the inference section of the English 
c o m p r e h e n s :i. o n p o s t: ™ t e s t . Th e r <;? w a s no s t: a t i s t: i c a 11 y s :i. g n i f :i. t: a n t 
difference between groups although the EG had a greater mean (4.6) 
than the CG (4.2).
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Thus, total results show that the EG) outperformed the 
18 r m & o f r & a cl :i. n g c a m p r b h s> n s 1 o n a b 11 :i. t y , a f t e r t r t:> a t m a n t .
TABLE 4
Between group mean©: English and Portuguese reading 
comprehension post-tests
POST
TESTS
Vocabulary 
Scanning 
Main idea 
Xnfe r ence
CO
M
. 6
1 .1
4. a
ENGLISH
EG
M
8.1
3 . 7
3 . 4
4 . 6
0 . 00001« 
0 . 005» 
.0001*
CO
M
PORTUGUESE
EG
M
4.9 
1 . 6
0.8
3.2
4.7 
4.0
4.7
0
0
0
0
TOTAL 10.2 19.8 0.00001* 10 . s
M TP * 26
•)(• :::: S  j. <:j n i  f  i  C i f l t  d 1 f  f  üi T  ii? n C S2 b <;! t  W <i> Si? H III il? a  HS .
20 . 0 0
4.3.2. Results Within Groups
Table 5 presents the means and levels of significance f 
c a :i. <:: u  1 a t :i. o n <5 f o r  t: h a  cl :i. f f e r e n c: & b fi? t w «;? e n tri a a n s wit: h :i. n <;j r o u p s 
the sc:o r e s o n t: h e p r e t e s t s o f r e a d i n g c o iri p r e h e n s 1 o n i n
CG :i. n
P
. 02*
.00003* 
.0001*
. 006*
.00003*
rom the 
, w h c? n 
E r> g I i s h
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are compared to those on the p o s t - t e s t s .
TABLE 5
Within group means: English reading comprehension pre and
post-tests
ENGLISH CG EG
READING ... . ........ .„........ ..... . . ..... .... ..........
COMPREHENSION PRE POST P PRE PO ST P
TESTS M li M M
Vocabulary 
Scanni ng 
Main idea 
Inference 
TOTAL
Results in table 5 shot'.' that there? were some significant 
differences between the scores on the English reading comprehension 
pre and post:-tests for both the control and the experimental groups: 
:l.) the CG had higher means on the pre-test than on the post-test, 
except for the main idea and inference sections. Calculations for 
the difference of means within this group show that the differences 
between the total means, the vocabulary, and the scanning sections 
were statistically significant (p - 0 .0 0 8 ;  p - 0 .0 0005;  p ™ 0 .0 8 ,  
respectively); 8) the EG performed better on the post-test than on 
the pre-test. Results show that the differences between the total 
means, the main idea, and the inference sections were statistically
5.8 8.6 0.00005* 6 . .1 8 • i 0.07
3 . 1 8 . 8 0.08* 3. 4 3 . 7 0 . 5
i . 0 i .8 0.7 :l. . 4 3 . 4 0.008*
3.8 4.8 0. 1 1 . 9 4. 6 0.0008*
3 . .1. 10. 8 0.000» 18 . 8 i 9 . 8 0.0003*
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si gn:i. Pi cant (p == 0.0003; p 0.0 OH; p 0.000, res pec: t: i v e l y ) .
Although the results» of the EG for the: vocabulary and scanning 
sections on the post-test were not significantly different, the 
means for these sections were higher on the post:-test than on the 
p r e - t e s t .
Table 6 presents means and levels of significance From the 
calculations for the difference between means within groups on the 
P o r t u g i.i e s e r e a d i n g c o in p r e h e n s i a n t e s t: . R e s u 1 1: s s h a w t h at: i.) t h e C G 
also performed better on the pre-test than on the post:-test . 
Although the CG had no significant differences except for the 
v o c a I:) u 1 a r y ( p - 0.0 3 ) a n d s c: a n n i n g < p - 0 . 0 03) s e c: t :i. o n s , t h e t o t a 1 
mean of the pre-test <M :: .1.3.3) was higher than that of the post- 
test (M - 10.5); H) on the other hand, almost all results of the EG 
were statistically significant, that :i.s, the EG performed better in 
all sections on the post-test than on the pre-test, except for the 
vocabulary section (li - 6.6 on post-test, and M » 7. B on p r e - t e s t ) .
TABLE 6
Within group means: Portuguese reading Comprehension pre and
post-tests
PORTUGUESE CG EG
READING .. ....... ..... .... .  .... ...__-......
COMPREHENSION PRE POST P PRE POST p
TESTS M M M M
Vocabulary 6 . 6 4..9 0 . 03» 7. a 6 . 6 0 . 05
Scanni ng 3.7 :l ., 6 0.003« 4.0 4.7 0 .005*
Main idea 0.7 0..8 0 . 4 0.8 4.0 0. 0003»
Inferenee a . 3 3. 2 o . a :l. . 8 4. 7 0. 001»
TOTAL 13 . 3 10., 5 0 . 08 :l. 4. 8 a o . o 0.. 00007»
C a 1 c: u 1 a t :i. o n s f a r t: h e cl i I' f e r e n c: e s b e t w e e n m e a n s o f s c: o v e s o n t: h e 
English versus Portuguese reading comprehension pre and post-tests 
of the CG and the EG were also performed.
TABLE 7
Within group means: English and Portuguese reading 
compre hension pre-test
PRE READING CG EG 
COMPREHENSION . ........ .. .................. ..... ........
TESTS ENGLISH
M
PORTtJGUESI
M
P ENGLISH
M
PORTUGUESE 
M
P
Vocabulary S. 8 6 . 6 0 . 8 6 . 1 7. a 0 . 1
Sc: arm i ng 3 . .1. 3.7 0.02* 3 . 4 4.0 0 . 2
Main idea 1 .0 0 . 7 0. 4 .1. . 4 0 . 8 0. 1
Inference 3 . 2 a. 3 o . a i. . 9 a . b o . oa*
TOTAL 13. 1 13 . 3 0 . 9 12.8 1 4. 8 0 . 07
The levels of significance displayed in table 7 show that both 
the CG and the EG were homogenous on the English and Portuguese 
reading comprehension pre-tests. There were only two slightly 
significant differences in favor of the Portuguese reading 
comprehension test: i> the CG had a greater mean on the scanning 
section of the Portuguese test than on the English test (11 « 3.7; M 
3. :l.) ; and 2) the EG had a higher mean on the inference section 
of the Portuguese test than on the English test (M 2.8; M ::
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i.9). The t a t a 1 means of the EG and the CG, ho waver, reveal that 
both groups had slightly greater means in the Portuguese test.
As shown in table 8, the differences between means of scores on 
the English versus Portuguese reading comprehension post-tests of 
the CG and the EG were n o n - s i g n i f i c a n t . The only exceptions were: 
.1. ) the CG had a higher mean on the inference section of the English 
test than on the inference section of the Portuguese test (M !::: 4. Pi 
li - 3.2); and 8) the EG performed better in the English test than in 
the Portuguese test in terms of vocabulary (p 0 .0 4)  and better in 
the Portuguese test: in terms of scanning (p - 0 .0 1 )  than in the 
English test.
TABLE 8
Within group means: English and Portuguese reading 
comprehension post-tests
POST READING CG EG
TES TS ENGLISH
M
POR 'FUGUE 
M
:s e p ENGLISH
M
PORFUGUE 
M
BE P
Vocal.) ular y 2 . 6 4.9 0 . 05 8 . 1 6 . 6 0 . 04«
S c a n ni ng 2.2 :l. . 6 0 . 5 3 . 7 4.7 0.01»
Main idea i . 2. 0 . 8 0. 5 3 . 4 4.0 0 . 3
Inferenee A.2 3.S 0 . OS« 4. <f> 4.7 0.9
TOTAL. 10.8 10.5 0 .2 i 9.8 © o 0.8
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4.4. S ummarization Tests
4.4.1. Results Between Groups
Table 9 presents the means and levels of significance for the 
subjects' performance on the English and Portuguese suinniar;i.zation 
p r e - t e s t s .
TABLE 9
Between group means: English and Portuguese summarization
pre-tests
P R E
SUMMARIZATION
TESTS
CONTENT
MI
SI
DETAILS
TOTAL
E N G L .ISM P O R T U G U E S E
CG EG P CG EG P
M M M M
H B  . 6 32. i 0 . i 2i . 0 Ei . 0 1 . 0
7 . 3 9. 3 0. i 4.0 4 . 3 0 . Ci
e . 3 S. 4 0 . 7 S . 0 a . 4 0 . 3
3 8 . a 43 •8 0 . 06 £7 . 0 27 . 7 0 . 8
S T R U C TURE
REP 6 . 4 5 . S 0 .3 a . 7 2.7 :l. . 0
R--C0MB 0 .7 0 . 7 .1. . 0 i  . 0 4 . 3 0 . 009«
COMB 2 . 9 3 . 3 0 .7 4.7 3 . 3 0 . 8
INV 0 .8 i . 7 0 . 5 0 . 8 2 . 5 0 . 3
TOTAL 10.8 i 1 I 0 . 8 9. a 1 4. 8 0 . 1
Ml - main ideas 
S I secondary i d e a s  
R E P r e p r o d u c t i o n 
R  - C O  M  B - r u n o n •• c: o m b :i. n a t: :i. o n 
IMV - invention
Maximum of English content points (HEC) - 31 
Maximum, of Portuguese content points (MPC) - 
Maximum of English structural points (MES) - 
Maximum of Portuguese structural points (MP8)
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Calc:i.i 1a t ions I'or the: cl:i. fference of ineans between t o t a 1 sc:ore<•:. 
of the CG and the EG both :i. n the English and Portuguese 
summarization pre:-tests y i e 1 cl e cl no statistically significant 
difference at p > .05. These results also reveal: First, that the CG 
and the: EG were homogeneous in terms of summarization abilities 
before t r e a t m e n t . Second, no statistically significant difference 
was found be:tween groups in the: calculations of the total scores for 
t h a c o n t e n t s e c t i o n . M o w e v e r , :i. t w a s o b s e r v e d t h a t b o t h g r o u i> s , i n 
particular the EG, included the: three: types of ideas, especially the 
d e t a .i. 1 s (m a >< i m u in o f E n g 1 i s h d e t a :i. 1 p o i n t: s 4 a n d m a >< i m u m o f 
Portuguese detail points " 5). Third, no statistically significant 
difference was found between groups in the calculation of the total 
s c o r e s o f t h e s t r u c t u r a 1 s e c t .i. o n . The o n 1 y e >< c e p t: i o n .i. s t: h e h i g h e r 
f r ii! q u e n y o f r u n o n c o m b i n a t i o n s u s e d b y t h e e >< p e r i m e n t a 1 g r o u p i n 
the: Portuguese: tests (p < .05). The EG also had greater means in the 
c o iri b i n a t i o n and i n v e n t :i. o n r u 1 e s b o t h i n t h ii? E n g 1 i h a n d P o r t u g u e s e 
tests than the C G . Fourth, both groups showed a low sumiriarixat:i.on 
per for in a nc a when their means were compared to the maximum of content 
a n d s t: r u c t t.i r a 1 p o i n t: s .
Table .1.0 shows the means and 1 eve Is of significance: for the 
subjects' performance on the English and Portuguese summarisatio n 
post--tests .
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Between group means: English and Portuguese suminarization
post-tests
TABLE 10
ENGLISH PORTUGUESE
POST
SUMMARIZATIQN
TEST
CG
M
EG
M
P CG
M
EG
M
p
Ml 3 5 .0 39. 6 0 . 3 18 . .1. 32 . 6 0 .0003«
81 22 . 3 1 :l. . 0 o . ooa-x- i  4. 3 i  :l. . 0 0 . 2
CONTENT DETAILS i  . 3 0 .5 0 . 01 i  . 7 o . e 0 . 000001«
TOTAL 58 . 6 51 1 0.04« 3 4 .2 4:3. 8 0 . 05
REP 5 .0 4. 3 0. 4 .1. . 9 2 . 8 0 . 2
R-C0MB 0 .7 0 .7 :l. . 0 2.3 i  . 0 0 . 2
8 TFïUC TUFÏE COMB 3 . 5 ie. e 0.006« 4 . .1. 5 . 3 0 . 6
ÏNV 0.8 0 . 8 .1. . 0 0 . 8 .1. . 7 0. 5
TOTAL 10.0 :l. 8 . 0 0 . 07 9 . :l. 10 . 8 0 . 3
Maximum o 
Maximum o 
Maximum o
E n g 1 i s h c: o n t e n t p o i n t s ( M E C ) - 90 
P o v t: u g u e s e c o n t e n t: p o :i. n t: s ( H P C ) =: B 1 
English structural points (MGS) ~ IB 
Maximum of Portuguese: structurai points (MPS) ~ 18.
The results displayed in table 10 show that: i ) between the 
scores of the CG and those of the EG on the summarisation post:-tests 
there was a significant difference at p < .05, yet only in the 
E n g 1 i s h t o t: a 1 c o n t: e n t: s e c: t: :i. o n ( p 0.04); 2) a 1.1: h o u g h t: h e d i f f e r e n c: e 
between groups for the Portuguese total content section was not: 
statistically  significant (p » 0.05), the EG included more main 
ideas and fewer details than the CG; 3) differences between the CG 
and the EG for the English and Portuguese structural section were 
non-significant <p > .03). However, the EG made more combinations 
in the English sum mar in a t ion post:-test: <M » 1 P. 8), and fewer 
r e p r o d u c t: i o n s < M 4. 3) t: h a n t h e C G .
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4.4.H. Results Within Groups
Table i  i  p re sen ts  the means and l e v e l s  o f  s i g n i f i c a n c e  from the 
ea 1 u 1 at io n s  f  or t he cli f  f  r(if nce bst:we«n m<•?ans wi t: I-»i n gr oups 
performed on the s c o re s  o f  the ;>ummarization t e s t s  in  E n g l i s h .
TABLE i i
W i th in  group means: E n g l i s h  summarizat ion  pre and p o s t - t e s t s
ENGLISH ce EG
SUMMARIZATION ••■ -......... ............... .... ..........
TESTS PRE POS T P PRE POST P
M M M M
MI 28 . 6 35 . 0 0.01* 32 .i 39 . 6 0.02*
ST. 7 . 8 22 . 3 0 .02* 9 .3 i i . 0 0.001*
CONTENT DETAILS 2.3 i . 3 0 . 3 2 .4 0.5 O.Oi*
TOTAL 38 . 2 58 . 6 0.03« 43 .8 5 1 I 0.0001*
REP 6 . 4 5 . 0 0.01* 5 .2 4.3 0.007*
R--COMB 0.7 0.7 i. . 0 0 .7 0.7 i . 0
STRUCTURE COMB 2.9 3 . 5 0 . 6 3 .3 .12.2 0 . 05*
INV 0.8 0 . 8 i . 0 i .7 0 . 8 0 . 4
TOTAL. .1.0.8 i 0 . 0 0 . 4 i i  .7 18.0 0.04*
R e s u 11 s i n t a b 1 e 11 show that there wer e s o m e s i g n :i. f i c: a n t
d i f f e r e n c g s b « t w t:> e n the pre and post-tast scorns o f b o t h t h a c o n t r o 1
and t h e e x p e r i iri e n t a 1 g r o u p s . Calculai: ions for the dif ferenee
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between means within groups in the English summarizat ion test show 
that: .1.) the means of the CG were significantly di I'Per ent on the 
content part of the test with the exception of the detail section (p 
~ 0.3), that is, the CG included more details in the pre-test: than 
in the post:--test (N 2.3; M 1.3); 2) the CG had no s.i.gni ficant 
differences on the structural part: of the test:, except: on the 
reproduction section, that: is, this rale was more used in the p r e ­
test than in the post-test (H 6.4; M 5.0); 3) the EG had higher 
means on the content part of the post:-test than on the pre-test .
Calculations for the difference of means within this group show 
that all the differences were statistically s i g n i f i c a n t ; 4) the EG 
also had higher means on the entire structural section of the 
English post-test than on the pre-test (p -• 0.04); the EG group 
especially constructed fewer reproductions and more combinations in 
t he pos t- 1 es t: t: han :i. n t: he pre- 1 est: .
Table 12 shows the means and levels of significance for scores 
on the Portuguese summarinat ion pre versus post tests of the control 
a n d t: h e e x p e r i m e n t: a 1 g r o u p s .
TABLE 12
Within group means: Portuguese summarisation pre and post-tests
PORTUGUESE CG EG
SUHMARIZA T10 N ......................... ........ ........ ..... . .... _ _ ______ ____ ___ _________
TESTS PRE POST P PRE POS r P
M M K M
MI 2.1 .0 18 . 1 0 . 9 21 . 0 32 . 6 0 .001*
SI 4 .0 i  4. 3 0 . s 4 .3 11 .0 0 . 6
CONTENT DETAILS 2 .0 1 . 7 0. 09 2. 4 0 .2 0 .00002*
TOTAL 27  . 0 3 4. 2 0 .2 27 . / 43 .8 0 .001*
..... *•- ......... ...
"" "r Ep ............. " 2 . 7 i  .9 0. 01* 2 .7 2 .8 0 .7
R-COMB 1 .0 2 . 3 0.. 4 4.3 1 . 0 0 ,01*
S TRUCTURE COM B 4 .7 4. 1 0 .5 5 .3 5 . 3 1 . 0
INV 0 . 8 0 . 8 i . 0 2 . S .1. . 7 0 . 5
TOTAL 9 . 2 9 . :l. 0. 8 1 4. a .1.0 . B 0 ,. :l.
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In relation to the Portuguese sumniarijsat ion test, results show 
that:: i> no statistically si gn:i. ficant difference was found between 
the content section of the pre and post-test for the CG (p O.H); 
fi) there were no significant: differences between the pre and post- 
tests on structural section either, except: on the reproduction rule 
< M 2.7; H i.9); 3) the EG had bet t ter results on the content:
part of the Portuguese post-test than on the pre-test. The only 
exception was with the secondary ideas section (p ™ 0.6); 4) no 
significant difference was found between the structural part of the 
Portuguese: pre and post-tests for the EG, with the exception of the 
greater frequency of run-on-combinations in the pre-test (M - 4.3). 
These results show that the CG had no improvement in the content: 
neither in the structural sections in sum mar ini ng text: in 
P o r t i.i g u e s e , a t t h e e n d o f t h e e >< p e r i m e n t . Yet, the E G a p p a r e n t: I y 
improved in the content but not in the structural section of the 
s u iri m a r i z a t: i o n t: e s t: .
Calculations for the differences between means of subjects' 
scores on the English and the Portuguese summarization pre and post- 
tests were? also per f o r m e d . Table .1.3 contains these results.
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Within group means: English and Portuguese summarization pre-tests
TABLE 13
SUMMARIZATION CG EG
PRE •• -..... . -.... - ............................ ........... ................. .. -.........-
TESTS ENGLISH PORTUGUESE P ENGLISH PORTUGUESE P
M M M M
MI 28.6 21 .0 0.00004« 32 . :L 2:1. .0 0.000001«
SI 7.3 4.0 0 . 05 9 . 3 4.3 0.02«
CONTENT DETAILS 2 . 3 2 . 0 0. i 2 . 4 2 . 4 1 . 0
TOTAL 38 . 2 27 . 0 0.00004« 43 . 8 27 . 7 0.000001«
REP 6 . 4 2 . 7 0.0008« 5.2 2 . 7 0.004«
R -COMB 0.7 1 . 0 0 . 8 0 . 7 4.3 0.008«
STRUCTURE COMB 2 . 9 4.7 0.7 3 . 5 5.3 0 . 4
INV 0.8 0.8 1 . 0 1 .7 2.5 0 . 8
TOTAL .10 . 8 9.2 0.4 i 1 I 1 4. 3 0  . 1
The; results dis plays?'d in table 13 show that: 1) bot h t h e C G a n d
he EG had statistic: ally i» i g n i f i c ant differ e n c: e s o n t h e c o n t: e n t: p a r t:
etwee n t h e E n g1i s h and t he P o r t i.i g u e s e s u m hi a r :i.Hat :i.o n pve -tests (p ~
.0000A, for the CG ; p =: 0. 00000.1. for the EG) . Subjects from the CG
n c 1 u ded in o r e ni a :i. n i de as i n t he English te st < M « 28 . 6) than in the
o r t u g u e s e t e s t ( M = 21.0), a n d subjects from the EG included more
main and secondary ideas in the English test (M ~ 32.1; M - 9,3); 2) 
Neither the CG nor the EG had statistically significant differences 
b e t ween t h e t: o t a 1 in e a n s o n t h e st: r u c t: u r a 1 s 8 c t i o n o f t: h e t e s t: s .
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However, the CG used more reproductions in the English summarization 
Pre-test <M - 6.4) than in t h a Portuguese one (M :: 2.7), and the EG 
a 1 so used more repr oduc tions in t:he Eng 1 ish t:est: (H 5 . B ) , but: t: h:i.s 
group used more run •on-combinations in the Portuguese summarization 
pre-test <M == 4.3).
TABLE 14
Within group means: English and Portuguese summarization post-tests
SUMMARIZATION
POST
TESTS
CG
ENGLISH PORTUGUESE P 
M M
En g l i s h  P o r t u g u e s e  p 
h 1*1
MI 35 . 0 .1.8 . i 0 . i 39.6 3a . 6 0 . 3
SI SB . 3 .1. 4. 3 0 .08» :l. 1 . 0 i  :l. . 0 0 . 1
DETAILS i  . 3 i  . 7 0 . 4 0 .5 o . a 0 . 3
TOTAL 58 . 6 34. a 0.008« 51. . 1. 43 . 8 o . a
REP 5 .0 :!. . 9 0.01« 4. 3 a .8 0 .0 4«
R-CQMB 0.7 a. 3 0. 09 0 . 7 i .0 0 .5
STRUCTURE COMB 3 . 5 4. .1. 0.8 12 . S u .3 0. oa*
INV 0 . 8 0 . 8 i .0 0.8 i .? 0 .3
TOTAL 10 . 0 9. i 0.7 18.0 1.0 .8 0. 01*
The; results in tabIe 14 ishow the differ e rices between me ans C) f
scores on the English and the P o r t: u g u e s e s u m m a r i za t :i. o n post - 1 e s t s .
It can be seen that: .1. > t he CG had higher means f or the content
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section on English (M 58.6, English; M :: 34.2, Portuguese). The CO 
g vou r> espec i a 11 y use d mor e sec:a ndar y i deas i n t he i v suiriitia r i es o I' t: he 
English text than in those of the Portuguese text (M ~ 22.3; M 
1.4. 3 ) i S ) no s t a tisti cally significant difference was found between 
t h e c o n t e n t s e <: t i o n s o f t h e E n g 1 :i. s h a n d P o r t u g u e s e t e s t s i n f a v o r o f 
the EG (p 0.2), although this group included more main ideas in 
the English test (M ~ 39.6) and fewer details in the Portuguese 
test <li 0.2); 3) no statistically significant difference was found 
in the structural sections for the CG in the summarization post:-- 
t es t: s . The o n 1 y e ><c e p t: i o n was t ha t; t: he C G u s e d ino r e v e p v a du c: t .i. o ns 
in the English (M ™ 5.0) than in the Portuguese summarization test 
(M -• i.9) and more run-on "combinations and combinations in the 
Portuguese (M 2.3; H :: 4.1) than in the English test (M - 0.7; M ~ 
3.5); 4) there was a statistically EG had a significant difference 
in the structural part of the summarization test in favor of the EG 
<P -■• 0.0.1). This group used more reproductions (H - 4.3) and 
combi nat ions (M .1.2.2) in the English test than in the Portuguese 
test .
4.5. Discussion
The results presented above will be interpreted in the light of 
the two hypotheses presented in the first chapter.
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4.5.1. Hypothesis 1
The instruction on detecting main ideas in expository texts 
improves students' reading comprehension.
This hypothesis was checked against ••■ the findings of 
statistical tests a pp.'Lied between and within groups on the scores on 
the English and Portuguese reading comprehension tests of the 
control and the experimental g r o u p s . The statistical test performed 
to compare the groups in relation to the reading comprehension pre­
tests showed no si gn:i. f icant difference between the two groups (see 
table 3).
This outcome indicates that both groups were homogeneous in 
terms of reading comprehension ability both in English were 
homogeneous, they also had a low performance in their reading 
comprehension pre-tests. This seems to confirm the problems that 
high school students meet when required to read texts. According to 
the results of the EG and the CG in table 3, the subjects don't seem 
to have had instruction on reading skills either in Portuguese or in 
English. The type of trai n:i, ng that these students had been having 
doesn't seem to fit their future reading necessities at the 
University which demand, among other skills, the identification of 
main idea.
The significant results of the statistical test applied on the 
comparison between the EG and the CG both in the English and 
Portuguese reading c o m p rehension post™tests, displayed in table 4, 
showed that the EG o utperformed the CG in reading comprehension 
ability after treatment. The performance of the EG, though, was not 
significantly better than that of the CG on inferencing: but the EG
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still had a greater mean than the CG (H 4.6; H 4.8) and had a 
bet: t: err performance on the post-test than on the pre-test: <M = S. 9).
T h e s e o u t: c o iri e s i n d :i. c a t (■: t h a t t h e i n s t r u c: t i o n o n m a :i. n :i. d e a 
identification given to the EG during treatment may have directly 
i n f .1. ue nc e c:l t he ex pe r :i. irie n t: a I gr ou p ' s g e ner a .1. r ea d :i. n g c: oiri pr e he ns :i. o n . 
It seems that the EG had the opportunity to practice and to apply 
with greater understanding what they had been taught iri other 
expository texts. And, although the result of the EG with regard to 
i referencing in English was not significantly different from the CG, 
i t s e e m s t hat t h e i n s t r u <:: t: i o n o n iti a i n i d ii? a i cl e n t i f :i. c: a t i o n e n a b I e d 
the subjects of the EG to develop their own strategies and to use 
them to overcome any problem that might have appear;:?cl while reading 
the texts.
The results of the statistical tests applied on the comparison 
within groups both in Portuguese and in English stressed the 
influence that the instruction on main idea identification might 
have had on t he posit ive o u t <::omes of t he I-(3 . As shown in t a b 3.e 5 and
6, subjects of the experimental group had a better reading 
comprehen sion performance in both English and Portuguese post-tests 
t: h a n i n t h e p r e ~ t: e s t s . 0 n 1h e o t h e r Ii a n cl, s u b j e c t s o f t h e c: o 111: r o 1 
group had no significant statistical difference on their English 
neither on their and Portuguese reading comprehension pre and post 
tests . The E (!), h o w e v e r , had greater means in t he Eng 1 ish ancl 
Por t uguese pr e- 1 es t s . Th i s ou t c a m e :i. n d i ca t: es t: ha t it .11 hou g h t he CL) 
received instruction on vocabulary meaning, it was not sufficient to 
cl e v e 1 o p t: h e i r r c a d i n g c o in p r e h e n s i o n a b i I. i t i e s .
Finally, comparisons between the English and the Portuguese 
reading comprehension tests of both groups revealed no statistically 
significant difference. Yet, tables 7 and 8 show that the EG and the
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CG had greater ineans in the Portuguese pre and post-tests than in 
the English pee and post:-tests. This outcome suggests that 
linguistic knowledge seems to have affected the subjects' general 
comprehension since they had better results in the Portuguese tests 
than in the English tests. In sum, all the results of this study 
guide us to the conclusion that the instruction on detecting main 
ideas in expository texts seems to improve students' reading 
c o m p r e h e n s i o n .
4.5.S. Hypothesis S 
The instruction on detecting main ideas in expository texts 
improves students' ability to summarise.
The following results were used in order to check this 
hypothesis: first, the statistical test pe formate! on the comparison 
between the EG and the CG both in the EL’nglish and Portuguese 
summarization pre-tests showed no significant difference on the 
total results between the two groups (see table 9). Yet, it was 
observed that both groups included in their English and Portuguese 
summarization pre-tests a great: number of all types of ideas (main 
ideas, secondary ideas, and details) and all types of rules, except: 
the invention rule. Second, as shown in table 10, the results of 
the statistical test performed on the comparison between the EG and 
the CG in the English summarization post-tests showed that the EG 
outperformed the CG in the content section. The EG especially 
included more main ideas and fewer secondary ideas and details. The 
EG also included fewer reproductions and significantly more
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c ombinations than the CG in their summaries. In relation to the 
Portuguese summarisati on post -tests, the results were non­
significant: both in the content: and the structural sections. But, 
the EG also had better results than the 0 0 by including more main 
ideas, fewer details and more combinations than the C G .
T h i r d , t: h e t: o t: a 1 r e s u 11: s o f t: h e s t: a t: i s 11 c: a 1 tes t a p p 1 i e cl o n t: h e 
comparison of the Portuguese summarisation pre and post---tests o-F the 
CG were non-significant (see table if.?). The EG, though, included 
significantly more main ideas, more secondary ideas, fewer details 
and signi f icantly fewer run--on-combi nations in the post-test: . In 
relation to the comparison beet:ween the English summarisation pre and 
post-tests, results in table :l.i show that both the control and the 
experimental groups outperform ed in the content section of their 
post:-tests by including more main ideas, more secondary ideas and 
less details than in their p r e - t e s t s . The EG also made fewer 
reproductions and more combinations in the post-test: than in the 
pre-test. The CG had better results in the content: section of the 
English post-test than in the English pre-test: probably because they 
also included more reproductions in the post-test, thus copying with 
a 11 t y p e s o -F i d e a s .
Fourth, the statistical test: performed on the comparison 
between the English and Portuguese summarisation pre--tests revealed 
that: the CG and the EG had better results in the content: section of 
the English summarization pre-tests. Both groups also ineluded more 
r e p r o d u c t: i o n s in t h e E n g 1 i s h p r e - -1: e s t (s e e t: a b 1 e .1.3 ) . T h i s o u t: c: o m e 
does not indicate that the groups made better summaries in English 
than in Portuguese, but that t:hey made more copies of t:he Eng 1 ish 
text. In relation to the results of the English and Portuguese post, 
tests, table 14 shows that: the CG copied more the English test: than
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t h 8 Porfcuguesa teat: and that the EG performed better on the 
s t r u c t: n r e a f t: h e F:’ o r t: u g u e s e s it m in a r .i. es t h a n o n t h e E n g I i s h s u iri in a r i e s .
The following explanations may account for these outcomes:
First, the results of both the C6 and the EG on their English 
and Portuguese summarization pre-tests indicate that both groups 
seemed to have difficulties to distinguish the main ideas from the 
details, thus including all types of ideas by reproducing the 
original texts. These Findings seem to corroborate the findings of 
other studies which state that: one of the major deficiency in 
students' summaries is the inability to distinguish what: is 
i m p o r t a n t: f r o in w h a t . i s n o t (W i n a g r a d , i 9 8 A; T a y 1 o r , 19 (3 6 ; C o h e n , 
1980).
Second, the experimental group seems to have had better results 
in the content part of the summarization test due to the instruction 
on main idea identification they received during t r e a t m e n t . Gome 
researchers claim that the summarization skill :i.s linked to the 
i dent i fie at ion of main ideas. That: is, summarizing a text involves 
condensing the original text by selecting the important information 
in a text (Brown and Day, .1.983; Lima, .1.984; Cohen, 1988). Thus, 
when the subjects of the experimental group received instruction in 
main idea identification, apparently they were able to apply what: 
they had been taught, that is, to distinguish main ideas from 
details, in other expository texts and to briefly summarize the 
information contained in the texts in written form in their native 
language.
T h i r d , a 1 1 h o u g h t h e e x p e r i iri e n t: a 1 gr o u p d i d n o t: h a v e 
statistically significant results in the structural part of the 
summarization test, this group was able to include more combinations 
and run -on -combi nat: ions in their summaries than the control group.
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I1: s e e iti s t: h a t t: he ex p e r :i. m n t: a 1 g r o u p , b y h a v :i. it g i n s t: v u c: t: :i. o n i n in a :i. n 
i d e a i cl e n t :i. f :i. c: a t: i o n , (J e ve 1 o p e cl a iti o r e m a t a r e s i  r a t e gy w K i 1 e 
suiniriav ng . Being a l:i .1. e to s elect: the important: information in a 
text:, they reduced the number of r e  p r o  due. t i o n s , .i. . s?. , copies or 
paraphrases; of individual sentences of the original text, and 
increased the number of combinations •• to condense the ideas into a 
few words. On the other hand, the control group used more the 
r e p r o d u c: t i o n r u 1 e than t: h e a h r r u 1 e s .
It seems that the CG only reproduced in their summaries what 
they had read and this is probably due to the fact that they did not 
have the opportunity to practice and that they were not taught how 
to use the other rules. This finding supports the view that students 
need to be taught how to summarise and need the opportunity to 
practice this skill. Although the performance of the experimental 
group on the structural section of their summaries was better than 
that of the control group, the students of the EG cannot be 
c onsidered expert s u in in a r i z  e r 1;; yet. They still have some structural 
problems in their writing and probably need to learn how to use 
other rules such as invention in order to produce better summaries.
F :i. n a 11 y , a 1 1 h o u g h t h e e x p e r i in e n t: a 1 g r o u p cm t p e r f o r in e d t: h e 
control group in the content section of their summaries, the; 
results suggest that the total performance of the subjects in their 
summaries was not totally satisfaetory since a mature summary 
i nvolves bo t h c o n t: e n t a n cl s t r uc: t ur a I f ea t: u r es . Th'.jis , i n or der t: o 
improve these students' efficiency in summarising, they should have 
been given instrue:t ion both on finding main ideas in text and on 
s u iri m a r i z a t: i o n m a c r o - r u 1 e s .
C H A P T E R  V
CONCLUSIONS
In t h i s  chap te r ,  some comments on the r e s u l t s  ob ta ined  in 
t h i s  s tudy ,  tea ch ing  im p l i c a t i o n s  o f  these  r e s u l t s ,  l im i t a t i o n s  
o f  the study and recommendations f o r  f u r t h e r  resea rch  are 
p resen t  e d .
5.1.  Comments and Teach ing I m p l i c a t i o n s
R e s u l t s  ob ta ined  from t h i s  study i n d i c a t e  tha t  the EFL 
B r a z i l i a n  secondary s tuden ts  who re ce iv ed  d i r e c t  i n s t r u c t i o n  on 
main idea  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  had b e t t e r  unde rs tand ing  o f  e x p o s i to ry  
t e x t s  and produced b e t t e r ,  but not e x c e l l e n t ,  w r i t t e n  summaries 
than those  s tuden ts  who had i n s t r u c t i o n  on vocabu la ry  meaning 
and grammar.
These p o s i t i v e  r e s u l t s  have suggested the e f f i c a c y  o f  
tea ch ing  main idea  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  in read ing  ta sk s ,  and we can 
conc lude  tha t :  F i r s t ,  undergraduate s t u d e n t s '  comprehension 
problems when read ing  in E n g l i s h  cou ld  be min imized i f  
i n s t r u c t i o n  on main idea i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  were focused on more 
i n t e n s i v e l y  du r ing  t h e i r  secondary s c h o o l i n g .  It  seems that 
secondary s tuden ts  do not r e c e iv e  a p p r o p r ia t e  i n s t r u c t i o n  on 
how to  i d e n t i f y  main ideas  in a t e x t ,  at l e a s t  the s u b je c t s  o f  
t h i s  study have shown a low read ing  comprehension performance 
on t h e i r  p r e - t e s t s .  In s p i t e  o f  t h i s ,  t h i s  s k i l l  i s  e x a c t l y  the
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one that  undergraduate  s tuden ts  need in o rder  to  read the 
E n g l i s h  t e n t s  tha t  they r e c e iv e  in  u n i v e r s i t y .  Second, a l though 
i n s t r u c t i o n  on main idea i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  c o n t r i b u t e s  to 
s t u d e n t s '  summary w r i t i n g ,  s tuden ts  should be taught both 
read ing  and w r i t i n g  s t r a t e g i e s  in o rder  to  have b e t t e r  
achievement in both s k i l l s  and in content area l e a r n in g .  The 
r e s u l t s  ob ta ined  from t h i s  study i n d i c a t e  that a l though 
s u b j e c t s  under treatment developed the content o f  t h e i r  
summaries, they s t i l l  lack s k i l l s  on genera l  w r i t i n g  a b i l i t i e s  
and in p a r t i c u l a r  on summarisat ion  m acro - ru le s .
T h i r d ,  as many read ing  re s e a rc h e r s  have a l ready  po in ted  
out (Pearson and Johnson, 1978; Hudson, 1982 and o t h e r s ) ,  the re  
are  many f a c t o r s  which may i n f l u e n c e  s t u d e n t s '  read ing  
com prehens ion . In t h i s  s tudy ,  r e s u l t s  have shown that 
l i n g u i s t i c  knowledge may have a f f e c t e d  EFL r e a d e r s '  
comprehension o f  E n g l i s h  t e x t s .  Thus, tea che rs  shou ld  c o n s id e r  
a l l  the f a c t o r s  that i n f l u e n c e  s tu d e n t s '  read ing  comprehension 
du r ing  i n s t r u c t i o n :  the a f f e c t i v e  components, l i n g u i s t i c  
knowledge, schemata, and the text  i t s e l f .  Being aware o f  these 
important  f a c t o r s  which i n f l u e n c e  read ing  comprehension, 
Po r tuguese  and E n g l i s h  read ing  tea che rs  shou ld  not teach 
e x c l u s i v e l y  one type o f  read ing  s t r a t e g y .  They shou ld  in c lu d e  
in  t h e i r  c lass room  combined read ing  s t r a t e g i e s  which w i l l  
enab le  s tuden ts  to  choose a p p ro p r ia t e  s t r a t e g i e s  and techn iques  
a c co rd ing  to  t h e i r  i n d i v i d u a l  n e c e s s i t i e s  and to  the type o f  
tex t  they have to  read. Thus, main idea i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  i s  an 
e f f e c t i v e  s k i l l  to  be taugh t ,  but s tuden ts  shou ld  a l s o  r e c e iv e
i n s t r u c t i o n  on s t r a t e g i e s  such as: p re re ad ing ,  i d e n t i f y i n g  
tex t  s t r u c t u r e ,  and a c t i v a t i o n  o f  background knowledge.
5 . S. L im i t a t i o n s  o f  the Study and Recommendations fo r  F u r th e r  
Research
With respec t  to  t h i s  s tudy,  some l i m i t a t i o n s  must be 
noted: F i r s t ,  re sea rch  on main idea  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  i n s t r u c t i o n  
has been c a r r i e d  out in  E n g l i s h  as LI but,  a ppa ren t ly  so fa r ,  
th e re  i s  no o th e r  resea rch  in E n g l i s h  as a f o r e ig n  language in 
which these  two s k i l l s  - main idea i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  and summary 
w r i t i n g  - were i n v e s t i g a t e d  toge the r .  Consequent ly ,  more 
resea rch  i s  needed be fo re  g e n e r a l i z a t i o n s  can be made. Second, 
the sample used in t h i s  study may not be rep resen t  a t i v e  o f  a l l  
B r a z i l i a n  h igh schoo l  s tuden ts  o f  EFL; t h i r d ,  in  the present 
study on ly  one type o f  te x t  - w e l1- s t r u c t u r e d  e x p o s i t o r y  tex t  - 
was used du r ing  treatment;  and fo u r th ,  the r e s u l t s  o f  t h i s  
study shou ld  be i n t e r p r e t e d  w ith  c a u t io n ,  having in mind the 
low r e l i a b i l i t y  o f  most o f  the t e s t s  used in the study.
Based on the d i f f i c u l t i e s  and l i m i t a t i o n s  encountered 
throughout t h i s  s tudy ,  the f o l l o w in g  recommendations can be 
made f o r  f u r t h e r  research:
1) SCORING - There i s  s t i l l  a lack  o f  s y s t e m a t i z a t i o n  
conce rn ing  measuring methods f o r  s c o r in g  summaries. In t h i s  
s tudy ,  the re s ea rche r  developed her own measurement c r i t e r i a .  
However, f u r t h e r  resea rch  in t h i s  area i s  needed.
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E) LONG-TERM INSTRUCTION - T h is  exper imenta l  study had a short  
d u r a t i o n ,  l a s t i n g  on ly  a -Few weeks. The work o f  tea che rs ,  
however, i s  u s u a l l y  p lanned over an e n t i r e  schoo l  year.  It 
would be i n t e r e s t i n g  to ana lyse  the e f f e c t i v e n e s s  o f  
i n s t r u c t i o n  on main ideas  on a long-term  i n s t r u c t i o n  b a s i s .
3) TEXT DIFFERENCES - T h is  study made use o f  we 11- s t r u e tu r e d  
e x p o s i t o r y  t e x t s ,  another study cou ld  i n v e s t i g a t e  the e f f e c t s  
o f  main idea  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  i n s t r u c t i o n  us ing  o the r  types o f  
t e x t s ,  e s p e c i a l l y  l e s s - s t r u c t u r e d  t e x t s  which are commonly 
found in some content  area books.
4) READING AND WRITING COMBINATION - More s t u d i e s  shou ld  be 
done to  examine the e f f e c t s  o f  combining main idea 
i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  and summary w r i t i n g  i n s t r u c t i o n  on read ing  
comprehension and summary w r i t i n g  o f  B r a z i l i a n  secondary schoo l  
as we l l  as c o l l e g e  s tuden ts  o f  E F L .
5) THINK-ALOUD PROTOCOLS - Th is  study has examined on ly  the 
' p r o d u c t '  o f  i n s t r u c t i o n .  Another study cou ld  supplement the 
f i n d i n g s  by us ing  t h in k - a lo u d  p r o t o c o l s  o f  s tuden ts  dur ing  
t h e i r  p rocess  o f  read ing .
In c o n c lu s i o n ,  t h i s  study seems to  have p rov ided  some 
re le v a n t  in fo rm a t io n  conce rn ing  the teach ing  o f  main idea 
i d e n t i f i c a t i o n .  In s p i t e  o f  the l i m i t a t i o n s  o f  t h i s  s tudy ,  one 
might say tha t  the i n s t r u c t i o n  o f  main idea  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  to 
EFL secondary s tuden ts  seems to  improve t h e i r  read ing  
comprehens ion. The r e s u l t s  o f  t h i s  study a l s o  suggested that
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the i n s t r u c t i o n  on main idea  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  he lped s tuden ts  to 
improve t h e i r  summary w r i t i n g .  Yet ,  in o rde r  to  ob ta in  an 
e x c e l l e n t  summarizat ion  performance o f  the s tuden ts ,  i t  seems 
tha t  the com b ina t ion  o f  read ing  and w r i t i n g  i n s t r u c t i o n  in 
c lass room  i s  needed.
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APPENDIX A
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL
LESSON 1
INTRODUCTION
The i n s t r u c t o r  g iv e s  an e x p la n a t io n  o f  the course  to  the 
s tu d en t s .  She emphasizes the importance o f  i d e n t i f y i n g  the main 
idea  o f  a paragraph and t h a t ,  a l though  the main idea o f  a 
paragraph can be lo ca te d  anywhere, the re  are  c e r t a i n  p la c e s  in  
which they are  commonly found.
She a l s o  e x p l a i n s  that  in  t h i s  f i r s t  le sson  s tuden ts  w i l l  
l e a rn  how to  r e c o g n i z e  d edu c t iv e  main idea  paragraphs ,  that  i s ,  
pa rag raphs  in  which the author s t a t e s  the main idea  f i r s t  and 
then su pp o r t s  i t  through the re s t  o f  the paragraph.
EXAMPLE AND DIRECT INSTRUCTION
1 . In sec t  anat omy
The bodn o f  an in s e c t  c o n s i s t s  o f  th ree  main pa r t s :  the 
head, the tho rax  and the abdomen. The head c o n ta in s  the i n s e c t ' s  
b r a in ,  eyes and mouth. It  a l s o  c a r r i e s  the antennae. The tho rax  
i s  the c e n t r a l  pa r t  o f  the body. It  bears  the le g s  and wings. 
There are th ree  p a i r s  o f  le g s  and two p a i r s  o f  w ings. The 
i n s e c t ' s  abdomen c o n t a in s  i t s  d i g e s t i v e  and r e p r o d u c t i v e  organs.
(From: Moore, J .  198S. 5 e d . Reading and 
Think ing i j i  Eng l i sh-;. Eaf i iR . o na 
Funct i o n s . Ox ford ,  Oxford U n i v e r s i t y  P re ss ,
P .7)
GLOSSARY
- body: corpo - wings: asas
- b r a i n : ce reb ro  - p a i r :  par
- to  bear: s u s t e n t a r ,  c a r re g a r
TEACHER-DIRECTED APPLICATION
2. S c i e n t i s t s  have d is cove red  in  the past few years  that  a
g rea t  number o f  d i s e a se s  cou ld  be. cured__ba.musls. ,th.graR^ Lu They
base t h e i r  argument on Darwin who suggested that  music was 
o r i g i n a l l y  used in s te ad  o f  word to  express  emotion, because 
language i s  not enough to  d e s c r ib e  f e e l i n g s .  Another theory  i s  
tha t  music r e l e a s e s  our unconsc ious  f a n t a s i e s  and rep ressed  
memories because i t  absorbs  the co n s c io u s  mind. Some o f  the 
d i s e a s e s  tha t  cou ld  be cured by music therapy are: t e n s io n ,  h igh 
b lood  p re s su re ,  drug a d d i c t i o n  and even cancer .
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(Adapted from: Our T u r n . Y á z i g i ,  book 2, 2° 
grau,  São Pau lo ,  D i fu são  N ac iona l  do L i v r o , 1983,
P . 24)
GLOSSARY
- in  the  past few years:  nos ú l t im o s  anos
- in s te ad  o f :  em vez de, ao invés  de
- f e e l i n g s :  sen t im en tos
- c o n s c io u s  mind: pensamento c o n s c ie n te
- h igh  b lood  p ressu re :  p ressão  a l t a
- drug a d d i c t i o n :  dependênc ia  de droga
INDEPENDENT PRACTICE
1. Dese r t s  are  ver^ dry__ r e g i o n s . They have very l i t t l e
r a i n f a l l .  Few p la n t s  l i v e  the re .  Some s p e c i a l i z e d  an ima ls  do. 
Some d e s e r t s  have a s u r fa c e  o f  sand. The sand o f t e n  forms dunes. 
These are c rea ted  by the wind. Others  have s tones  or  ro cks .
(From: Moore, J .  1982. 5 e d . Reading and
Ih  i n L in a  i n  En9.lis.h_;- E x p lo r in g
Funct i o n s . Oxford,  Oxford U n i v e r s i t y  P re ss ,
P . 14)
GLOSSARY
- dry: secas - o f ten :  frequentemente
- l i t t l e  r a i n f a l l :  pouca chuva - wind: vento
- s u r f a c e  o f  sand: s u p e r f í c i e  de a r e i a  - s tones:  pedras
2. There__ar e .j anla ...t wp. ways__ tQ..aa.th.e.c—i.n£Qrmat ion .-iro in__eeaE-Ie
about what then are  c u r r e n t l y  do ing ,  t h in k in g  or f e e l i n g .  One way 
i s  to  watch what they do, the te chn ique  o f  o b s e r v a t i o n ;the o th e r  
i s  to  ask them, the te chn ique  o f  surveys.  Each techn ique  has 
s e v e ra l  advantages and d isadvan tages .
(Adapted from: McWhorter, K. 1986. 3 e d . Col 1ege 
Reading and St-UitU SLlLTLa- Boston, L i t t l e ,
Brown and Company, p. 129)
GLOSSARY
- way: maneira,  modo
- to  ga ther:  j u n t a r ,  c o l e t a r
- c u r r e n t l y :  a tua lmente
- each . cada
3 • Speak Up i s  a magazine in E n g l i s h  f o r  B r a z i l i a n s :  you__can,
read i t  and l i s t e n  to  i t  at the same t ime. It  i s  comparable to 
the  best E n g l i s h - la n g u a g e  magazines pub l i shed  around the wor ld ,  
w i th  the a d d i t i o n a l  advantage tha t  the main a r t i c l e s  are a l s o  
recorded  on the c a s s e t t e  which accompanies each i s su e .  An 
o r i g i n a l  f e a tu r e  o f  Speak Up i s  tha t  a l l  the d i f f i c u l t  words,
- thinking: pensando
- to watch: observar,
- surveys: pesquisas
- diseases: doenças
- enough: suficiente
- to release: libertar
- even: até, mesmo
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i d i o m a t i c  e x p re s s io n s  and complex grammatica l  c o n s t r u c t i o n s  are 
in t roduced  g r a d u a l l y  and are t r a n s l a t e d  in  the g l o s s a r i e s .
(From: Speak Uje.. N° l ,  Sao Pau lo ,  E d i t o r a  
Globo, 1987, p . 3)
GLOSSARY
~ at the same t ime: ao mesmo tempo - is sue:  exemplar
- recorded:  gravados - fe a tu re :  c a r a c t e r í s t i c a
4 . F o r ce i.5 .t.he push or__ p u II  on an ob jec t  and i t  i s __5Pmg.t,hina
tha t  hou use a l l  the t ime. When you walk, run, r i d e  a b i c y c l e ,  
hammer n a i l s ,  tu rn  the page o f  a book, you are us ing  fo r c e .  Even 
i f  you push ag a in s t  a w a l l  and i t  does not move, you are s t i l l  
u s ing  f o r c e .  You ju s t  are  not u s ing  enough fo r c e  to  move the 
w a l l .  I t  takes  more fo r c e  to  move something heavy than something 
l i g h t  .
(Adapted from: McWhorter, K. 1986. 3 e d . Col lege 
Reading and Study S k i l l s . Boston, L i t t l e ,
Brown and Company, p. 296)
GLOSSARY
- p u sh . empurrar
- p u l l ,  puxar
- to  hammer: m ar te la r  
- t o t u r n : v i r a r
- h eavy : pesada
HOMEWORK
Sub l inhe  a i d é i a  p r i n c i p a l  dos p a rág ra fo s  aba ixo:
1 ■ C u l t u r e s  have, d e f i n i t e  p a t t e r n s  which are  mod i f i e d  as they
are  t r a n sm i t t e d  from one gene ra t ion__ to  the__next,. in__a 5.1.Q.W__QJL
rap id wan. The medieval e ra  was f o r  the Western c i v i l i z a t i o n  a 
p e r io d  o f  s low  change in  c u l t u r e  p a t t e r n s ,  w h i l e  the modern 
p e r io d  has been c h a r a c t e r i z e d  by r a p id  and d ram at ic  changes.
(Adapted from- Moore, J .  1981. 3 e d . Reading 
and Think ing in Engl i sh  : D isçovf inÁng.
D i s c o u r s e ■ Oxford,  Oxford U n i v e r s i t y  P re ss ,
P . 22)
GLOSSARY
- p a t te rn s :  padrões - slow: devagar
- to  the next: para o próximo - change: mudança
2. P l a n t s  w ith  shades o f  wh ite ,  y e l lo w  or p ink in  t h e i r  leaves  
need more l i g h t  than p la n t s  w ith  com p le te ly  green f o l i a g e .  For 
example, d a i s i e s  need more l i g h t  than any o ther  p lan t  which i s
- w a l 1: parede
- j u s t : apenas
- light: 1 eve
- against: contra
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com p le te ly  green. As we can see, some p la n t s  need, more l i g h t  than 
o th e r s  because o f  the c o l o r a t i o n  o f  t h e i r  f o l i a g e .
(Adapted from: McWhorter, K. 1986. 3 e d . Col 1ege 
Read ing  and. SUida Sk i l l s  • Boston, L i t t l e ,
Brown and Company, p. 95)
GLOSSARY
- shades: sombras
- to  need more l i g h t :  p r e c i s a r  de mais lu z ,  c l a r i d a d e
- d a i s i e s :  margar idas
LESSON e
INTRODUCTION
The i n s t r u c t o r  c o r r e c t s  the f i r s t  paragraph g iven  as 
homework in the l a s t  c l a s s .  She e x p l a i n s  tha t  today s tuden ts  
w i l l  l e a rn  how to  r e c o g n iz e  i n d u c t i v e  main idea  paragraphs,  that 
i s ,  the type o f  paragraphs  in  which the au thor  b u i l d s  up to  the 
main idea  and then s t a t e s  i t  in  a sentence at the very end.
EXAMPLE AND DIRECT INSTRUCTION
i .  The i n d u c t i v e  main idea  paragraph g iven  as homework in  lesson
i  i s  used in these  s teps .
TEACHER-DIRECTED APPLICATION
S. Man's s k u l l  c o n s i s t s  o f  e igh t  c r a n i a l  bones and fou r teen  
f a c i a l  bones which are  a l l  fused tog e the r .  I t  i s  connected to  the 
lower jaw by a movable j o i n t .  The s k u l l  t u rn s  f r e e l y  on top o f  
the v e r t e b r a l  column which c o n s i s t s  o f  sepa ra te  bones c a l l e d  
v e r t e b ra e .  Each ve r te b ra  i s  separa ted  from the o th e rs  by a d i s c  
o f  c a r t i l a g e .  In the s k e le to n  o f  man the re  are a l s o  the l imbs 
which are  the arms and le g s .  In sum, the i n t e r n a l  s k e le ton  o f  man 
i s  d iv id e d__ i n t o t hr .ee__main__par t s ; the ..... sku l l , t he__ ve r t e b ra l
column and the l imbs
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(Adapted from: Moore, J .  1982. 5 e d . Readinq 
and. Think inq i n  Engi i s h : E x p lo r in g  
Funct i o n s . Ox ford,  Oxford U n i v e r s i t y  P re ss ,  
P .  39-40)
GLOSSARY
s k u l l ,  c r a n i o  j o i n t :  ju n ta ,  a r t i c u l a ç ã o
banes: assas  jaw. mandíbula
fuse ,  l i g a r ,  f u n d i r  l imbs: membros
to  tu rn  f r e e l y  on top o f:  g i r a r  l i v rem en te  no topo de
INDEPENDENT PRACTICE
1. The s o l a r  system
The sun i s  the c en t re  o f  the 
r e v o lv e  around i t . There are n ine  
Mercury, Venus, Ea r th ,  Mars, J u p i t e r ,  
P l u t o .  Some p la n e t s  have s a t e l l i t e s ,  
which i s  c a l l e d  the Moon. There are 
b od ie s  l o o k in g  l i k e  a s t a r ,  most o f  
Mars and J u p i t e r .  In sum, the s o la r  
U h B .,.s u n ) i.-t.hs__ nlansl5._and___
s o la r  system. The p la n e t s  
p la n e t s  in  a l l .  They are: 
Saturn ,  Uranus, Neptune and 
The Ea rth  has one s a t e l l i t e  
a l s o  a s t e r o i d s ,  c e l e s t i a l  
which have o r b i t s  between
sHstem c o n s i s t s __o_f...a__ s t a r
__o f  o the r__bod ie s , ,  such__as.
s a t e l l i t e s  and a s t e r o i d s
(Adapted from: Moore, J .  1980. Readinq and 
Think ing i n  E n g l i s h : Gone, g e l  s. i n  Use.- 
Ox ford ,  Oxford U n i v e r s i t y  P re ss ,  p. 5)
GLOSSARY
to  r e v o lv e  around: g i r a r  em to rno  
to  look l i k e :  p a re ce r ,  t e r  semelhança com 
most o f  which: a m a io r ia  dos qua is
- in  a l l :  ao todo
- bet ween: ent re
- such as: t a i s  como
2. A textbook i s  d iv id e d  i n t o  p a r t s :  chap te r s ,  s e c t i o n s ,
s u b s e c t io n s  and paragraphs .  A lthough each part  i s  s u c c e s s i v e l y  
sm a l l e r  in s i z e  and more l im i t e d  in scope, each f o l l o w s  a s im i l a r
o r g a n i z a t i o n  and has a s i n g l e  idea .  Textbooks are__organ ized
sou rces  o f  in  fo rm at ion  ...
(Adapted from: McWhorter, K. 1986. 3 e d . Col lege 
Bea-ding. and. S.t.u.d_y S k ills .-  Boston, L i t t l e ,
Brown and Company, p . 142)
GLOSSARY
- chap te rs :  c a p í t u l o s
- a l though:  embora
- each : c ada
- s i z e :  tamanho
- scope: extensão
- sourc e : font e
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3. In space we lo s e  the a d ju s t in g  i n f l u e n c e  o f  the c y c l i n g
between day and n ig h t .  In space the re  i s  no oxygen, no barometr ic  
p re s su re ,  no home temperature ,  and no atmospher ic  f i l t e r  
p r o t e c t i n g  us from cosmic and s o la r  r a d i a t i o n s .  There i s  no 
support  from the subs tance  o f  a i r  and no s t a b i l i z a t i o n  i n f l u e n c e
o f  g r a v i t y .  Thus, a space cab in  must__ hav.fi.., ,,ft.rpy ia ia a s__ fo r
a p p r o p r i a t e  and__ cont inuous___ p.rs s s u r i . s a l lon..__ £or-----temp.e.ratuo?.
c o n t r o l .  humid i  t h c o n t r o l ,  and c o n t r o l__ o i__at rnPfrPher is ___ 2JLS
(Adapted from: Samara, Samira & B io jo ne ,  Lú c ia .
1988. 9 ed St a r t  Reading £, 2° grau,
São Pau lo ,  E d i t o r a  Sa ra iva ,  p . 96)
GLOSSARY
- to  lo s e ,  perder  - a d ju s t in g :  a ju s tada
- p re ssu re :  p ressão
A. In the pas t ,  the p o p u la t i o n  worked more on a g r i c u l t u r e .  But 
as te chno logy  has deve loped ,  the p o p u la t io n  tends to  work more on 
c o n s t r u c t i o n s  and m anu fac tu r ing .  As we see, the tnpes o f  work 
tend to  change as s o c i e t i e s  become i n d u s t r i a l i z e d .
(Adapted from: McWhorter, K. 1986. 3 e d . Col 1ege 
Read ing and Studs Sk i 1 1 s . Boston, L i t t l e ,
Brown and Company, p . 96)
GLOSSARY
- become, t o r n a r - s e  - deve lop: desenvo lve r  
- a s .  à medida que
HOMEWORK
S ub l in h e  a i d é i a  p r i n c i p a l  dos p a rág ra fo s  aba ixo .
í .  The vapours from an a c t i v e  vo lcano  may c o n ta in  so much 
su lphu r  tha t  p l a n t s  cannot grow nearby. R i v e r s  f l o w in g  through 
f o r e s t s  may become deoxygenated because so much n a tu ra l  o rgan ic  
m a te r ia l  i s  d epo s i t ed  in  them. Mercury, o c u r ry in g  n a t u r a l l y  in  
the ocean, may reach such h igh l e v e l s  tha t  la rg e  numbers o f  f i s h  
are  k i l l e d .  Thus, the wor ld  i s  f u l l  o f  po isonous  subs tances  which 
o c cu r  n a tu ra l  1h , independen t ly  o f  any act ion o f  man,
(Adapted from: Moore, J .  1981. 3 e d . Readinq 
and Think ing i n  Ena IL%h.;.. D i s c o vering.
P i  s c o u r s e . Ox ford,  Oxford U n i v e r s i t y  P re ss ,
P . 21)
GLOSSARY
- su lphu r :  enxo f re  - t o  grow nearby: c r e s c e r  nas prox im idades
- to  occur:  o c o r r e r  - f low  through: c o r r e r ,  f l u i r  a t ravés
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- t o  reach: a l c a n ç a r  - k i l l e d :  mortos
- po isonous:  venenosas -  f u l l  o f :  c h e io  de, r e p l e t o  de
4. Whenever p o s s i b l e ,  the good l i s t e n e r  p repares  in advance fo r  
the speech he o r  she p la n s  to a t tend .  He o r  she s t u d i e s  the t o p i c  
to  be d is c u s sed  and f i n d s  out about the speaker and h i s  or her
b e l i e f s .  An e f f e c t i v e  l i s t e n e r ,  as you. are b ea inn ing__ to__üRS-l.
takes  s p e c i f i c  s tep s  to  a ch ieve  a c cu ra te__y.n4e.r-ft,t.an.c)in3. P.f— the
l e c t u r e . Fu rthermore ,  on a r r i v i n g  at the p la ce  where the speech 
i s  to  be g iv en ,  he or she chooses a seat where i t  i s  easy to see 
and hear.  F i n a l l y ,  when the speech i s  over,  the e f f e c t i v e  
l i s t e n e r  rev iew s  what was sa id  and r e a c t s  to  and e va lu a te s  the 
ideas  e x p r e s s e d .
(From: McWhorter, K. 1986. 3 e d . Col 1ege 
Re a d in g and s t u dy. S k ills .  Boston,
L i t t l e ,  Brown and Company, p. 104)
GLOSSARY
- whenever: sempre que
- speech/  lecture-,  d i s c u r s o ,  c o n fe r ê n c ia
- b e l i e f s :  c rença s ,  c o nv ic çõ e s
- fu r the rm ore :  além d i s s o
- to  a ch ieve  a c cu ra te  unders tand ing :  ob te r  compreensão exata
- to  be over: t e r  acabado, c o n c lu íd o
- in  advance: antec ipadamente
- to  a t tend:  a s s i s t i r
- e f f e c t i v e ,  e f i c a z
LESSON 3
INTRODUCTION
Instructor corrects homework from lesson 2. She explains 
that today students will learn the type of paragraphs in which 
the main idea is in the middle of it. In this type of paragraph, 
the author first develops the subject, states the main idea in 
the middle of the paragraph and then continues the paragraph 
supporting the main idea with details.
EXAMPLE AND DIRECT INSTRUCTION
1. The paragraph given as homework in lesson 2 is used in these 
st e p s .
TEACHER-DIRECTED INSTRUCTION
2. Every morning, people in big cities need change for the bus. 
They need nickels, dimes, and quarters. The driver of a bus 
doesn't want dollar bills. He wants exact change. People also 
need change for buying food and drinks from machines. They put a 
dime in a machine and get a sandwich. People in big cities always
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need change fo r__mans t h in g s  in  t h e i r  everyday__ 1 jyes,.  They put
q u a r te r s  in  c i g a r e t t e  machines. They put dimes in the phone. They 
put c o in s  in  machines and get stamps.
(Adapted from. A l l e n ,  H. et a l . 1973. £ e d .
E n g l i s h  f o r  Todan . E-A, New York, N a t io n a l  
Cou n c i l  o f  Teachers  o f  E n g l i s h ,  p . 11)
GLOSSARY
- change: d i n h e i r o  t ro cado
- n i c k e l :  n í q u e l ,  moeda de 5 cen tavos  de d ó la r
- dime: moeda de 10 cen tavos  de d ó la r
- qua r te r :  um quar to  de d ó la r ,  moeda de E5 centavos
- b i l i s :  notas
- c o i n s : moedas
INDEPENDENT PRACTICE
1. Computers in space n a v ig a t io n
A rocket  has to  f o l l o w  a p r e c i s e  path. In o the r  words, i t  
has to  leave the E a r t h ' s  o r b i t  at a p r e c i s e  moment. In a d d i t i o n ,  
i t  has to  en te r  the Moon's o r b i t  at a p r e c i s e  moment. A computer 
can perform . t he_ügmp 1 e« _ ca lxu la t io n s  which are, n e ce ssa ry  to__work­
out the r o c k e t ' s  path p r e c i s e i s .  Any e r r o r s  in the r o c k e t ' s  path 
must be c o r r e c te d  immed iate ly .
(Adapted from: Moore, J. 1980. Reading and 
Th i nki n g  i n  E n g l is h..;. Concepts i n  U.sg.,
Oxford,  Oxford U n i v e r s i t y  P re ss ,  p. 49)
GLOSSARY
- rocket  : foguete
- to  f o l l o w :  s e g u i r
- path: t r i l h a ,  cu rso
- in  o th e r  words: em ou t ra s  p a la v ra s
- in  a d d i t i o n :  além d is s o
- to  work out: dar c e r t o ,  r e s o l v e r  a lgo  de acordo com os p ianos
E. Many c o l l e g e  s tu den ts  read too s l o w ly .  They co n t in u e  to  read 
ju s t  as they d id  when in the s i x t h  grade. They move t h e i r  l i p s  as 
i f  p ronounc ing  every word and ca r ry  t h e i r  f i n g e r s  a long the l i n e  
o f  the p r i n t  to  lead t h e i r  eyes. It  i s  as i f  they were read ing  
a loud and had to  pronounce each word w ith  ca re .  Then have not set
moved to  a more s k i l l f u l  l e v e l  o f  read ing:__ read in9___ £ar
comprehension r a t h e r__ t.h.3H__ fjar__£TJ213unc:iati.gn,.. In read ing  f o r
comprehension t r a c i n g  each word w ith  l i p s  and f i n g e r s  i s  
u n d e s i r a b le  as w e l l  as unnecessary.  Reading seeks the a u th o r ' s  
thought r a t h e r  than h i s  words. The phrase r a t h e r  than the word i s  
the thought u n i t ,  and the eyes can lea rn  to  take in whole 
phrases  at a g lance .
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(From: McWhorter, K. 1986. 3 e d . Col 1 egg 
Reading, and. Study Skills.. Boston,
L i t t l e  , Brown and Company, p . 101)
GLOSSARY
- s lo w ly :  lentamente
- as i f :  como se
- to  c a r r y  a long: conduH ir
- p r i n t  impressão
- to  seek: p ro cu ra r
- r a t h e r  than: ao invés  de
- at a g lance :  numa só o lhada
3. Many o f  us, when we are in  a bou t ique  or a department s to r e ,  
buy ing  new c l o t h e s ,  or  j u s t  adm ir ing  new fa s h io n s ,  r a r e l y  
a s s o c i a t e  these  c l o t h e s  w ith  any form o f  in d u s t r y  or any form o f
economic m an ip u la t io n .  U n fo r t u n a t e l y ,  l i k e  any o the r__prPri.Ufl.t-i
f a s h io n  i s  a l s o  i n d u s t r i a l i z e d ,  and economic m an ipu la t ion  does 
e x i s t . T h i s  m an ip u la t io n  i s  r e a l i z e d  in  the form o f  p u b l i c i t y  
campaigns which t r y  to  conv in ce  the p o t e n t i a l  consumer o f  the 
" n e c e s s i t y ” to  buy and wear the l a t e s t  p roduc ts .  Of course  t h i s  
" n e c e s s i t y "  which i s  o r i g i n a l l y  n o n -e x i s t e n t ,  sudden ly  becomes 
r e a l  i f  the p u b l i c i t y  campaign i s  e f f i c i e n t  enough. The p o t e n t i a l  
consumer soon b e l i e v e s  that  he r e a l l y  needs to  buy the new 
p r o d u c t .
(From: Our T u rn . Y á z i g i ,  Book 3, 2° grau,
São Paulo, Difusão Nacional do Livro, 1984,
P.  28-29)
GLOSSARY
- new c l o t h e s :  roupas novas
- j u s t . apenas
- fash i o n : moda
- u n fo r t u n a t e l y :  i n f e l i z m e n t e
- l i k e ,  como
- consumer: consumidor
HOMEWORK
S ub l in h e  a i d é i a  p r i n c i p a l  dos p a rág ra fo s  abaixo:
1. Dreams
Each dream you have may vary from a few minutes to  an hour, 
and about 20 per cent o f  the s le e p in g  t ime i s  taken by dreams. 
You shou ld  try to remember and write down your dreams. Generally, 
you can d i s c o v e r  a s o lu t i o n  to  your problems through dreams 
because they g iv e  you e lements that  are b locked  by consc iousness  
when you are  awake. Then, c a r e f u l l y  study the i m p l i c i t  and 
e x p l i c i t  r e l a t i o n s h i p s  among the symbols and your l i f e .  There are 
many gu ide  books which he lp  to  i n t e r p r e t  your dreams.
- to wear: vestir, trajar
- the latest, os últimos
- suddenly: subitamente
- s o o n : 1ogo
- to believe: acreditar
- t o 1e a d : guiar
- care: cuidado
- y e t : ainda
- skillful: competente
- thought: pensamento
- to take in: entender
Ill
(Adapted from: Our T u rn , Y á z i g i ,  book 2, 2° 
grau, São Pau lo ,  D i fu são  N ac iona l  do L i v r o , 1983,
P . 63)
GLOSSARY
- dream: sonho - consc iousness :  c o n s c iê n c ia
- to  remember: r e c o rd a r  - awake: acordado
- through: a t r a v é s  - among: en t re
2 . It man be said that human beings are divided into__classes.;..
first, those .whose work is work and whose Pleasure is__ Pleasur e.;
and second ly ,  those  whose work and P le a su re  are  one.. Of these the 
former are the m a jo r i t y .  They have t h e i r  compensat ions.  The long 
hours  in  the o f f i c e  or  the f a c t o r y  b r ing  w ith  them as t h e i r  
reward, not on ly  the means o f  sustenance,  but an a p p e t i t e  fo r  
p le a su re .  But the  favoured persons belong to  the second c l a s s .  
T h e i r  l i f e  i s  a n a tu ra l  harmony. For them the work ing hours are 
never long enough. Each day i s  a n a tu ra l  h o l i d a y ,  and o rd in a ry  
h o l i d a y s  are  i n t e r r u p t i o n s  o f  a f a v o r i t e  d i v e r s i o n .  Yet to  both
classes the cultivation of a__ hobby, the change of atmosphere___i_s
e s sen t ia l.,.
(Adapted from: C h u r c h i l l ,  Winston. P a in t i n g  as a 
past ime,  in: F luencu i n  Ena U sh: ân.
Integrated Course lac Advanced S t u d e n t s .
London, Longman, 1980)
GLOSSARY
- human be ings:  se re s  humanos
- whose cu jo
- p le a su re :  p ra ze r ,  d iv e r s ã o
- former: o p r im e i r o
- o f f i c e :  e s c r i t ó r i o
- the means o f  sustenance:  o meio de su s ten to
- o r d in a r y  h o l i d a y :  f e r i a d o s  normais, co nven c io na is
LESSON 4
INTRODUCTION
I n s t r u c t o r  c o r r e c t s  homework. S tudents  are t o l d  that they 
w i l l  l e a rn  how to  i d e n t i f y  the main idea  in the f i r s t  and la s t  
sen tences  o f  a paragraph.  The i n s t r u c t o r  e x p l a i n s  that in  t h i s  
type o f  paragraph the au thor  s t a t e s  the main idea  at the 
beg inn ing  o f  the paragraph,  then he suppo r ts  the idea  and 
r e s t a t e s  the main idea  at the end.
EXAMPLE AND DIRECT INSTRUCTION
1. The f i r s t  example i s  the paragraph g iven as homework in 
1esson 3.
- reward: recompensa
- favoured: fa v o r e c id a s
- to  belong to: p e r ten ce r  a
- y e t : no en tanto
- to  b r in g  : t ra z e r
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2. P l a n t s  and an ima ls  i n t e r a c t  w i th  each o t h e r . Animals depend 
on p la n t s  f o r  t h e i r  food. In the same way, p l a n t s  depend on 
an im a ls .  A l l  p l a n t s  and an ima ls  must have fo u r e lements: carbon, 
n i t r o g e n ,  hydrogen and oxygen . These e lements are  combined to 
form p r o t e i n s ,  f a t s  and ca rbohyd ra te s  in  the animal or p la n t .  
They are  then used f o r  b u i l d i n g  c e l l s  or  as a source  o f  energy. 
Oxygen i s  ob ta ined  from a i r  and water.  Water i s  a l s o  a source o f  
hydrogen f o r  l i v i n g  t h in g s .  Carbon and n i t r o g en  come from the 
a i r ,  sea or  s o i l .  The use o f  these  fou r  e lements (carbon,
n i t r o g e n ,  h y d r o g e n  a n d  o x y g e n )  b y  P l a n t s ___ 3 nd.-3 r n m a . L s___ i n y p ]  ve.S?_
complex c y c l e s  which demonstra te the dependence o f  an imals__aná
p la n t s  on each o t h e r .
(Adapted from-. Moore, J .  1980. Reading and 
Th ink ing  in E n g l i s h :  C o n c e p t s i n  U se .
Ox ford ,  Oxford U n i v e r s i t y  P re s s ,  p . 71)
GLOSSARY
- in  the same way: da mesma maneira - as: como
- f a t s :  gorduras  - l i v i n g  t h in g s :  se re s  v iv o s
- to  b u i l d :  c o n s t r u i r  - s o i l :  s o lo
INDEPENDENT PRACTICE
1. L i f e  on o the r  p la n e t s
For a long t ime s c i e n t i s t s  have suspected  that  l i f e __e x i s t s
on o th e r  P la n e t s  b e s id e s  the E a r t h . Not long ago, some p ie ce s  o f  
rock from space (m e teo r i t e s )  were d is cove red  in A u s t r a l i a .  T h is  
d i s c o v e ry  has s t i r r e d  up a l o t  o f  exc i tement among expe r ts  
throughout  the wor ld  because these  ro ck s  c o n ta in  chem ica ls  
s i m i l a r  to  those  found on Ea rth  and in  our bod ie s .  Th is
i n d i c a t e s  to  some s p e c i a l i s t s  that  l i f e ,  in__ s.pme „.fo r m .„i-5 __QO.t
on 1h P o s s i b l e  but p robab le  on o th e r  P l a n e t s .
(Adapted from: H irasawa, L. and Maks te in ,  L. 1974. 
Deve lop ing  Reading. S t r a t e g i e s . Massachuse t ts ,
Newbury House P u b l i s h e r s ,  p . 98)
GLOSSARY
- l i f e :  v id a  - throughout:  a t ra v é s  de
- b e s ide s :  além de - found: achados
- to  s t i r  up: p rovoca r  - in  some form: de alguma forma
- some p ie c e s  o f  rocks:  a lguns  pedaços de rochas
2• Peop le  u s u a l l y  P la y  to  win, and the game has l i t t l e  meaning 
u n le s s  hou do e ve rn th ing  to  w i n . Anyone who has p layed even in a 
schoo l  f o o t b a l l  match knows t h i s .  At the i n t e r n a t i o n a l  l e v e l  
spo r t  i s  r e a l l y  a w a r fa re .  Nowadans. n ea r ly  a l l  the s p o r t s
p ract ised are compet it ive
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(Adapted from. Orwell, George. The sporting spirit. 
In: L. G. Alexander. Fluency in English: An 
Integrated Course for Advanced S t u d e n t s .
London, Longman, 1980, p.23)
GLOSSARY
- u s u a l l y :  normalmente - nea r ly :  quase
- to  win-, ganhar -  un less :  a não ser  que
- game, jogo - match: p a r t i d a
- l i t t l e  meaning: pouco s i g n i f i c a d o  - warfa re:  b a ta lh a
3 . A c c o r d in g ..to___i ___ udy......dpne___ta___ tii£ __Uni tfid— N a tio n s
O rg a n i z a t i o n s ,  most o f  the poor in the world l i v e  in  r u r a l  a reas
and in these  a reas ,  the m a jo r i t y  o f  the land i s  possessed by__ a
m in o r i tn  o f  the p o p u l a t i o n . In L a t i n  America, in 1975, 93% o f  
the a g r i c u l t u r a l  land was possessed by on ly  7% o f  the 
p o p u la t i o n .  In A f r i c a ,  the problem i s  i d e n t i c a l .  In Kenya, f o r  
example, more than h a l f  o f  the p o p u la t i o n  possesses  on ly  15% o f  
the t o t a l  a g r i c u l t u r a l  land.  In recent  t imes,  most o f  the peop le  
who possess  the land do not p a r t i c i p a t e  in  i t s  c u l t i v a t  i o n . T h is  
means tha t  most o f  the peop le  who c u l t i v a t e s  the land do not 
possess  i t  ._they work f o r  the peop le  who possess i t .
(Adapted from: Our Turn . Y á z i g i ,  book 3, 2°
São Pau lo ,  D i fu são  N ac iona l  do L i v r o ,  1984, p . 9)
GLOSSARY
- the poor: as pessoas pobres - a cco rd ing  to: de acordo com
- more than h a l f :  mais da metade - t h i s  means, i s t o  s i g n i f i c a
- land: t e r r a
4. C o lo r  b l i n d n e s s
C o lo r  b l i n d n e s s  i s  a g e n e t i c a l l y - c a u s e d  c o n d i t i o n in which 
a person cannot de tec t  a l l  c o l o r s . Most c o l o r - b l i n d  peop le  can 
see on ly  two b a s i c  c o l o r s  and they tend to  con fuse  o ther  c o l o r s ,  
e s p e c i a l l y  reds w ith  greens.  T h i s  impairment can b r ing  about 
problems because many c o l o r - b l i n d  peop le  do not r e a l i z e  that 
t h e i r  e ye s igh t  i s  d e f e c t i v e .  They have learned  to  use the c o l o r  
names that  everyone e l s e  uses, and they are  not aware that  they 
do not see the c o l o r s  tha t  o th e rs  see. There i s  a r i s k  that  
t h e i r  c o n d i t i o n  may p la ce  them in  danger. I f  they con fuse  red 
and green, f o r  example, they may be ab le  to  d i s t i n g u i s h  t r a f f i c  
s i g n a l s  on ly  by t h e i r  b r ig h tn e s s .  S c i e n t i s t s  b e l i e v e  that c o l o r  
b l i n d n e s s  i s  an i n h e r i t e d __ ge,ns-t.l£-..defect. and__ t h s r e .iS-HQ— cure
i £ U L _ L t .
(Adapted from: Hirasawa, L. & Makstein, L. 1974 
Developing Reading Strategies Massachusetts, 
Newbury House Publishers, p . 85)
GLOSSARY
- color blindness: daltonismo
- impairment: deficiência
- to realize: perceber
- defective: defeituosa
- to place in danger: por em perigo
- inherited: hereditário
HOMEWORK
1. Congestion occurs by the multiplication of vehicles on the 
roads. It is also caused by the fact that access to the majority 
of buildings is gained direct from the street, with the result 
that the traffic flow is obstructed every time a vehicle pulls 
up. Another difficulty is the shortage of places for parking.
(Adapted from: Allen, J. P. B. & Widdowson, H. G.
1978. E n g l i s h  in Focus: E n g l i s h  in  S o c ia l  S t u d i e s . 
Ox fo rd ,  Oxford U n i v e r s i t y  P re ss ,  p . 94)
Unstated main idea: A causa do congestionamento de veículos 
dá-se pelo grande número de carros, pelo acesso às estradas e 
por existirem poucos estacionamentos.
GLOSSARY
-  f 1 OW: f 1 UXO
- buildings: edifícios
- to pull up: diminuir o ritmo para parar
- shortage, falta, carincia
2. C u l t u r e  i s  the product o f  humans i n t e r a c t i n g  in  g r o u p s . 
From t h e i r  p a ren ts  and from o th e rs  around them, humans lea rn  how 
to  act and how to  th in k  in  ways that are shared by peop le  in  
t h e i r  group. From b i r t h  to  death, humans are b i o l o g i c a l l y  
c o n d i t i o n e d  to  l i v e  not as sepa ra te  i n d i v i d u a l s ,  but as members 
o f  g roups.  Even he rm it s  do not escape the re s t  o f  humanity, f o r  
e v e ry th in g  they t h in k ,  know, or b e l i e v e  has been c o n d i t i o n e d  by 
o th e r s .  C u l t u r e  i s  a group e f f o r t  and is . . soc ia l ly . . . shared . .
(Adapted from: McWhorter, k. 1986. 3 e d . Col lege 
Reading and Study S k i l l s . Boston, L i t t l e ,  Brown 
and Company, p . 141)
GLOSSARY
- p a ren ts ,  p a i s
- shared: d i v i d i d o ,  com pa r t i lh ado
- from b i r t h  to  death: do nasc imento a morte
- in  which: no qual
- to  b r in g  ab ou t : causar
- e y e s i g h t : v i s a o
- else-, ou t ro
- b r ig h tn e s s :  c l a r i d a d e
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LESSON 5
INTRODUCTION
The i n s t r u c t o r  c o r r e c t s  the homework and in t r o d u ce s  the 
uns ta ted  main idea  paragraphs .  In t h i s  type o f  paragraph,  the 
au thor  does not s t a t e  the main idea  in  a t o p i c  sentence,  but he 
le aves  i t  up to  the reade r  to  i n f e r  i t .  The uns ta ted  main idea 
paragraph c o n t a in s  d e t a i l s  o f  s p e c i f i c  ideas  about a t o p i c .
EXAMPLE AND DIRECT INSTRUCTION
1. The paragraph g iven  as homework in  lesson  4 i s  used in  these 
s tep s .
2. The X - rays
One day in  1895 a german s c i e n t i s t  named Wilheim Roentgen 
was making e xpe r ie n ce s  w ith  the e l e c t r o n  rays ,  shoo t ing  them at 
a coated  g la s s  sc reen .  Roentgen happened to  pass h i s  hands 
between the rays  and the screen .  To h i s  amazement, the shadow o f  
the bones i n s i d e  h i s  hand appeared. Most o f  the rays  were 
pass ing  through the f l e s h  o f  h i s  hand l i g h t i n g  the sc reen ,  but 
some o f  them were stopped by the bones and produced a shadow o f  
h i s  hand 's  s k e le t o n .  Roentgen had d is cove red  the X-rays .
(Adapted from: Samara, S. and B io jone ,  L. St art  
Read ing A.. 2°, são Pau lo ,  E d i t o r a  Sa ra iva ,
1988, 9 ed . , p . 96)
Unstated  main idea: Roentgen d e scob r iu  o r a i o - X  por acaso.
GLOSSARY
rays: r a i o s  - german: alemão
to  shoot at: p r o j e t a r  na - between: en t re
amazement: su rp resa  - shadow: sombra
in s id e :  den t ro  de - f l e s h ,  carne
l i g h t i n g :  i lum inando
coated  g la s s  sc reen ,  t e l a  de v i d r o  r e v e s t i d o  
happened to  pass: passou ao acaso
INDEPENDENT PRACTICE
1. B r id g e s
U n t i l  recent  t imes the commonest form o f  b r id g e  was the 
a rch ,  u s u a l l y  made o f  s tone ,  b r i c k  or  wood. The i n t r o d u c t i o n  o f  
i r o n  and s t e e l  du r ing  the I n d u s t r i a l  R e v o lu t io n  changed b r idge  
des ign  co m p le te ly .  There i s  now a v a r i e t y  o f  forms f o r  d i f f e r e n t  
purposes .  The suspens ion  b r id g e  has o f ten  been chosen f o r  long 
spans . Examp 1es o f  these  are the Sydney Harbour B r idge  (1932, 
650m), the Fo r th  Road b r id g e  (1961, 1100m), and the Golden Gate 
(1400m). R e in fo r c ed  con c re te  i s  now in common use f o r  b r id g e s  
c a r r y i n g  roads .
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(Adapted -From: Moore, J .  1981. 3 ed . Read ing 
a n .l I.h.in.kAn3 in  E n g l i s h  • D is co ve r in g  
D i s c o u r s e . Ox ford,  Oxford U n i v e r s i t y  P re ss ,
P . 10)
Unsta ted  main idea: Depois da Revo lução I n d u s t r i a l ,  os t i p o s  de 
ponte to rn a ra n - s e  v a r ia d o s  de acordo com os seus p ro p ó s i t o s .
GLOSSARY
- b r idge :  ponte
- s t o n e . pedra
- wood: madeira
- purposes: o b j e t i v o s
- s p a n s : vãos
2. China i s  es t im ated  to  have one b i l l i o n  peop le ,  that i s ,  20% 
o f  the w o r l d ' s  p o p u la t i o n .  The Un i ted  N a t ions  requested a l l  
c o u n t r i e s  to  conduct a new census b e fo re  1985. China had to 
p repare  f o r  t h i s  f o r  th ree  years .  I t  was expens ive .  I t  cost  more 
than 200 m i l l i o n  d o l l a r s .  Census workers were t r a in e d  and 
m o b i l i s e d  by the Pek ing  government, under Un i ted  Na t ions  
s u p e r v i s i o n .  These workers had to  d i s t r i b u t e  q u e s t io n n a i r e s  
i n v o l v i n g  19 q u e s t io n s  about age, sex, e th n i c  o r i g i n ,  
o c cu p a t io n ,  number o f  c h i l d r e n  and o ther  d e t a i l s .
(Adapted from: Y á z i g i ,  manual do p r o f e s s o r ,  Our 
T u r n , book 1, 2" grau, São Pau lo ,  D i fu são  
N ac iona l  do L i v r o ,  E d i t o r a  e Importadora L tda,
1984, p.  49)
Unsta ted  main idea .  Devido a grande popu lação da China, o Census 
ped ido  p e la s  Nações Un idas f o i  demorado, caro  e pessoas t iveram 
que ser  t r e in a d a s  para a r e a l i z a ç ã o  de t a l  t a r e f a .
GLOSSARY
- that  i s :  i s t o  é - to  request:  reque re r ,  p ed i r
- under : sob
3. The s to r y  o f  c a v i a r  goes back to  the Dark Ages when 
f ishermen in the Astrakhan reg ion  (on the Casp ian Sea) 
d is co v e red  an i n t e r e s t i n g  f a c t .  They r e a l i z e d  tha t  sturgeon 
r e t u r n in g  upstream to  t h e i r  spawning grounds in  the Volga in 
s p r in g  and autumn were very v u ln e ra b le .  They n o t i c e d  that  t h i s  
d o c i l e  f i s h  cou ld  be p ic ked  out o f  the water l i k e  a log .  L a t e r  
on they lea rned  one o f  the important s e c r e t s  o f  c a v ia r :  the f i s h  
must d ie  p e a c e f u l l y .  I f  t h i s  i s n ' t  the case, then the body 
s e c r e t e s  a d e fe n s iv e  subs tance  tha t  makes the eggs both a c i d i c  
and sm e l ly .  A l a t e r  g ene ra t ion  o f  f ishermen found tha t  the f i s h  
c ou ld  be an ae s th e t i s e d  w ith  a blow o f  hammer to  a p a r t i c u l a r  
p o in t  on the head. The te chn ique  h a sn ' t  changed in  twe lve  
hundred years:  the s t u r g e o n ' s  b e l l y  i s  then cut open and the 
ova r ian  membrane i s  removed.
- made of: feito de
- brick : t ijolo
- to change: mudar
- unt i 1 : at é
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(From: Sp_.eak Ur , Nm 6, São Pau lo ,  E d i t o r a  
G lobo, 1987, p . 16)
Unsta ted  main idea:A  t é c n i c a  de se ob te r  c a v i a r  data desde muito 
tempo e c o n s i s t e  em: apanhar o e s t u r j ã o  que v o l t a  a c o r re n te  
para o l o c a l  de c r i a  e matá - lo  p a c i f i c a m e n te  com uma marte lada 
na cabeça.
GLOSSARY
-Dark Ages: era  p r im i t i v a  - f ishermen: pescadores
- s tu rgeon:  e s t u r j ã o  ( t i p o  de pe ixe )
- r e t u r n in g  upstream: vo l tando  con t ra  c o r re n te
- spawning grounds: l o c a l  de c r i a
- to  be p icked  out of:  r e t i r a d o
- log t o r a  - l a t e r  on: mais ta rde
- p e a c e f u l l y  p a c i f i c a m e n te  - b e l l y :  b a r r i g a
- blow o f  a hammer, marte lada
4. T r a f f i c  n o i s e  i s  now the predominant nu isance  in towns. 
Other unp leasan t  by -p roduc ts  o f  v e h i c l e s  are  fumes. In 
C a l i f o r n i a ,  eng ine  fumes are the major cause o f  atmospher ic  
p o l l u t i o n .  We must a l s o  c o n s id e r  the v i s u a l  consequences o f  the 
t r a n sp o r t  r e v o l u t i o n .  These in c lu d e  the d e s t r u c t i o n  o f  many 
a reas  va lued  f o r  t h e i r  a r c h i t e c t u r a l  beauty and/or  h i s t o r i c a l  
a s s o c i a t i o n s  to  c o n s t r u c t  roads.
(Adapted from: A l l e n ,  J . P . B .  and Widdowson, H.G.
1978. Ertg 1 i_s_h In Focus : EnaJ ish In
Soc i a l  St ud i e s  . Ox ford,  Oxford U n i v e r s i t y
P r e s s , p . 95)
Unsta ted  main idea: A re vo lu ção  do t r a n s p o r t e  causa v á r i o s  
prob lemas às c id ade s ,  ba ru lho ,  fumaça e d e s t r u i ç ã o  de 
c o n s t ru çõ e s  b o n i t a s  e h i s t ó r i c a s .
GLOSSARY
- towns: c id ade s  - unp leasan t:  desagradáve l
- by -p roduc t:  subproduto - va lued fo r:  v a l o r i z a d a s  pe la
- beaut y : b e le za
HOMEWORK
Escreva  a i d é i a  p r i n c i p a l  do p a rág ra fo  aba ixo .
The t ea che r  b r in g s  i n t o  the schoo l  a l l  h i s  own h a b i t s  o f  
mind, a t t i t u d e s ,  b e l i e f s ,  va lu e s ,  ways o f  doing t h in g s  and se ing  
the wor ld  which he has i n h e r i t e d  from the s o c i e t y  in  which he 
was brought up. These f a c t o r s  w i l l  i n f l u e n c e  the c h i l d r e n ,  the 
schoo l  and the community o u t s id e .  The c h i l d  b r in g s  i n t o  schoo l  
e v e ry th in g  which he has learned  in h i s  fam i ly  - h a b i t s ,  
a t t i t u d e s ,  b e l i e f s ,  e t c .  - and the tea che r  and the schoo l  w i l l  
responde to  these .  The schoo l  i t s e l f  i s  a s o c i a l  o r g a n i z a t i o n
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w ith  s p e c i a l  requ i rem en ts  o f  behav iou r ,  i n f lu e n c e d  by the 
g e n e r a l l y  accepted  va lu e s  and t r a d i t i o n s  o f  e duca t ion ,  b u i l t  up 
over the yea rs .  Both the c h i l d  and the teache r  must adapt 
themse lves  to  these .  The schoo l  i n f l u e n c e s  the community around 
i t ,  both by p roduc ing  the manpower w ith  the s k i l l s  needed by 
s o c i e t y ,  and by shap ing the b e l i e f s  and a t t i t u d e s  o f  the young 
e n t e r in g  s o c i e t y .  As f o r  the community, i t  i n f l u e n c e s  the a c tua l  
o r g a n i z a t i o n  o f  the schoo l  through such groups as governors ,  
p a r e n t - t e a c h e r  a s s o c i a t i o n s ,  a d m in i s t r a t o r s ,  e t c ,  and in a l e s s  
formal way, i t  i s  rep re sen ted  by those  working in  the schoo l ,  
the c h i l d r e n ,  the t e a ch e rs  and the s e r v i c i n g  s t a f f .
(Adapted from: L a i r d ,  E. E n g l i s h  in F o c u s :
En.all.5h. In  E iju ca L in o .. Oxford,  Oxford 
U n i v e r s i t y  P re s s ,  1979, p . 11)
Unsta ted  main idea: Ocorre  cons tan te  in t e r a ç ã o  en t re  soc iedade ,  
e s c o la ,  p r o f e s s o r  e a luno  que é c a r a c t e r i z a d a  p e la  i n f l u ê n c i a  
que um exerce  no(s)  o u t r o ( s )  a t ra v é s  das d i f e r e n t e s  formas de 
a tuação  de cada um desses e lementos.
- m ind: ment e
- in  w h i c h : na qual
- ou t s id e :  de fo ra
- behav iour:  comportamento
- needed by: n e c e s s á r ia s  pe la
- young: j ovens
- s t a f f :  quadro de pessoa l
LESSON 6
INDEPENDENT PRACTICE
S ub l inh e  a i d é i a  p r i n c i p a l  de cada p a rág ra fo  aba ixo ,  e se
f o r  "un s ta ted  main idea  paragraph"  esc reva  a i d é i a  p r i n c i p a l .
1 • Peop le  read in  d i f f e r e n t  wans__and fo r  d i f f e r e n t__ t.aa.s.Qns.,.-
Sometimes they want to  f i n d  s p e c i f i c  i n f o rm a t io n .  Sometimes they 
want to  have a genera l  idea  o f  what they are  read ing .
(From: Moore ,J .  198E. 5 e d . Readinq and
.Thinking in English • Eksi nning
Funct i o n s ■ Oxford,  Oxford U n i v e r s i t y  P re s s ,  p .7)
H. Machines
What does a b i c y c l e  have in common w ith  a c a l c u l a t o r ,  a 
movie camara w ith  a c a r ?  They are a l l  machines. Machines are any 
ob je c t  capab le  o f  pe r fo rm ing  a s p e c i f i e d  task and c o n s i s t i n g __ oi.
GLOSSARY
- to  b r in g  in to :  t r a z e r  para
- i n h e r i t e d :  herdado
- brought u p : educado
- requ i rem ents:  r e q u i s i t o s
- s k i l l :  a b i l i d a d e
- shap ing:  moldando
- 1 e s s . menos
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a com b ina t ion  o f  p a r t s ,  some f i x e d  some moving. These p a r t s ,  
when sepa ra ted ,  resemble a l i f e l e s s  organism.
(Adapted from: Samara,S. and B io j o n e , L .  1988. 9 e d .
St a r t  Reading 1, 2° grau, São Pau lo ,
E d i t o r a  S a ra iv a ,  p . 37)
GLOSSARY
- to  perform: e xecu ta r ,  r e a l i z a r  - task ,  t a r e f a
- to  take  a look at:  dar uma o lhada
3 . Sy st ems
We are surrounded by ecosystems, we c re a te  and l i v e  in 
p o l i t i c a l  and s o c i a l  systems, we use t ra n sp o r t  systems and 
indeed,  the most important  part  o f  us i s  a v i t a l  and myste r ious  
system, our b r a in ,  part  o f  the c e n t r a l  nervous system. Not long 
ago the term 'sys tem ' was ha rd ly  used, but the idea  o f  system
has av> u^med more and more__importance which i s  r e f l e c t e d  in___Lbs.
w idespread use Qf__th£_ te.r.nu
(Adapted from: Moore, J .  1981. 3 e d . Reading 
and Ih in iL in a  i n  E n g lish .: D is co ve r in g  
P i s c o u r s e ■ Oxford,  Oxford U n i v e r s i t y  P re ss ,
P.  64-65)
GLOSSARY
- surrounded: ce rcados  - indeed: de f a t o
- w idespread ,  d i f u n d  i d o , d ivu lg ad o  - ha rd ly :  d i f i c i l m e n t e
A . P l a n t s
A f lo w e r i n.a.pJ.ant s..arje_ic jjiiípp,s.e.d__o.f fou r  organs __ r.aatsi,
stem, le aves  and f l o w e r s . The c e n t r a l  pa r t  o f  the p la n t  i s  the 
stem. The r o o t s  are  a t tached  to  the bottom o f  the stem. Some 
p l a n t s  have one r o o t ,  o th e rs  have many smal l  r o o t s .  The leaves  
are  connected to  the s i d e s  o f  the stem. Some leaves  are long and 
t h i n ,  o th e r s  are  fa t  and round. The f lo w e r  i s  a t tached  to  the 
top o f  the stem. F low e rs  c o n ta in  the p l a n t ' s  r e p ro d u c t i v e  
organs .  Most p l a n t s  have the male and female organs in the same 
f l o w e r .  Some p l a n t s  have sepa ra te  male and female f lo w e r s .
(Adapted from: M oore ,J .  1980. Read ing and 
.Think, jpg i n  E n g l i s h  : Concept s i n  
Ox ford ,  Oxford U n i v e r s i t y  P re ss ,  p. 33)
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GLOSSARY
- root  s: r a i z e s  - s t e m : c a u l e , t a l o
-  leaves:  f o l h a s  -  f low e rs :  f l o r e s
- a t ta ched  to: l i g a d a s  a - bottom: base
- s id e s :  lados  - male, mascu l ino
- female,  fem in ino
5. Most s o c i a l  a n t h r o p o lo g i s t s  r e c og n iz e  the fam i ly  as a bas ic  
soc i a l  un i t  . T h i s  u n i t  i s  u s u a l l y  e s t a b l i s h e d  by means o f  a 
formal c o n t ra c t  o f  marr iage ,  but a c o n t ra c t  o f  t h i s  k ind  i s  not 
a necessa ry  c o n d i t i o n  f o r  a n u c le a r  fam i ly  to e x i s t . I t  can a l s o  
be sa id  to  e x i s t  when a coup le  i s  marr ied or not . That i s  to
say, a fam i ly  may. e x i st__ even when...,the.rg. 1 .a.ti on5h i t>..b.g.t,.wgfin__ thet
man and___the woman___is one of concubinage__ rather than___oils__ Of
(Adapted from: A l l e n , J . P . B  and Widdowson, H.G.
1978. Eaaliah. in Earna-. Engl ish, in
Soc i a l  S t u d i e s . Oxford, Oxford U n i v e r s i t y  
P r e s s , p .1>
GLOSSARY
- by means of:  por meio de - marriage: casamento
- but.  mas - k ind:  t i p o
- a lso :  também - whether: se
- coup le :  c a sa l
6. The o f f i c i a l  language o f  the Un i ted  S ta te s  i s  E n g l i s h .  The 
o f f i c i a l  language o f  Mexico i s  Span ish. Canada has two o f f i c i a l  
languages: E n g l i s h  and French. Each coun t rs  has i t s  own o f f i c i a l
(From: A l l e n ,  H. et a l . 1973. 2 e d . E n g l i s h  
f o r  Todan . book 2~A, New York, N a t io na l  
C ounc i l  o f  Teachers o f  E n g l i s h ,  p. 25)
GLOSSARY
- own: p r ó p r i a
7. E x p lo r i n g  the ocean
Many c o u n t r i e s  are now s tudy ing  undersea l i v i n g .  The Sov ie t  
Union has an undersea l a b o ra to ry  in the C r inean Sea. The Un ited  
S ta te s  has a l a b o ra t o r y  50 fee t  down on the ocean f l o o r  o f  the 
V i r g i n  I s la n d s .  In 1978 f i v e  men l i v e d  the re  f o r  two weeks. Then 
a team o f  f i v e  women s c i e n t i s t s  stayed in the l a b o ra t o r y .  Next 
came o th e r  teams o f  men. S c i e n t i s t s  in vo lved  in t h i s  type o f
re sea rch  hope to  f in d__ enough m ine ra l ,  vege tab le ,__ and__anAma)
wea lth  the re  to  p ro v id e  food f o r  the.en t i r e ,  wor 1 d^
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(Adapted from. Allen, H. et a l . 1973. S e d . 
Enalisb. for Tod an, book S-A, New York,
National Council of Teachers of English, p. 94)
GLOSSARY
- undersea living: vida submarina - team: time
- ocean floor: solo do oceano - to stay: ficar
- next: depois - research: pesquisa
- to hope: esperar, desejar - wealth: riqueza
- to provide: fornecer, abastecer
- 50 feet down: 15.24 metros de profundidade
8. Traffic is directed by color. Pilot instrument panels, road 
and water crossings are regulated by many colored lights and 
signs. Factories use colors to distinguish between throughfares 
and work areas. Danger zones are painted in special colors. 
Lubrification points and removable parts are accentuated by 
color. Pipes for transporting water, steam, oil, chemicals, and 
compressed air, are designated by different colors. Electrical 
wires and resistances are color coded.
(From: McWhorter, K. 1986. 3 e d , Col lege 
BeMioa. and. Study. Sk 11,1.5.■ Boston, Little,
Brown and Company, p. 115-116)
Unstated main idea: As cores têm funções múltiplas na vida do 
h o m e m .
GLOSSARY
- crossings: travessias
- s i g n s : sinais
- factories: fábricas
- painted: pintado
- st e a m : vapor
- lubrication points: pontos
- color coded: em código de
- 1 ight s : 1uzes
- wires: fios
- d a n g e r : perigo
- pipes: tubos
- throughfares: passarelas 
lubri ficação
9. On the average, babies pronounce recognizable syllables by 
the third month. As a child matures, his syllables become 
sharper, cleaner, and more distinct. Repeating the same sound 
over and over again, like "da da da" and "ga ga ga", begin at 
about this time and continue until the end of the first year. 
Toward the end of the first half year, the infant is likely to 
" t a l k” to his parents and other familiar people when he is being 
played with or talked to. Imitation of sounds made by others 
generally begins after approximately nine months.
(Adapted from: McWhorter, K. 1986. 3 e d . Col 1ege 
Reading and Study SkJJJLs.. Boston, Little,
Brown and Company, p. 116-117)
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Unstated main idea-. As crianças têm um desenvolvimento 
progressivo da fala.
GLOSSSARY
- sharper: mais acentuada - cleaner: mais clara
- same, mesmo - at about: por volta de
- over and over again: repetidamente
10. Traffic
An underground line today can carry between 20.000 and 
40.000 p assengers an hour, - all of them who would otherwise 
have to use private or public means of transport on the surface, 
taking up a lot of room and making traffic more chaotic. The 
underground railway Proved itself a g reat help in solving one of 
the worst Problems of the big cities of the world: traffic. With 
its characteristic speed, regularity and frequency, the 
underground ensures rapid travel, and "shrinks" distances in the 
cities. It does not pollute the areas it operates in as it works 
by electricity. The amount of energy consumed is far less than 
if the passengers travelled in their own cars.
(Adapted from: Samara, S. and Biojone, L. 1988.
9 ed .5.tar t Reading £, 2" grau, São 
P a u l o , p .85)
GLOSSARY
- underground railway: metrô
- to take up: ocupar, tomar
- speed: velocidade
- shrink: reduzir, diminuir
LESSON 7
INTRODUCTION
Students are told that they will learn in this lesson to 
identify main ideas in longer passages and to relate these main 
ideas to the overall theme.
EXAMPLE AND DIRECT INSTRUCTION
Rescuing a drowning person
There are different Places in which a person can drown__ and.
different m e t h o d s__fc.fl..x.g-5-EJii?__ LiHL. The following paragraphs
describe these places and how to save the person.
There are cases in which the rescuer does not need to be a 
swimmer or have any special training. The best method is to
ext end a hand or a foot to the person. A drowning person near__ &
bank can be saved s i m p l s bs g i ving him something to grasp. If
- otherwise, de outra maneira
- w o r s t : pior
- to ensure: assegurar
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the person is too far away one end of a sweater or a cord may be 
extended .
In s h a l lo w  water the re s cue r  can walk as f a r  as necessary
to reach the drowning Person and__ g iv e  him the h3nd ■ He must be
careful not to get into deep water. The rescuer should always 
grasp the victim and not allow the victim grasp him.
In the last case, the simplest method is by swimming on 
one's side. The rescuer pulls the victim by the hair. Thus, on 1 y 
a skilled s w i m m e r can save a person in deep water because he has 
to grasp the victim. and__pull__him to safety
(Adapted from: Moore, J .  198S. 5 e d . Reading
and. Thin k  i na. i n  E n g lis h :  E x p lq r in g
F u n c t i o n s . Oxford, Oxford University Press,
P . 31)
GLOSSAR Y
- to drown: afogar
- following: seguinte
- swimmer: nadador
- near proximo
- to grasp: agarrar, pegar
- too far away: muito longe
- shallow: rasa, pouco profunda
- to swim on one's side: nadar de
TE A C H E R - D I R E C T E D  APPLICATION
1 . Body Language
All of us communicate with one another nonverbally, as well 
as with words. Most of the time we're not aware that we're doing 
it. We gesture with eyebrows or a hand, meet someone else's eyes 
and look away, shift positions in a chair. But researchers have 
discovered in recent years that there is a system to these 
nonverbal actions almost as consistent and comprehensible as 
1a n g u a g e .
A Frenchman talks and moves in French. The way an 
Englishman crosses his legs is nothing like the way a male 
American does it. In talking, Americans are apt to end a 
statement with a droop of the head or hand. Every culture has
i t s  own bods language, and c h i l d r e n  absorb__ i t s  nuantL.ers__3)QQ3
with spoken language.
The person who is truly bilingual is also b ilingual in body 
1a n g u a g e . New York's famous mayor, Fiorello La Guardia, 
politicked in English, Italian and Yiddish. When films of his 
speeches are run without sound, it's not too difficult to 
identify from his gestures the language he was speaking.
What the nonverba l  e lements express  very o f t e n ,  —and__ygr.H.
efficiently. is the emotional side of the message. When a person 
feels liked or disliked, often it's a case of not what he said 
but the way he said it .
- to rescue: resgatar, salvar
- to be c a r e f u l : ser cuidadoso
- deep water: águas profundas
- to allow: permitir
- to reach: alcançar
- safety: segurança
- as far as-, tão longe quanto 
1 ado
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(Adapted -from: Hirasawa, L. and Makstein, L. 1974.
D-S-V.g .1Q P j, n 9 ligftrilna. s t r a t e g i e s .
Massachusetts, Newbury House Publishers)
GLOSSARY
- to be aware of: estar consciente, inteirado
- droop: inclinação
- to gesture: gesticular
- along with: com
- eyebrows: sobrancelhas
- mayor: prefeito
- to look away: desviar o olhar
- to shift positions-, mudar de posição
- to cross the leg: cruzar as pernas
- to end a statement: finalizar uma afirmação
- politicked: fez campanhas políticas
- to be run: ser passado, mostrado
INDEPENDENT PRACTICE
2 . Jeans
The most popular pants in the world - the blue jeans - were
iliy.enLfid.fc>y.Le^l-St:r.auSLS___in 1849, when gold was discovered in
Cali f o r n i a . Strauss noticed that miners needed durable clothes 
that could resist the hard work of scraping gold from the earth.
When Strauss arrived in California, he sold clothing, 
boots, nails, etc. But he had difficulty in selling canvas, the 
material made for using the tents in which most miners lived. 
Canvas was so durable that it was rarely replaced. At the same 
time Strauss heard many miners complain that their pants were 
ripped to shreds by the rocks after just a few days. With this 
in mind, he fashioned a pair of pants out of canvas. He sold 
them for 22 cents and they were an immediate success.
In 1873 Strauss encountered a man who helped him improve 
the original design of jeans. They also put a label on the back 
of each pair of pants in order to show how strong they were. The 
label showed a picture of two horses trying to pull apart a pair 
of his blue j e a n s .
More recently the blue jeans have become chic as all 
fashion designers have been producing their own brand. Everyone 
wears jeans which are still the most durable and confortable 
pair of pants
(Adapted from. French, P. In: Speak U p . N”4,
São Paulo, Editora Abril, 1987, p . 22)
Unstated main idea of the second paragraph: Strauss teve a idéia 
de confecci onar calças de lana para aumentar a saída do material 
e a necessidade dos mineiros de calças resistentes para o 
t r a b a l h o .
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Unstated main idea of the third paragraph: Juntamente com urn sócio, Strauss aperfeiçoou o jeans e criou uma etiqueta.
Unstated main idea of the fourth paragraph: Atualmente o jeans é 
consid e r a d o  chique e é utilizado por todos por ser resistente e 
con fort ável .
GLOSSARY
- gold, ouro
- hard: difícil, duro
- to scrap: retirar pedaços
- canvas: lona
- to complain: reclamar
- ripped to shreds: rasgar em
- to fashion: confeccionar
- to i m p r o v e :melhorar
- brand: marca, grife
HOMEWORK
Sublinhe ou escreva a idéia principal de cada parágrafo do 
texto ab a i x o .
Mi g r at i on
Migration man be defined as a permanent change of residence 
b y . an individual or a group. This definition is not entirely 
satisfactory, since it leaves us with the problem of deciding 
what is permanent. In studies of international migration a 
person is usually classed as an immigrant if he has stated his 
intention of settling in the host country for at least a year.
Q n e .form___of__ mia.ratioD . I s___found___when w o r k e rs__ a n d ..their
f a mil ies c ross....na t io n al—bo.miilar x e s in .se a r ch, pf b e t t er, j o b s , than 
are available at home. Labour migration on a large scale, often 
involving a permanent or semi-permanent resettlement of the 
worker and his family, was a major factor in the economic 
expansion of Western Europe after the end of the Second World 
War. By 1960 migrant workers from Portugal, Yugoslavia, Greece, 
Turkey and many other countries were building houses, mending 
roads everywhere in the industrial cities of the north. The flow 
of migrant workers fluctuates according to the state of the 
economy in the host countries.
Although an abundant___s u p p I h  of foreign___labour has become
essential to the West___European economy, the influx of___large
numbers of foreigners has__ given rise to a variety of social
p r o b 1e m s . If large numbers of foreigners are present they tend 
to put pressure on jobs, housing and education. Because their 
standard of living is often low compared with other groups of 
workers, they crowd together in the slums. Above all, they give 
rise to fears among native population. Thus, in many countries 
concern has been expressed about the dangers of 
' f o r e i g n i z a t i o n ' .
- miners: mineiros
- strengthen: reforçar
- pockets: bolsos
- rivets: rebite
- 1abel : et i quet a 
frangalhos
- in order to: para que
- st rong . fort e
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(Adapted -from. Allen, J.P.B. ê Widdowson, H.G.1978
Ena.li.ah. i n  F oc u s :E n g l ish i n  Social
St ud i e s . Oxford, Oxford University Press, p . 69)
GLOSSARY
- stated: afirmado
- h o s t : hospe deiro
- cross boundaries: cruzar fronteiras
- in search of: em busca de
- available: disponível
- to build: construir
- to give rise: dar origem a
- standard of living: padrão de vida
- to crowd together in the slums: amontoar-se em favelas
LESSON 8
INTRODUCTION
Instructor corrects homework and gives texts to be analyzed. 
T E A C H E R - D I R E C T E D  APPLICATION
l.Man and his environment
Throughout history man has transformed woodlands into 
farmlands, and made lakes and reservoirs out of rivers for 
irrigation purposes or hydroelectric power. He has also modified 
the earth by draining marshes and cutting through mountains to
build roads. .M.a n.i......w.i,th___the.. t p p ) £ .pf__ t E^hn o loaa ..hafr. chana<?-d___Lis.
p h y s i c a l e n v i r o n m ent in order to improve his way of life.
However, man's changes to the Physical environment have__ clqL
always had beneficial results: today, pollution of the air is__ an
increasing danger to the health of the Planet. Each day thousands 
of tons of gases come out of the exhausts of motor vehicles; the 
smoke from factories pollutes the air of industrialized areas and 
the surrounding areas of countryside. The air in the cities is 
becoming increasingly unhealthy.
The pollution___gj__ wai.fiJi-i.5— oauA .lly „ ,h a r m ful. In the sea,
pollution from oil is increasing and is killing enourmous numbers 
of algae, fish and birds. The whole ecological balance of the sea 
is being changed. The same problem exists in rivers. Indust rial 
wastes have.al ready....made many r ivers.1ifeless^
(Adapted from: Moore, J. 1982. 5 e d . Read inq 
and. Th.ink.ina l a  EnaJjL&h.: Expiating
Funct i o n s■ Oxford, Oxford University Press,
P .  57-58)
GLOSSARY
- settling: fixar-se
- at least, pelo menos
- job: emprego
- labour: trabalho
- to mend: consertar
housing: habitação
- woodlands: terras florestais - healthy: saudável, salubre
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farmlands: terras para agricultura - tons: toneladas 
purposes, finalidades - exhaust: escapamento
to drain-, drenar - smoke: fumaça
marshes: pântanos - to kill: matar
tools: instrumentos - environment: meio-ambiente
increasingly: cada vez mais - lifeless: sem vida
equally harmful: igualmente prejudicial 
industrial wastes: lixo industrial
2. Communication
Telephone, television! radio and the telegraph___aJJ___hitlR
people communicate with__each other faster now. For example,
within seconds, people can know the results of an election in 
■Japan or Argentina. An int ernat ional soccer match comes into the 
home of everyone with a television set . News of a disaster such 
as an earthquake or a flood can bring help from distant 
c ount r i e s .
In the past , communication took much more time than it___does
now and___this__ time distance influenced___Bfi.qplg.is__ act For
example, one battle in the War of 1812 between England and The 
United States could have been avoided. A peace agreement had 
already been signed. Peace was made in England, but the news of 
peace took six weeks to reach America. During this six weeks, the 
large and serious Battle of New Orleans occurred. Many people 
died after the peace agreement had been signed. They would not 
have died if news had come in time.
B u t , the speed of communication that exists nowadays__ means
that all people___in___different___countries must___£xa___ha.at&r__ tfi
understand each other. An example is that people with different 
religions must try to understand each other's beliefs and values 
even if they do not accept them.
(Adapted from: Zukowski, Faust et a l . 1982. In 
Context : Readi-ti-gi SJuJJLa -Lor 
Inte.o n&diate S U t d.snta fil Ena 1 is.h aa.
â  Second L 3 n g ua9.fi.- New York, CBS College 
Publishing, p . 31-32)
GLOSSARY
- faster: mais rápido - avoided: evitado
- earthquake: terremoto - died: morreram
- peace agreement: acordo de paz - battle: batalha
HOMEWORK
Sublinhe ou escreva a idéia principal de cada parágrafo 
do t ext o a b a i x o .
Women in journalism
Until recently, women reporters wrote the women's section of 
the newspaper; men wrote the rest of it. Important assignments
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politics, crime, foreign news - are the key to money and prestige 
in journalism. For this reason, when women reporters are limited 
to "women's topics" like fashion and social events, then have no 
chance t.o„advance,, in th,sir .profess,i.oji.,.
B u t . nowadays, more__ and more women__ are reporting on wars,
bombings and,.PQl,itic5i and.doiJig-lt—a.s, well as-meo... Norman Fine, 
the news director at WNBC-TV in New York, says "different people 
have different abilities, but that has nothing to do with their 
sex" .
Sportswrit ing especially is opening__ UP..t o , WPfflen___reporters .
One of them is Lawrie Mifflin. In 1974, when she started to work 
for the New York Daily News, she wanted to cover sports. At that 
time she was told that the sports department wasn't ready for a 
woman reporter, but two years later Mifflin got her wish. Her 
editor told her "I'm not going to have you cover just: women's 
s p o r t s . I f i.i o u a r e g o :i. n g t o w o r k i n t h e s p o r t: s d e p a r t ni e n t , y o u ' r e 
going to do the same work as everybody else". On her third day in 
the department she covered a professional basketball game.
EQ.w.e.v.ex.j....au.ts.±.de....a f..sií.onts.....X£);hh :.L;í,d.<;i..wiiraen.... ar...e„__
i:..e„.l'..v,Liij..e.i;l..u.5.s,;i,i;uj.AU.e.i.i±Ji„....tJvi.£.y. ..ajx............................ R e p o r t e r s w h o
want to report crime or war stories are often told the 
assignments are too dangerous for a woman. This sounds as though 
their editors are worried about them, but the women believe ;i.t is 
often just an excuse. In their fight. for equal work 
opportunities, some women have changed jobs to get better 
assignments; others have hired lawyers and taken legal action to 
get the assignments they want.
( A d a p t: e d f r o in : L.ii.£i., p . 4 £)
GLOSSARY
••■ Until recently: até recentemente 
.. Fove:i.gn news : m a t é r :i.as inter nac iona:i.s
- key: c.have
- has nothing to do with: nao tem nada a 
■•• t o over : co I:) r :i. r (u m a matéria)
later: mais tarde 
•• refused : negadas
- t o o d a n g e r o u s : m u i t o p e r :i. g o s o 
• - h i v e cl 1 a w y e r s : c o n t r a t a d o a d v o g a d a s 
■•• t h :i. s soun d s as t h o ug h : :i. st. o soa c omo 
•• t o b e w o r v i e d a b o u t : p r e o c u p a i.s e
LESSON 9
INTRODUCTION
The instructor corrects homework. Next:, students work in 
pairs with two texts which, at the end of the activity, are 
corrected by the instructor together with the class.
- a s s i g n rn e n t s : t a r e f a s 
•• a d v a n c e : r e s c e r
ver com
ready : pronto 
•• wish: desejo
- war: guerra
- e >< <;: u s e : d e s c u 1 p a 
fight: luta
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INDEPENDENT PRACTICE
Sublinhe ou escreva a idéia principal de cada parágrafo dos 
textos abaixo.
i. Social :i.nsect:s
EiLC«il.í^ _.w.b..Q.....Jií.t.U£Li...t±L£....Jjijih.e.c..t......s..o.£.;i,iLt.y__ I.auiu;L...ajD__
iiiiaa.;.saciai.i.a.';;usx;±.s....liy.íL.___________________ c.ümffiuni±J..ES..w.hix",.h— in.
j».aiu.e........................ .La.h u m a i L . x m i u m i i J : In insect soc:iet :i.es
certain insects are responsable For reproduction; the workers 
collect -food while the soldiers defend the colony. In the same 
way human groups such as farmers and shopkeepers have 
s p e c :i. a 1 i e d f u n c: t i o n s :i. n p r o d u c i n g g o o d s a n d p r o v :i. d :i. n g s e r v i c e s 
to the community. Thus, in both types of community there is 
d :i. v i s i o n o f 1 a b o u r .
In&exi— and..Jhjwraaa...ajasJi.£±±&sk___ aus.__ also.__.aiikfi....in___ I h s J L
iaái.y.ix!.u&I.ffl.ii.mbjer.iiL.__aí...Lh..a..................w.a.iik..i.QattlJxer..... Ter m :i. t e
workers co-ordinate their efforts to build nests. Similarly, in 
human societies engineers, architects, town planners and 
construction workers unite to build cities.
Ik&,.n.as.,t.s.,gf...saciai...____________________ c a m a l e u , ..maar.ffl.adi?.
c i t . In some insect nests special accomodation is provided for 
the young and for food storage. Many nests are as functional as 
human h o u s e s .
11 :i. n o t s u r p r i s i ng, t h e v e f o r e , 1h a t in a n y a n a 1 o g i e s h a v e 
been made between social insects and human societies. It must 
not be forgotten, however, that insect social behaviour is 
determined by innate instinctive mechanisms. Insects show no 
capacity for learning or for developing a social tradition based
o n lea r n :i. n g .
(Adapted From: Moore, J. 1.98c . 5 ed . fliradiim
an d  Ib..i.n.Li.u.a i a  £o.ali.s.b.; Exalarias.
ElUKLtijQIl-Si'. , o >< F o r d , D >< F o r d U n i v e r s i t y P r e s s ,
P . 3 1 )
Unstated main idea of the fourth paragraph: üs insetos, ao 
contrário dos homens, tem um comportamento social, determinado 
por mecanismos instintivos inatos e não têm capacidade para 
aprenderem ou desenvolverem uma tradiçao social baseada na 
apr end :i.;iagem
GLOSSARY:
farmers: fazendeiros - shopkeepers: lojistas
alike: parecidas efforts: esforços
•• to build nests : construir ninhos - engineers: engenheiros 
•- d e v :i. c e s : d :i. s p o s :i. t :i. v o s
town planners: planejadores de cidade
- in a n m a d e e :i. t y : c :i. d a d e Feita p e 1 o h o m e n 
•• food storage: armazenagem de comida 
t h e r e f o r e : p o r t: a n t o
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it: must not be forgotten: não deve ser esquecido 
•■ l:> e h a v :i. o u v : c o m p o v t a rn e n t o 
•■ t o 1 e a v n : a p r e n d e r
P. . T v a :i. n :i. n <;j ele p h a n t s
Xw.o..juaj,xi_-±j££;.b.al.£iii£.!:k..I.i.avj;:..iiE.exi......................... jEÜLfijaiiáaisu
wlxi.i:.h..w.ís....ffiíia.. .........................,t.h.E.,t.auah.and__iixc.-.am.t.le.-. The
•Former method simply consists of setting an elephant to work and 
b e a t i n g I -, i in u n t :i.'). h e cl o e s w h a t :i. t e >< p e t: t e cl o f h :i. in . A p a v t f r o in 
any moral considerations  this is a stupid method of training, 
for :i.t produces a resentful animal who at a later stage may 
well turn man --!< i 11 er . The gentle method requires more patience 
:i.n the early stages, but produces a cheerful, good-tempered 
elephant who will give many years of loyal service.
Ifcus.lixai.íi.ií.a£.a±..;l.B.l...ia-.,isl.s.t>.b.aa..t..txalalaa...La.La. aj&sjLaa.. £.a
..an-;i,..iu.a.L...j;L....aiJi.j!;i..l£....maD.h..!;iA,it.idxa.._..w.i.l.l.M ..en±i.i:.£.ln.i:..£saanaa.fo.l£.f.Q.r.
t.h..e.i.ub...... Elephants like to have one master just as dogs do, and
are capable of a considerable degree of personal affection. 
There are even stories of half-trained elephant calves who have 
refused to feed and pined to death when by some unavoidable 
circums tance they have been deprived of their own trainer.
The most economical age to capture an elephant For training 
is between fifteen and twenty years, for it is then almost ready 
to undertake heavy work and can begin to earn its keep straight 
away. But animals of this age do not easily become subservient 
t o in a n , a n d a v e r y f i r tti h a n d m u s t. b e e m p 1 o y e d i n t h e e a r 1 y 
s t a g s .
(Adapted From: I.. . G . Alexander. FI u e n c 'i in 
Ea.aljL.sia.: âa lri.tís.ax.a.t£íil Caunsivi. £m::. 
âáY.&a!Lfc.cl. S..Lu.(;I..Ea.t.s.. I.. o n d o n , I.. o n g m an, í 9 80 )
Unstated main idea of the fourth paragraph: A idade ideal para 
se treinar um elefante é entre í 5 e r.í0 anos quando o treino tem 
que ser bem Feito.
GLOSSARY
- tough: dura, rigorosa ■•• to set: obrigar, colocar
- to beat: bater - cheerful: alegre, animado 
••■ e a r 1 y s t a g e s : e s t á g :i. o s :i. n i c: :i. a i s - t o f e e d : a 1 :i. m e n t a r
•■ t o a s s :i. g n : d e s :i. g n a r
s :i. n g 1 e m a n h o u t : ú n :i. c o t. r e i nado r
half-trained elephants calves: filhotes de elefantes 
P a r c i a 1 m e n t e t r e i n a d o s 
•• t o p :i. n e t o d e a t h : c: o n s u in :i. r • - s e a t é a iti o r t e 
•• u n a v o i d able: i n e v i t. á v e 1 
•• d e p r :i. v e d •. d e s p r o v :i. d o
- to undertake: empreender, engarregar"se
- to earn its keep straight away: ganhar seu sustento 
i me d :i. at. ament e
to be employed: ser empregado
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APPENDIX B 
SAMPLE LESSON EMPLOYING THE DIRECT INSTRUCTION MODEL
I  n t  r  o  d u c  t i  o  n : " N a  a u l a  p a s s  a  d a  n ó  s  v  i  iri o  s  t. v ê  s  d e  f  i  n i  ç  o e  s  
i m p o r t a n t e s  q u e  F o r a m  a  d e  t ó p i c o ,  i d é i a  p r i n c i p a l  e  d e t a l h e s ,  
v  o  c: ê  s  1 e  iti b r  a  iti ?  " ( a  1 u  n o  s  r  e  s  p o n d e m ) .  " l i  u  :i. t  o  b e  iti . N ó s  v:i. m o  s  t  a  m b é  m 
q u e  e x i s t e m  p a r á g r a f o s  o n d e  a  i d é i a  p r i n c i p a l  l o c a l i z a - s e  l o g o  
n o  i n i c i o  d o  p a r á g r a f o  e  e s t a  i d é i a  p r i n c i p a l  é  s u s t e n t a d a  p e l o  
r e s t a n t e  d a s  s e n t e n ç a s  d o  p a r á g r a f o .  H o j e  v o c ê s  a p r e n d e r a o  a  
i d e n t i f i c a r  a  i d é i a  p r i n c i p a l  n o  f i n a l  d o s  p a r á g r a f o s .  E s s a  
h a b i l i d a d e  é  i m p o r t a n t e  p o r q u e  m u i t o s  p a r á g r a f o s  s ã o  
e s t r u t u r a d o s  d e s s a  m a n e i r a .  A o  i d e n t i f i c a r  e s t e  t : i . p o  d e  i d é i a  
p r i n c i p a l ,  v o c ê s  c o m p r e e n d e r ã o  a  :i.n F o r m a ç ã o  m a :i.s  i m p o r t a n t e  d o  
t e x t o " .
Example and Direct^instruction: "Agora vamos dar uma olhada no 
parágrafo £ da seção homework na lesson i. Eu lerei em voz alta 
e vocês acompanharao a leitura silenciosamente. (Instrutora lê o 
P a r á g r a f o ) . N o t e m q u e o p a r á g r a f o I- a 1 a s o b r e p 1 a n t a s e s u a s 
colorações. Este é o tópico do parágrafo. Como vimos na aula 
passada, a idéia principal de um parágrafo é aquela sentença que 
o autor apresenta para explicar o tópico. Ela caracteriza a 
idéia central a qual as outras sentenças fazem referência. 
G b s o? r v e iti a g o r a c a d a s e n t. e n ç a d o p a r á g r a f o . A p v :i. m e :i. r a s e n t. e n ç a 
faz uma comparação entre plantas de diversas cores e plantas com 
a coloração verde. As mais coloridas necessitam de mais luz. A 
segunda sentença é um exemplo dessa explicação. Já a terceira 
sentença é uma afirmação feita pelo autor sustentada pelas 
sentenças anteriores. Notem que o autor Faz uso de um método 
indutivo para chegar a urna afirmação. Isto é, ele primeiro 
e x p I :i. c o u , e x e m p 1 i f :i. c ou, p a r a d e p o i s c hega r a u iti a a F :i. r iti ação, à 
:i. d é i a p r :i. n c :i. p a 1 d o p a r á g r a f o . M u :i. t o s a u t. o r e s e s c r e v e m p a r á g r a f o s 
similares a este onde a idéia principal só aparece no final da 
passagem".
T e a c h e r - d i r e c t e d  a p p 1 i c a t i o n . " V a m o s  a g o r a  t r a b a l h a r  c o m  o u t r o  
P a  r  á  g r  a  F o  " . ( I n  s  t  r  u  t  o r  a  d :i. s  t: v :i. b u  :i. o  in a  t  e  r  :i. a  I  d a  1 :i. ç ã o 8 ) . " V e j a  iti 
e  s  s  e  p r  :i. iti e  :i. r  o  p a  r  á  g r  a  f  o  . I... e  i  a  iti s :i. 1 e  n <: :i. o  s a  iti e  n t  e  e  t  e  n t  e  m a  c  h a  r o 
t ó p i c o  d o  p a r á g r a f o .  ( A l u n o s  l ê e m  o  p a r á g r a f o ) .  " M u i t o  b e m ,  q u a l  
é  o  t ó p i c o ? ” ( A l u n o s  r e s p o n d e m ) .  " C e r t o .  A g o r a  a n a l i s e m  a s  
s e n t e n ç a s ,  v e j a m  a s  r e l a ç õ e s  e n t r e  e l a s  e  f i n a l m e n t e ,  s u b l i n h e m  
a  :i. d é  :i. a  p r  :i. n c  :i. p a i " .  ( A l  u  n o  s  c  o iti p 1 e  t  a  m a  t  a  r  e  f  a ) . " Q u  a  1 é  a  :i. d é  i  a  
p r i n c i p a l ?  ( A l u n o s  r e s p o n d e m  e ,  c a s o  n ã o  a c e r t e m ,  a  i n s t r u t o r a  
d á  m a i s  i n s t r u ç õ e s  a d i c i o n a i s ) .
I n d e p e n d e n t  p r a c t i c e :  A g o r a  v o c ê s  i r ã o  t r a b a l h a r  s o z i n h o s .  N o s  
p r ó x i m o s  p a r á g r a f o s ,  t e n t e m  a c h a r  a  i d é i a  p r i n c i p a l  d e  c a d a  um e  
a  s  s u  b 1 :i. n h e  . I... e  i  a  iti c u :i. d a d o s  a  iti e  n t: e  c  a  d a  p a  r  á  g r  a  f  o  . A o t. e  r iti i  n a  r  e  iti 
i r e m o s  c o r r i g i - l o s  em g r u p o " .  ( A o  t é r m i n o  d a  a t i v i d a d e  a  
:i. n s  t: r  i.i t  o  r  a  o  r  r  :i. g e  o  s  p a  r  á  g r  a  f  o  s  c  o iti o s a  1 u n o  s  e  t  i r  a  q u a  1 q u  e  r  
d ú v i d a ) .
H o m e w o r k :  " O s  d o i s  ú l t i m o s  p a r á g r a f o s  v o ç ê s  i r ã o  l ê - l o s  e  
s u b l i n h a r  a  i d é i a  p r i n c i p a l  e m c a s a .  H ã o  e s q u e ç a m  d e  t r a z e r  e s t e  
iti a  t  e  r  :i. a  1 n a  p r  ti x  :i. m a  a  u  1 a  " .
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APPENDIX C
ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY TEST
1. Assinale com um <x) a única alternativa correta para cada 
questão abaixo.
i . He ______________  everyday .
a . work s
b . work
c . worked
d . work i ng
2. These are the books _______________  I told you about.
a. where
b . what 
c . who
d . wh i c h
3. They _____________ with us tomorrow.
a . went
b . go
c are going
d. is going
4. I ______________  his name.
a. did not know
b . does not know 
c . k nown 
d . do not k now
5. Our car broke yesterday. _______________  made us late -for the
P 1a n e .
a . t hese 
b . this 
c . t hey 
d . those
6. They arrived ___________  than her.
a . early
b . earlier
c . more ear 1y
d . ear 1iest
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7. She ___________  to watch TV everyday.
a. do not l i k e
b. did not like 
c . not like
d . does not like
8.   be there on time for the meeting next week?
a . will you
b . you will
c . are you
d . you would
9. He _________________ a book in the library yesterday.
a. look for
b . 1ook ed for
c . 1ook s for
d . 1 ook ing for
10. He was very happy __________  his father w a s n ' t .
a . but
b . like
c . for
d . t h u s
11. Who is it? It's __________ .
a . me
b . I
c . mine
d . my
IS.She got married _________ the seventeenth of August.
a . at
b . in
c . with 
d . on
13. He ________  not visited England yet .
a has
b . do
c . did
d . does
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14 .
a . what
b . who
c . wh ich
d . where
15. Mary can
a . eat
b . t o eat
c . eat ing
d . ate
16 .
a . did
b . have
c . do
d . does
17 . You must
a . paying
b . to pay
c . pay
d . payed
18 .
a . whose
b . what
c . wh ere
d . which
19 . You write
a . better
b . we 1 1
c . good
d . much
e o . I like to
a . out of
b . wit hout
c . out
d . no
are you from? I'm from Paris.
very fast .
you gonne to the theatre yesterday?
the bill.
book do you prefer? The one on the left
than your brother
sugar
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21. There is ___________  sandwich on the table.
a . anot her
b . ot her
c . others
d . many
22. Mary and Helen are in Argentina but _______  parents are here.
a . her
b . theirs
c . their
d . hers
23. I enjoy ______________  football .
a . playing
b. that I play
c . t o p 1 ay
d play
24. He is ______________  tomorrow.
a . t rave 1
b. going to t ravel
c . t rave led
d . will t ravel
II. Assinale com um (x) o melhor significado de cada palavra 
su bl in h ad a  nas questões abaixo:
1. Some people en.io h  reading novels.
a . compra m
b . relutam
c . aprec iam
d . emprest am
2. Unt i1 recent 1y . I couldn't cook anything.
a . ant igamente
b . há alguns anos
c . at ualmente
d. até re centeme nt e
3. Why don't you 1ook for your book in your room?
a • 1 er
b . procurar
c . apanhar
d . guardar
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4. She wants to have her own house one day.
a . propria
b . grande
c . con fort avel
d . campest re
5. Read the instructions before doing anything.
a. ve ri fi qu e
b . 1ei a
c . escreva
d . revise
6. Bot h schools teach English very well .
a . t odas
b . a 1gumas
c . c ad a 
d . ambas
7. First, you watch the program; t h e n , you give your opinion 
about i t .
a . dep o i s
b . entao
c . logo
d. con sequ en temente
8. Each person has a favorite dish.
a . t odas
b . nenhuuma
c . cada
d . poucas
9. John is 1eaving the country. He will return only next year.
a . chega nd o
b . c on he cendo 
c . deixando
d . morando
10. You have t_o choose which place you want to go.
a . escolher
b . observar
c . dec id ir 
d . indicar
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11. She is also learning to speak French.
a . t ambém
b . nunca
c . às vezes
d . sempre
IS. A pop-group has many instruments, such as the guitar, the 
d r u m s , etc.
a . excet o
b. incluindo
c. pr in cip a lm e nt e 
d t a is como
13. Many years a g o . I had a terrible accident.
a . recent emente
b atrás
c . depois
d . antes
14. Can you get all those books for me?
a . muitos
b . poucos 
c . t o d o s 
d . alguns
15. Alt hough I wasn't here, I believe that your party was 
w o n d e r f u l .
a . embora
b . cont udo 
c . mas
d . uma vez que
16. Since the bus had broken down, she couldn't come to the 
u nivers it y .
a . cont udo
b . apesar  de
c . 1ogo que
d . visto que
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ANSWER KEY FOR THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY TEST
A P P E N D I X  D
I .
i . a 13 . a
s . d 14 . d
3. c 15. a
4 . a 16 . b
5 . b 17 . c
6 . b 18 . d
7 . d 19 . a
8 . a SO . b
9 . b El . a
10 . a EE. c
11 . a S3 . a
IE . b E4 . b
II .
1 . c 9 . c
S . d 10 . a
3 . b 11 . a
4 . a IE . d
5 . b 13. b
6 . d 14. c
7 . b 15 . a
8 . c 16 . d
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A P P E N D I X  E
EN GLISH READING CO MPREHEN SI ON  PRE TEST
Leia o texto e responda as perguntas abaixo:
WHAT WE EAT AND DRINK
1 People in different parts of the world have different
ideas about what is good to eat. If you were an Eskimo near 
the North Pole, you would enjoy raw meat. If you were a 
nomad in the desert, you would prefer the meat of sheep.
5 Am e ricans  specially like to eat hamburgers. But, they also 
eat a lot of chicken, as well as fish and other foods from 
the sea. Some people in India are vegetarians.
People in different parts of the world also have 
different ideas about what is good to drink. Among the most
10 popula r hot drinks are coffee and tea. Coffee is very
popular in Europe. Some people put cream and sugar in their 
coffee. But in the United States, many people drink their 
coffee "black", that is, without cream or sugar.
Tea is the national drink in China, Japan and other 
15 Oriental countries because over there everybody drinks it. 
In the Orient, people drink tea without sugar. But in 
England, where it is also a national drink, many people use 
both sugar and hot or cold milk in their tea. Others use 
1e m o n .
20 In Brazil, people like to eat different kinds of food.
Each region has its favorite dish. For example, in the 
northeast, people like to eat dried meat. But, almost 
everybody in the country likes to drink coffee. However, 
they drink it in different ways: with sugar, "black", hot 
25 or cold.
As travel becomes faster and easier, we are learning 
more about what other people like to eat and drink. Almost 
everyone likes to try new foods and drinks and to learn 
about how they are prepared.
(Adapted from: Allen, H. et al. 1973. 2 ed. English for 
T o d a y . book 3, National Council of Teachers of English: 
USA)
I. Com base no texto, escolha o melhor sig nificado das palavr.as 
s ub li nhadas a b a i x o :
1. "If you were a nomad in the desert, you would prefer the meat 
of s h e e p ". Pa ragrafo 1, 1 inha 4.
a . bode
b . ganso
c . coelho
d . o v e 1 ha
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2- "Among the most popular drinks are coffee and tea". Parágrafo
2 , linha 9.
a . entre 
b . t odas 
c . algumas 
d . part e
3. "In the Orient, people drink tea wit hout sugar". Parágrafo 3, 
linha 16.
a . às vezes com
b . sempre com 
c . sem
d . com pouco
4 . "... in the northeast, people like to eat dried m e a t ". 
P ar á gr af o 4, linha 22.
a . gorda 
b . seca
c . ma 1-passada 
d . no pont o
5. "As t ravel becomes faster and easier, we are learning more 
about what other people like to eat and drink". Pa rágrafo 5, 
linha 26 .
a . viajar
b. comunicar 
c . ler
d. dar notícias
II. Segundo o contexto, dê o significado das palavras grifadas 
abaixo :
1. "If you were an Eskimo near the North Pole, you would enjoy 
raw meat". P ar ágra fo  1, linha 3.
Raw quer dizer:
2. "Some people put cream and sugar in their coffee". Parágrafo
2. linha 11.
Sugar quer dizer-.
3. ".. many people use both sugar and hot or cold milk in their 
tea". Pa rá gr afo 3, linha 18.
Milk quer dizer-.
4. "Each region has its favorite d i s h " . Parágrafo 4, linha 21. 
Dish, quer dizer-.
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5. "Almost everyone likes to try new foods and drinks and to 
learn about how they are p r e p a r e d " . Parágrafo 5, linha 29.
To learn quer dizer:
III. Com base no texto, responda em português as seguintes 
perguntas:
1. 0 que os americanos gostam es pe cialmente de comer?
2. Quais são as bebidas quentes mais populares?
3. Comn as pessoas bebem chá no Oriente?
4. Como as pessoas gostam de beber café no Brasil?
5. 0 que quase todas as pessoas gostam de experimentar?
IV. 0 texto contém cinco parágrafos. Liste abaixo (em português) 
a idéia principal de cada parágrafo
Pa rá gr a fo 1:
Pa rá g ra f o 2:
P ar á gr af o  3:
P ar á gr af o  4:
P ar á gr af o  5:
V. Com base no texto, assinale se as seguintes sentenças são 
v e rd a de i ra s  (V) ou falsas (F) e justifique sua resposta.
E x . H am b ur g er s  são bastante populares nos Estados Unidos. (V)
Justificativa: hamburger é uma comida gue os americanos 
gos tam muito de comer (linha 5).
1. Cada país tem suas comidas preferidas. ( )
Just i f i cat i v a :
2. As pe ssoas no Oriente só bebem chá
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Just i ficat i v a :
3. 0 café pode ser con siderado a bebida nacional do Brasil. ( ) 
Just i f ic at iva :
A. Algumas pe ssoas na índia não comem carne e peixe. ( )
Just i ficat i v a :
5. é difícil saber o que as pessoas gostam de comer
em outros países. ( )
Just i f i cat i v a :
6. Algumas pe ssoas no Brasil gostam de tomar café sem
leite e sem açúcar. ( )
Just ificativa:
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SU GG ES TED ANSUIER KEY FOR THE ENGLISH READING 
C OMPREH EN SI ON PRE TEST
I . d 2. a 3 c 4 . b 5. a
II .
1 . crua
2. açúcar
3. leite
4. prat o
5 . aprender
III .
1. H a m b u r g e r s .
2. Café e chá.
3. Sem açúcar .
4. De diversas maneiras, com açúcar, preto ou sem açúcar e sem 
leite, quente ou frio.
5. Novos drinques e comidas.
IV .
1. Pa rá g ra fo  1: Pessoas de lugares diferentes do mundo tem idéias 
diferent es  sobre o que é bom para comer.
2. Pa r ág r af o 2: Pessoas de lugares diferentes do mundo têm idéias 
d if e re nt e s sobre o que é bom para beber.
3. Pa r á gr a fo  3: Países diferentes têm hábitos di ferentes de tomar 
chá .
4. Pa rá g ra f o 4: A comida e bebida que brasileiros gostam de comer 
e beber; ou, a di ve rsifica çã o de gostos para tipos de comida e 
bebida no Brasil.
5. Pa r á gr a fo  5: A facilidade de se aprender mais sobre os tipos 
de comida e bebida de outros países devido ao d esenvol vi me nto da 
c o m u n i c a ç ã o .
V .
1. (V)
Pe ssoas de lugares diferentes do mundo têm idéias diferentes 
sobre o que é bom para comer (linhas 1-2).
2. (F)
Chá é a bebida nacional, mas não significa única (linhas 16-17).
3. (V)
Quase todo mundo gosta de beber café no Brasil, da mesma maneira 
que todos bebem chá no Oriente (linhas 16 e 25)
4 . (V)
Algumas pessoas na índia são vegetarianas (linha 8).
5. (F)
As viagens facilitam sabermos os gostos de outros países (linha 
28-29)
6. (V)
No Brasil as pessoas gostam de beber café de diversas maneiras 
inclusive preto (linha 27).
A P P E N D I X  F
I .
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A P P E N D I X  G
E NGLISH READING C OMPREHE NS IO N POST TEST 
Leia o texto e responda as perguntas abaixo:
COMP UTERS
1 Nowada ys  everybody talks about computers - TU,
magazines  and ne wspaper show us how people are using 
computers  to do many things.
Until recently, computers were only used by big 
5 companies, banks, etc. But nowadays everybody is using
m i c r o co m pu t er s  which are cheaper and smaller and are even 
sold in department stores. A great number of people buy 
m i c r o c om pu t er s  to use at home or in schools. In this way, 
several schools are using microcompu te rs  to teach Physics,
10 Mathematics, Portuguese, Chemistry and other subjects.
But, what exactly is a computer? A computer is an 
instrument man has invented to help his own brain. It can 
make complic at ed  ca lcu lations faster than man and with less 
mistakes. A computer has a memory, which is able to keep 
15 information and then use it. This information is called 
data. A computer can memorize things man cannot, such as 
long lists of names, addresses, numbers, telephones, dates, 
texts, etc. It can compare information and find a solution 
in a short t i m e .
20 A computer, however, cannot do everything. It needs
a programmer. The programmer gives instructions to the 
computer to process the information necessary. These 
instructions tell the computer how to process the 
information, and in which order to process the information. 
25 These instructions are organized into a series which is
called a program. With only one computer, you can do many 
things. It is only necessary to change the program In this 
way, you can have different programs to do different things, 
such as calculations, Geography lessons, etc.
30 Apart from this use of the computer, there are other
uses, for example, the computer can be used as a form of 
entertainment to play video-games.
(Adapted from: Our T u r n . Yázigi, book 3, 1" grau,
São Paulo, Difusão Nacional do Livro, 1984)
I. Com base no texto, escolha o melhor significado das palavras 
sub linhad as  abaixo:
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1. "Nouiadans ■ everybody talks about computers. . ." Parágrafo i,
1 inha 1 .
a . agora
b . at ualment a
c . fut urament e
d . nest e d ia
2. "... everybody is using microcomputers which are cheaper and 
sma ller.. ."  Pa rá grafo 3, linha 6.
a. mais barato
b . mais prát ico
c. mais rápido
d . mais moderno
3. "It can make complicated calculations faster than man and with
1 ess mist ak e s " . Parágrafo 3, linha 13-14.
a . menos erros
b. muitos problemas
c. alguns defeitos 
d . mais acertos
4. "A computer has a memory, which is able tjo k eep 
information ...". Parágrafo 3, linha 14-15.
a . guardar 
b . expand ir 
c . c omb i n ar
d . escolher
5. "... the computer can be used as a form of ent ert ainment to 
play video games". Parágrafo 5, linha 33.
a . ajuda
b . parceria
c . 1azer
d . expansão
II. Se gundo o contexto, dê o significado das palavras abaixo:
1. ".. TV, ma ga zines and newspaper show us how people are using 
computers...". Parágrafo 1, linha 2.
Magaz ines  quer d i z e r :
2. "... everybody is using microcomputers which are cheaper and 
smaller and are even sold in department stores". Parágrafo 2, 
linha 7 .
Sq.IÚ quer d i z e r
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3. "A computer is an instrument man has invented to help his own 
b r a i n " . Pa rágrafo 3, linha IS.
Brain quer dizer:
4. It can compare information and find a solution in a short 
time". P a rá g ra f o 3, linha 18.
Find quer dizer:
5. "With only one computer, you can do many things. It is only 
necess ary i_Q change the p r o g r a m”. Parágrafo 4, linha S 7.
I Q  c h a n ge quer dizer:
III Com base no texto, responda em português as seguintes 
perguntas:
1. Através de que meios de comunicação podemos obter informações 
sobre o uso do co mputador?
S. Para que finalidade um grande número de pessoas está comprando 
c o m pu ta d or e s?
3. 0 que um computador é capaz de memorizar?
4. Qual é a função do programador?
5. Além de usarmos o computador para ajudar no trabalho e nos 
e studos de que outra maneira ele pode ser utilizado?
IV. 0 texto contém cinco parágrafos. Liste abaixo (em português) 
a idéia principal de cada parágrafo.
P ar ág rafo 1.
Pa rá g ra f o E:
Pa rá g ra f o 3:
P ar ág rafo 4:
P ar ág rafo 5:
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V. Com base rio texto, assinale se as seguintes sentenças são 
ve rd a de ir a s (V) ou falsas <F) e justifique sua resposta:
Ex. Atualmente, é mais fácil de se comprar um computador.
Justificativa: Qs computadores, atualmente, são mais 
ba ratos e são e n contra do s em lugares mais acessíveis 
<1 inhas 5-7).
1. As informações sobre o computador sempre foram 
ace ssíveis  a todos.
Justificativa:
2. Pode-se jogar xadrez com o computador.
Just i f icat i va -.
3.é muito difícil operar um computador.
Just ificat iva -.
4. 0 progresso faz com que o homem procure novos meios 
de facilitar sua vida.
Just i f i c at i v a :
5. 0 computador nunca comete erros.
Just i ficat i v a :
(V)
( )
( )
< )
( )
( )
6. No passado, os comput ad ores eram de difícil acesso 
Just i ficat i v a :
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A P P E N D I X  H
SUGGESTED  ANSWER KEY FOR THE ENGLISH READING 
C OMPREH EN SI ON POST TEST
I .
1.b 2 . a 3. a 4 . a 5 . c
II .
1 . Revi s t a s .
2. Vend i d o s .
3. Cérebro.
4. Achar.
5. Mudar, modificar.
Ill .
1. TV, revistas e jornais.
2. Para us á- los em casa e na escola.
3. Enorme listas de nomes, endereços, números, telefones, datas, 
t ext o s , etc.
4. Dar instruções ao computador para que a informação necessária 
seja processada.
5. Como forma de lazer para jogar video-games.
IV .
1. P a rá gr afo 1: Atualmente todos falam sobre computadores; ou, 
a tu al mente obtemos informações mais facilmente sobre
comput a d o r e s .
2. Pa rágr af o 2: Atualmente todos usam microc omputad or es  por serem 
mais baratos, menore s e de maior acesso.
3. Pa rágr af o 3: 0 computador é um instrumento que o homem 
inventou para ajudar o seu próprio raciocínio.
4. Pa rá grafo 4: 0 computador necessita de um progamador e 
programa para operar.
5. P a rá gr afo 5: 0 computador também pode ser usado de outras 
mane iras.
V .
1 . (F)
Só atualmente que as informações são mais divulgadas (linhas 1-3)
2 . (V)
0 computador tem outros usos, como o lazer (linhas 33-35).
3. (F>
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A tu a lm en t e todo mundo está usando o computador (linha 5-12).
4. (V)
0 compu ta do r foi inventado pelo homem para ajudar o seu 
r ac io cí ni o  (linhas 12-13).
5. (F)
Ele comete menos erros que o homem e depende de uma programação 
c or re ta (linhas 15 e 22).
6. (V)
Os co m pu t ad or e s eram usados apenas por bancos e companias (linhas 
4-5) .
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A P P E N D I X  I
P OR TU GUESE READING COM PR EH EN SION PRE TEST 
Leia o texto e responda as perguntas abaixo:
A CO L ON IZ AÇ SO DE MARTE
i Parece evidente que, após a Lua, Marte será o
segundo astro que o homem irá c o l o n i z a r .Trata-se do 
planeta mais habitável: a gravidade é inferior à 
terrestre, os dias duram 30 minutos mais do que os
5 nossos, existe grande quantidade de água estocada nas 
calotas polares e talvez no subsolo. Apesar do frio e 
da atmosfera muito tênue e rica em gás carbônico, será 
pe rf e it a me nt e  possível lá viver e trabalhar. A 
conquista de Marte deverá ocorrer nos primeiros 
10 decênios do século XXI, par al el amente aos grandes
projetos de ind ustrialização das regiões vizinhas à 
Terra: nas estações espaciais; com a instalação das 
primeiras  bases de mineração e industrialização dos 
recursos naturais da Lua e de alguns asteróides; e a 
15 instalação das indústrias mais poluentes em órbita, 
poupando assim a atmosfera terrestre.
Com as naves espaciais existentes atualmente, 
es tima-se que as primeiras viagens a Marte deverão 
durar pelo menos três anos - seis meses de ida e dois 
20 anos e meio de regresso. A mecânica celeste é a
responsável por este longo intervalo de tempo. Com 
efeito, na ida o veículo ganha tempo em virtude da 
velocida de  da Terra em sua órbita ao redor do sol ser 
duas vezes mais rápida que a de Marte. Assim, durante 
25 a volta a nave será obrigada a percorrer uma revolução 
e meia ao redor do Sol para alcançar a Terra.
A primeira base em Marte deverá ser constituída 
de módulos se melhantes ao laboratório espacial, que 
servirão de alojamento; uma central de energia solar 
30 fornecerá a ele tri ci da de para a eletrólise da
atmosfera, com o objetivo de produzir o combustível 
n ec es sá rio ao regresso das naves; um módulo de 
desum i di f ic aç ã o da atmosfera, instalado junto à base, 
pr oduzirá água necessária à vida; e uma unidade de 
35 h i dr o cu lt ur a permitirá o cultivo de plantas.
Q p lanejamento  das etapas  da c o lo n i z a ç ã o  do p la ne ta  
vermelho já está bem detalhado.
0 veículo interplanetário será construído em 
órbita terrestre, na estação espacial internacional.
40 Sim ultaneamente, uma nave cargueira não tripulada será 
lançada em direção a Marte com equip amentos necessários 
para a instalação da primeira base marciana. Quando a 
nave tripu lada estiver a caminho, uma segunda estará 
sendo montada na estação espacial para que haja um
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45 re v ez am en to do pessoal que partiu primeiro Assim, oito 
dos doze astron au ta s que haviam permanecido em Marte 
durante  dois anos embarcam nas naves cujos 
r es e r va t ór io s  de combustível foram recarregados no 
próprio planeta, e voltam para a Terra.
50 Os quatro que ficaram em Marte deverão preparar a
am pl ia çã o da base marciana com a segunda equipe. Desse 
modo, de dois em dois anos, a instalação original será 
ampl iada até que veículos maiores de se mbarquem no 
planeta para deixar um maior contingente de homens,
55 mulh er es e material. Desse momento em diante, poderá se 
falar de uma co l on iz aç ão humana de Marte. Nos séculos 
vindouros, será a vez do sistema solar. Gradualmente,
o homem deixará de ser o atual pri sioneiro da Terra 
para se transformar num verdadeiro habitante de todo
60 o seu sistema planetário.
(F r o m :M o u r ã o ,R . F. Ronaldo. Su perinteressante 
N°1, janeiro, São Paulo: Editora Abril S.A., 
1989)
I. Com base no texto, escolha o melhor significado das 
pal avras sublin ha da s abaixo:
1. "... existe grande quantidade de água estocada nas 
calot as polares e talvez no subsolo". Parágrafo 1, 
linha 6.
a. peças de metal curvas 
b crater as  de gelo
c. partes es fé ri ca s de gelo 
d . peças de met al
2. "Apesar do frio e da atmosfera muito tênue e rica em 
gás carbônico, será perfeit am en te possível lá viver e 
trabalhar". Parágrafo 1, linha 7.
a . fina
b . espessa 
c . pesada 
d . n u b 1ada
3."... na ida o veículo ganha tempo em virtude da velocidade 
da Terra em sua órb it a ao redor do Sol ser duas vezes mais 
rápida que a de Marte". Parágrafo 2, linha 25.
a . viagem
b. trajet ória
c . caminho
d . trilha
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4."... um módulo de d es u mi di fi cação da atmosfera, 
instalado junto à base, produzirá água necessária à 
vida. . .". Pa rá grafo 3, linha 32.
a. valor absoluto 
b . unidade
c. co mpart i me n to
d . mei o
5 .”... até que veículos maiores desembarquem no planeta para 
deixar um maior co ntin ge nt e de homens, mulheres e 
material". Pa rá grafo 5, linha 54.
a . número
b . mi st ura
c . cont inuidade 
d . t roc a
II. Segundo o contexto, dê o significado das palavras 
a b a i x o :
1. "Apesar do frio e da at mosfera muito tênue e rica em 
gás carbônico, será perf ei ta mente possível lá viver e 
trabalhar". Parágrafo 1, linha 7.
At mo sfe ra quer dizer:
2. "A conquista de Marte deverá ocorrer nos primeiros 
decên ios do século XXI...". Parágrafo 1, linha 10.
H&C-Í0.1-Q.5 quer dizer:
3. "S i m u l t a n e a m e n t e , uma nave cargueira não tripulada será 
lançada em direção a M a r t e . ..". Parágrafo 4, linha 40.
S i mu l ta n ea m en te  quer dizer:
4. "Os quatro que ficarem em Marte deverão preparar a 
am pliacão da base marciana com a segunda equipe".
P ar á gr af o 5, linha 51.
A mp l ia cã o quer dizer:
5. "Nos séculos v i n d o u r o s■ será a vez do sistema solar". 
P ar ág rafo 5, linha 57.
Vin douros  quer dizer:
III. Com base no texto, responda as seguintes perguntas.
1. Por que Marte será provavelm en te  o segundo astro a ser 
co loni z ad o  pelo homem?
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S. Por que nas primeiras viagens a Marte a nave espacial 
levará dois anos e meio para regressar à Terra?
3. Em Marte, como será obtido o combustível para o regresso 
a Terra?
4. Para que finalidade lançarão uma nave cargueira a Marte?
5. Quan do  o homem deixará de ser prisioneiro da Terra?
IV. 0 texto contém cinco parágrafos. Liste abaixo a idéia
princ ipal de
Pa rágraf o 1 :
Par ágrafo 2 .
Par ágrafo 3 :
Par ágrafo 4 :
P ar ágrafo 5 :
V. Com base no texto, assinale se as seguintes sentenças são 
v e rdad ei ra s (V) ou falsas (F) e justifique sua resposta.
E x . A gravidade de Marte é a mais densa de todos os 
P 1anet a s . (F >
Justificativa: A gravidade de Marte é inferior a da 
T.erjcã—i.nnhas 3 - 4-)^ -
1. Um dia em Marte tem a duração de 25 horas. ( )
Just i f icat i v a :
E. 0 planeta Marte começará a ser colonizado por volta 
do ano 2010. ( )
Just i ficat i v a :
3. Pr ov a v e l m e n t e  no ano de 1995 não haverá mais 
in dústrias po lu en tes na Terra.
Jus tificativa.
A. A t ua l me n te  existem naves espaciais que já superam o 
p ro b le ma  de tempo no espaço.
Just i f i cat i v a :
5. Cada astro na uta que tomar parte no processo de 
c o l on iz a çã o  de Marte permanecerá de 5 a 7 anos no 
e s p a ç o .
Just i f icat i v a :
6. Quat ro ast ronauta s serão responsáveis pela instalação 
da primeir a base marciana.
Just i ficat iva
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S UG GE STED ANSUIER KEY FOR THE PORTUGUESE READING 
C O M PR EH E NSION PRE TEST
1 . 1 . c  2 . b 3. b 4. b . 5. a
1 1 . 1. Camada de ar que envolve o planeta
2. Década, pe ríodo de 10 anos
3. Ao mesmo tempo, co nc omitantemente
4. Aumento, alargamento, desenvol vi me nto
5. Futuros, que hão de vir, posterior
I I I . 1 Porque Marte é o planeta com ca rac terísticas mais 
habitáveis.
2 Porque ela terá que percorrer uma revolução e meia ao 
redor do Sol para alcançar a Terra ou, por motivos da 
mecânica celeste.
3 Através de uma central de energia solar que fornecerá 
e le t ri ci da de para a eletrólise da atmosfera.
4 Para mand ar em equipamentos para a instalação da primeira 
base marc i a n a .
5 Quando ele se tornar habitante de todo o seu sistema 
solar.
IV.Parág ra fo  1: Marte será o segundo astro a ser colonizado pelo 
homem por volta dos primeiros decênios do século XXI.
Pa rá gr afo 2: As primeiras viagens a Marte deverão durar pelo 
menos três anos.
P ar á gr af o 3: 0 planeja me nt o das etapas de coloniza ção de Marte 
já está bem detalhado.
Pa rá g ra f o 4: Através de uma simu ltaneidade de lançamento e 
const r uç ã o de naves espaciais haverá possibilidade de um 
reve z am en t o de equipes e a possibilidade de mandar 
equ ip a me n to s  para Marte.
Pa rá g ra f o 5: Haverá uma ampliação da instalação original 
ma rc ia na para que o planeta possa ser colonizado e futuramente 
o s i s t e m a s o l a r .
V.l. (F) Os dias em Marte duram 24 horas e 30 minutos (linha 4).
2. (V) A c o lo ni za ção de Marte ocorrerá nos primeiros decênios 
do século XXI (linhas 8-10).
3. (F) Isso só acontecerá no século XXI paralelamente a outros 
projetos como o da colonização de Marte (linhas 8-16).
4. (F) As viagens espaciais ainda levam muitos anos como a de 
Marte que levará três anos (linhas 16-18).
5. (V) Eles levarão três anos de viagem e uma media de dois 
anos ou mais na base marciana (linhas 19 e 52).
<6. (F) Doae a s t ro na u ta s  tomarão pa r te  na i n s t a l a ç ã o  da p r im e i r a  
base marciana (linha 46).
A P P E N D I X  J
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A P P E N D I X  K
PORTU G UE S E READING CO MP REHENSION POST TEST
Leia o texto e responda as perguntas abaixo:
GRSOS DE ALEGRIA
1 Quando o te rmômetro marca 30 graus, a salvação do
br asi l ei r o é uma cerveja gelada - a bebida o-Ficial do 
verão neste país onde ela começou a ser fabricada 
apenas há pouco mais de um século e cuja população, ao
5 co ntrário  da lenda, não faria boa figura num eventual 
c ampeon at o mundial de levantamento de c o po s .0 
b rasile ir o bebe, em média, 28 litros por ano - algo 
como 1 litro a cada 13 dias. Isso nos deixa num modesto 
14° lugar no ranking m u n d i a l . 0 que o Brasil tem que 
10 os outros não têm é o costume de enxugar quase a metade 
de toda a sua produção anual de 3.1 bilhões de litros 
nos gloriosos três meses de verão. No Brasil também, ao 
co nt rá ri o de outros países, as marcas são poucas e os 
15 tipos ba sica me nt e três - normal, pilsen e escura.
Mas, se os ingredientes são sempre os mesmos, 
como é possível pro du zi r variedades, das menos às mais 
amargas, das mais claras às mais escuras? é tudo uma 
questão de dosagem dos componentes. Em prim eiro lugar 
20 vem a cevada, cujos grãos devem ser umidif ic ados até 
que co mecem a germinar ou até o estágio que o mestre 
ce rve j ei r o determine. Depois, os grãos são secados e 
deles se obtém o malte. Se o cervejeiro desejar um 
malte claro, a secagem será feita a uma temperatura de 
25 80 graus e entrar á na composição de uma cerveja clara. 
Mas se o cervejeiro quiser um malte para elaborar uma 
c erveja mais escura, os grãos devem ser secados entre 
100 e 105 graus. Geralmente, em quase todos os países 
do mundo, à exceção da Alemanha, uma pequena parte do 
30 malte em pregado é sub stituída por cereais como arroz ou 
milho. 0s grãos são então moídos e tr ansformados em 
farinha à qual se junta água, também importante na 
co lo ra çã o da cerveja. Se for rica em sais de cálcio, 
será ideal para fabricar cervejas escuras. Essa mistura 
35 da água com a farinha é aquecida; depois, dela são 
r et iradas as cascas do malte e dos cereais 
Ad iciona m- se  então flores de lúpulo - planta que 
começou a ser cul tivada na Europa no século IX, mas 
só sete séculos mais tarde seria aproveitada pela 
40 indústria cervejeira. Ela influi no sabor menos ou
mais amargo que se queira dar à cerveja. 0 resultado do 
co zimento dessa mistura é o mosto, que uma vez filtrado
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será resfriado para receber o fermento - microrgani '-.mos 
c u lt i va d os  e testados em laboratório.
A pa lavra vem do latim cervisia ou cerevisia
e foi em p regad a pelo escritor romano Plínio, o Velho 
( 2 2 79 a . C . ) , a u t o v d a p r i m e i r a d o c: u m e n t. a ç: a o e s c: r :i. t a 
s o b r e a b e b i d a . M a s h á n o t í e :i. a s iti u i t o in a i. s a n t: :i. g a s 
sobre ela - há quase sete mil anos, os sumérios, um 
p o v o q u e h a b i t o u a H e s o p o t â m :i. a , h o j e t e v r :i. t ó r i o d o 
I v a q Lie, tinha m e m s u a s o f i c: i n a s caldeiras e c u b a s d e 
m a e  r a ç a o , a 1 é iri (d e b a r r i s p a r a t r a n s p o v t a r 1 í q u. i d o s . 
F ab ri cavam u iti a bebida feita de trigo e de uiti cereal 
chamado e m e r . Também os faraós egípcios tinham por 
hábito saborear em vasilhas de barro uma bebida escura, 
feita com fragmentos de pão fermentados em recipientes 
de água por vários d:i.as. Os judeus, durante seu 
c at i ve ir o no Egito, teriam assimilado as técnicas de 
í a b r :i. c a g: a o d a b e b :i. d a à q u a 1 a t r :i. b u i a m p o d e r e s 
medicinais, entre os quais proteger contra a temida 
lepra. Mas ser ao os monges a lemaes do século IX os 
pr im ei ros responsá ve is  pela fabricaçao de cerveja em
1 a v g a e s c ala. 0 iti o t :i. v o f o :i. e s t r i t a iti e n t e r e 1 :i. g :i. o s o : é 
que durante a Quaresma, nos monastérios medievais, só 
se podia comer uma vez por dia. Co iti o a abstinência não 
s e e s t e n d ia a o s 1 í q u ;i. d o s , o s iti o nges t o iti a v a iti cerveja 
para enganar a fome.
A F i n a 1 , u m 1 :i. t r o d e c e r veja n o r iti a 1 t. e iti 
b a :i. c a iti ente 90 p o r c: e n t: o d e água e de 3 a 5 p o r c.: e n t o 
de álcool; o restante sao vitaminas, cai" boi dr at os , 
proteínas, ami no ácidos e nutrientes como cálcio, 
p o t á s s i o , s ó d i o e F ó s f o r o . I s s o t u d o s e t r a d u z e m 450 
calo rias por litro, algo como duas xícaras e meia de 
de leite integral ou pouco mais de i 20 gramas de queijo 
suíço. Nao ex atamente uma refeição, mas sem dúvida de 
g r a n de vai :i. a p ara a p 1 aca r a fome. A s p r o p r :i. e d a d e s 
nu trient es  da cerveja sao inegáveis. Além do ma:i.s, é 
u m a b e b :i. d a g e r a 1 iti e n t e d e m é d i o t e o r a 1 1: o ó 1 :i. c o , o q u e 
permite as pessoas ingerir quantidades mais generosas 
a o c o n t r á r :i. o d o q u e a c o n t e c.: e c o iti a s b e b :i. d a s d e s t i 1 a d a s 
como o uísque ou a vod.ca.
Como tudo na vida, a escolha da marca e do tipo 
de cerveja é uma questão de gosto, lias o apurado 
p a 1 a d a r d o s e n t e n d :i. d o s a c o n s e 1 h a q u e u m b o i t i  b e b e d o r 
deve ter como pr eocupação primeira tomar uma cerveja de 
boa qualidade e nao apenas um líquido ligeiramente 
alcoólico e gasoso, "estupidamente gelado", só para 
matar a sede.
( A d a p t. e d f r o iti : S u .I2.jü;j: j..nt£.L.£j;Lii&.ü±.£, N ° p., 
•Fevereiro, Sao P a u l o : Editora Abril S A,
1988)
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1 . Com b as e  no texto, e s c o l h a  o me lho r s i g n i f i c a d o  das 
p a 1 a v v a s s u b 1 i n h a d a s a l:> a :i. ><□ :
i . " . . . n a o  faria boa Figura num e v e n t u ai c a m p e o n a t o  
mu n d i a l  de l e v a n t a m e n t o  de copos". P a r á g r a f o  i, linha 5.
a . d e t e r m :i. n a d o 
b . nor ma l 
c: . casual
d . fa m os o
2. "... e n t r a r á  na cxim2Xi.í;LÍ.(i;.ÍÍÍQ de uma c e r v e j a  clara".
P a r á g r a f o 2., 1 :i. n h a 2.5 .
a. c o n c i l i a ç ã o  
b . consfc :i. tu iça o 
c: . m :i. s t u r a 
d . ob t e nç ão
3 . "... o s p r i in e :i. r o s r e p o n s á v e :i. s pel a f a b v i c a ç a o d e c e r v e j a  e m 
l ar ga e s c a l a " . P a r á g r a f o  3, li nha 63.
a. q u a n t i d a d e
b . c v esc imen t o
. d e s e n v o 1 v :i. m e n t o 
d . c o n s u m o
A. "Nao e x a t a m e n t e  uma refeição, mas sem dú v id a de gr an d e  
v a 11 a pa r a a pl ac ar  a fome". P a r á g r a f o  A, linha 76.
a . u t i 1 :i d a d e 
b . p o d e r 
c vai 1 dade 
d . f o v ç a
5. “lias o am.ü::..a.(lü pa la d ar  dos e n t e n d i d o s  a c o n s e l h a  que um 
bom  b e b e d o r . .." P a r á g r a f o  5, linha 83.
a. a p r e s s a d o  
I.) . puro
c. d e l i c a d o
d. i r r it ad o
II. S e g u n d o  o context o,  dê o s i g n i f i c a d o  das p a l a v r a s  
g r i f a d a s  abaixo:
i. "... o c o s t u m e  de êü.X.üs..«j::. quase a m et a d e  de toda a sua 
P r o d u ç a o a n u a 1 de 3 . 1 b :i. Ihoes d e 1 :i. t r o s . . . " P a r á g r a f o í ,
1 i n h a i 0 .
Eanimar.. quer diner
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" b tudo uma ques tão  de dos ggeiii dos componentes"  .
P a v á g v a. f  o 2. , I :i. n K a 19 .
l!fâ.ük.âí!.£iU que v d :i. z e r  :
3 . . . . d u r a n t e  a Quaresma, nos iuill'iasÍ.éi:.Í.Q..S. m ed i e v a i s  só se 
p o d i a  comer uma v e z  por d:i.a' . P a r á g r a f o  3, l i n h a  64.
tíaaa&i.ái:i-cm  q u e r d :i. z e r :
4 . "Como a -abst i n ê n c i a  nao se e s t e n d e s s e a o s 1 i q u :i. d os . .
P a r á g v a f  o 3 , 1 :i. n Iva 65.
ÊJb.s.Íj.i.:£a.!;;.;i,.a quer d:i.Her :
5. " . . .  ao c o n t r á r i o  do que a c o n t e c e  com as beb idas  
á£S-t.Í..l..u.dii.S>. como o u i sque  ou a vodca"  . P a r á g r a f o  4, 
l i n h a  80.
JLl.âdas q u e r d :i. z e r  :
III. Com ba s e n o t e >< t: o , re s p o n d a a s s e g u i n t e s per g u n t: a s
i. Por que os b r a s i l e i r o s  nao fariam uma boa fi g u r a  num 
c a m p o n a t  o mund :i.a 1 de levant ament o de c o p o s ?
2. 0 p r o c e s s o  de for m a c a o  da c e r v e j a  é e x t e n s o  e p a s s a  por 
v á r i a s  etapas. G que é feito com os grãos da c e v a d a  logo 
a p ó s  e l e s  ser em um i d i f i c a d o s ?
3. 0 que os j u d e u s  vi a m  de especial na c e r v e j a ?
4. Por que os irionges foram os p r i m e i r o s  r e s p o n s á v e i s  pela 
■Fabricação da c e r v e j a  em larga e s c a l a ?
5. C o m o  a c e r v e j a  c o n s e g u i a  a m e n i z a r  a fome dos monges 
a 1 e m a e s ?
IV. ü t. e x t: o c o n t. é m c.: i n c o p a r á g r a f o s . !.. i s t e a b a :i. >< o a :i. d é :i. a
P r :i. n c :i. p a I de c a d a p a r á g r a f o .
P a r á g r a f o  1. :
P a r á g r a f o  8:
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P a r á g v a I- o 3 : 
Parágrafo 4: 
P a r á g r a F o 5 :
V. Com base no texto, assinale se as seguintes sentenças são 
v e v d a d e :i. r a s < V ) o u -F a '1 s a s (F ) e j u, s t :i. •!• :i. q u e s u a v e s p o <:> t a :
E x . Já *.;íe -F abv :i.cava uiri t :i.po de cerveja há
v á v :i. a s a n o s a t v á s . (V )
J u s t :i. í :i. c: at:i.va: .5;k.íd^íL._ JfÚ.l._.«U10.í».....e.l.e.£i.lá
.(.XÍJ'.üxas..„.Sll:7..-i4..L....
1. A cerveja tem sido -Fabricada no Brasil há mais de
SOO anos. ( )
Just :i. F :i.cat :i.va :
8. Existem, no mundo, cervejas de várias marcas, mas 
apenas de três tipos: normal, pi 1 sen e escura. ( )
Just :i. -F :i. <: at i va :
3. As Flores de lúpulo -Foram usadas na produção de 
cerveja por volta do século XVI. < )
Just :i. -F :i. cativa:
4 . A o r :i. g e m d a p a 1 a v r a c e v v e j a -F o :i. d o c u m e n t a d a p e 1 a 
P  r :i. ui e:i.ra ve;?: n o s é u 1 o VI1 a . c . ( )
Just :i. -F :i.cat iva :
5. 0 uísque e a vodca embebedam com iriais -Facilidade ( )
do que a cerveja.
.Just :i. -F:i.cat iva :
6 . P e  s  s o a s d :i. -Fere n t e s  g o s t a m d e  t :i. p o s  e  m a r c a s 
d :i. -F e  r  e n í: e  s  d e  c e r v e j a  s  . < )
Just :i. -F i c at :i. va
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SU GG ES TED ANSWER KEY FOR THE PORTUGUESE READING 
C O M P R E H E NSION POST TEST
1 . 1 . c  2 . b 3 . a  4 . a 5 . c
1 1 . 1. secar, esgotar, beber.
2. quantidade fixa de uma substância.
3. mosteiros, habit aç õe s dos monges.
4. p r i vação
5. pas sadas de estado líquido ao gasoso e depois de novo ao 
líquido; estiladas
III. 1. Porque os brasi le ir os não são os maiores consumidores de
cerveja, estando no 14e> ranking mundial.
2 Eles são secados para se obter o malte.
3 Else at ribuiam poderes medicinais à bebida.
4. Por motivos religiosos quando na quaresma eles comiam 
apenas uma vez ao dia e tomavam muita cerveja para enganar a 
fome .
5 Eles a bebiam em grande quantidade já que ela possui 
p ro p r ie d ad es  nutrientes.
I V. Pa rá grafo 1: A população brasileira não é a maior consumidora 
mundial de cerveja, mas destaca-se por consumi-la bastante no 
verão mesmo não tendo tipos e marcas diferentes.
P a rá grafo 2. Através de um processo bem selecion ado de dosagem 
dos co m po ne nt es da cerveja, é possível produzir tipos 
d if er en tes de cerveja.
P ar á gr af o  3: A cerveja é uma bebida bastante antiga.
P ar á gr af o  4. A cerveja possui propriedades nutrie ntes e um 
médio teor alcoólico.
P a rá grafo 5: Apesar da escolha da marca e do tipo de cerveja 
ser uma questão de gosto, deve-se ter como preocupação 
pri me ir a tomar uma cerveja de boa qualidade.
V.l. (F) A cerveja começou a ser fabricada no Brasil há pouco 
mais de um século (linha 4).
2. (F) No Brasil só existem esses três tipos ao contrário de 
outros países (linhas 14,15).
3. (V) Apesar de ter começado a ser cultivada no século IX, só 
foi aproveit ada na pro dução de cerveja sete séculos depois
(1 inhas 47-49) .
4. (F) Plínio, 0 Velho foi o primeiro a documentar a bebida, 
isto no período 22-79 a.C. (45-47).
5. (V) Elas são destiladas e contêm alto teor alcoólico 
(linha 80-81).
6. (V) A escolha da marca e do tipo de cerveja é uma questão de 
gosto (linha 82, 83).
A P P E N D I X  L
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A P P E N D I X  M
ENGLIS H SUMM ARIZATI ON  PRE TEST
Leia o texto abaixo e escreva um resumo do texto em português.
Most a u thori ti es  divide musical instruments into four 
c lasses according to the principle of acoustics. These are: 
idiophones, m e m b r a n o p h o n e s , aerophones (wind instruments) and 
co rdo p ho n es  (stringed instruments).
Idiopho nes are instruments made of materials which are 
resonant. That is, they can produce sounds by themselves. They 
can be subdivided according to the method by which they are made 
to vibrate: by percussion or by friction. One of the most common 
exa mples of the first group is the marimba.
M e m b ra n op h on es  are instruments which produce sounds by 
vibr ating a tight membrane. The best examples of these are the 
d r u m s .
A er op ho nes must have two essential parts-, a body enclosing a 
column of air and a device for interrupting the air flow. Some 
exa mples of aerop hones are the flute, the trumpet and the 
c 1a r i n e t .
C or do phones emit sound by vibrating a tightly-stretched 
string. C o rdoph on es  are usually devided into classes according to 
whether the vibra ti ons are made by plucking (the guitar), by 
striking (the piano) or by friction (the violin).
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
(Adapted from: Moore, J. et a l . 3 e d . 1979. 
Read ing and Think ing i n  Engl ish,:.
Pi scovering Oxford, Oxford
Univer sity Press)
GLO SSARY
according to: de acordo com 
s t r i n g : corda 
body corpo 
f 1o w : f1uxo 
plucking: dedil ha nd o
wind instruments: instrumentos de sopro 
t i g h t 1y - s t r e t c h e d : bem apertado 
w h e t h e r : se
drums: tambores 
enclosing: encerrar 
device: dispositivo 
flute: f 1aut a 
striking: t ocando
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A P P E N D I X  N
ENGLISH SUM MA RIZATI ON  POST TEST
Leia o texto abaixo e escreva um resumo do texto em português.
Speed is important in transporting -fresh -food. Perishable 
food must reach the market as fast as possible. Nowadays, there 
are modern ways of transporting food, such as airplanes, trucks, 
trains and ships.
A ir pl anes are the fastest way to transport food. They are 
es pec ia lly useful in carrying food to people and animals that 
could not be reached by other ways. If there were a flood in a 
place, the people could not be reached by trains or trucks. 
Air planes  could drop packages of food to them. But there is a 
d i s a dv a nt ag e  in using planes. air transportation is usually the 
most expensive way of carrying food.
Trucks have many advantages. A truck can start as soon as it 
is loaded, and it can transport the food directly to the market . 
Many modern trucks have their own refrigeration systems.
Trains cannot always carry food as fast as trucks. They are 
slower and when the trains arrive in the city, the food must be 
un loaded from them into trucks to be taken to the market.
Some peris hable food, such as bananas, can be transported by 
ref rigerat or  ships. They are loaded in the ship while they are 
still green. The cool temperature keep the bananas from getting 
ripe during the trip.
But not all food needs to be transported as fast as 
pe rish a bl e  fresh food. Cereals, for example, can make a slower 
trip without danger of perishing.
FOOD TRA NSP OR TA TION
(Adapted from: Allen, H. et al . 1973. 2 ed . 
En9.L-i.5li for ■ Book 3, New York:
National Council of Teachers of English)
GLO SSARY
speed: ve lo cidade 
fresh: fresca, nova 
perishable-, perecível 
train, trem 
t ruck : caminhã o 
ship, navio
as fast as: tão rápido quanto 
f 1o o d : enchente
wh i1e : en quant o 
danger : perigo
to drop: deixar cair 
e x p e n s i v e . caro 
loaded: carregado
arrive : chegar 
ripe : madura
to keep from: impedir
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A P P E N D I X  0
PORTU GU ES E SUM MA RI ZATION PRE TEST 
Leia o texto abaixo e escreva um resumo do texto.
NZO ESQUEÇA DE CONHECER A SUA MEMÓRIA
0 cérebro está sempre gravando tudo o que a pessoa vê, ouve, 
sente ou toca. Mas o que dá -Foco àquilo que se grava, tornando as 
lembranças mais nítidas ou menos, é a concentração - cuja falta é 
a principal responsável pelos problemas de memória. Por isso, o 
primeiro passo para se avaliar a memória de alguém é testar a sua 
atenção: pedir, por exemplo, que conte até cem de três em três 
números - 1, 4, 7, 10 etc. "Quem não consegue cumprir a meta não 
tem atenção suficiente para fixar informações", interpreta a 
n e u r o p s i c ó 1oga Cândida Pires de Camargo, do Hospital das Clínicas 
de São Pau 1 o .
Se está tudo bem com a atenção, testa-se a capacidade de 
reter eventos mais remotos, com perguntas sobre fatos históricos 
conhecidos, enredos de filmes antigos e ainda mostrando fotos de 
pe rs o na l id ad e s para serem identificadas. "Finalmente, peço ao 
paciente que me conte fatos importantes de sua vida em ordem 
cronológica; depois confiro essa ordem com seus familiares", diz 
Cândida. Já os testes de memória imediata ou recente são mais 
específicos, conforme a modalidade - memória para números, 
rostos, nomes etc. "0 importante é dar o estímulo uma única vez; 
por exemplo, mostrar um desenho e logo escondê-lo, para a pessoa 
reproduzir o que se lembra dali a 5 minutos, meia hora, um dia, 
uma semana", descreve a n e u r o p s i c ó l o g a .
Ela aplica um método semelhante para testar a memória 
verbal, pedindo que o paciente repita uma históri a breve, de 
quatro ou cinco linhas, também em prazos diferentes, é natural 
esq uecer um ou outro detalhe. Mas se após uma semana a pessoa só 
se recordar de 60 por cento de história, então é preciso 
d ia g nostica r se a dificuldade é de evocação - o equivalente a 
buscar a ficha correta nos arquivos do cérebro - ou de fixação. 
Pr oblemas de evocação costumam estar relacionados a estados de 
ansied ade e de depressão, que compr ov ada mente atrapalham o 
pro ce ss o de trazer as lembranças à tona. Esse tipo de problema 
pode ser tratado com auxílio de um p s i c o t e r a p e u t a . "Casos em que 
a dificuld ad e é realmente de memória, quando o cérebro perde a 
capacidade  de gravar, são raríssimos", informa Cândida. "Isso é 
se guram en te  sinal de que alguma doença orgânica está em 
andament o ."
(From: S u p e r i n t e r e s s a n t e . N‘:1 8, São 
Paulo, Editora Abril, 1988)
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A P P E N D I X  P
PORTU GU ES E SU MMARIZATION POST TEST 
Leia o texto abaixo e escreva um resumo do texto em português.
COMO FAZEMOS PARA CHEIRAR BEM
Os odores são sentidos na chamada área olfativa da cavidade 
nasal. Trata-se de uma câmara situada num lugar pouco acessível, 
na parte mais alta e funda do nariz, longe do fluxo do ar que 
respiramos. Existe um motivo para isso: se as células olfativas, 
que são muito sensíveis, ficassem demasiado expostas ao ar, 
ac abariam danifi ca da s pela poeira e o sobe-desce da temperatura.
Por causa dessa localização, ocorre um fenômeno estranho.- 
quando se respira no rmalmente não se sente cheiro algum. Mas, 
quando um odor qualquer existe no ar numa concentração 
re la t iv a me nt e  alta, algumas moléculas odoríf eras podem alcançar a 
câmara. Diante dessa sensação ainda imprecisa, o cérebro ordena 
uma segunda aspiração mais forte - para provocar o que os 
c ie nt i st a s chamam turbilhão de ar dentro do nariz, capaz de 
ca rregar as moléculas para a câmara olfativa. Tudo isso acontece 
num relance e sem que a pessoa se dê conta.
Na câmara, as moléculas são atraídas para a mucosa amarela 
formada pelas células olfativas, também chamadas de receptores. 
No lado externo, um receptor possui cílios microscópicos 
cob ertos por uma fina camada de muco; no lado interno, ele se 
pro longa sob a forma de um nervo. Durante muito tempo, 
a cr ed it ou-se que os aromas eram reconhecidos graças a reações 
químicas entre as moléculas odoríferas e o muco. Tais reações 
seriam sentidas pelos cílios dos receptores, que as 
t ra ns f or m ar ia m  em estímulos nervosos.
"Hoje se sabe que o processo não é químico, mas físico", 
ex plica o professor Paulo Pontes. "Os receptores avaliam o peso e 
os prótons liberados pelas moléculas odoríferas e, a partir 
disso, engat il ha m um certo estímulo." 0 muco, por sua vez, serve 
para proteger os receptores, e também para diluir e expulsar da 
câmara olfativa as moléculas do odor.
Os impulsos dos receptores são ondas elétricas que percorrem 
os nervos até o bulbo olfativo, uma estrutura logo abaixo da 
parte frontal do cérebro. 0 bulbo mantém uma espécie de linha 
direta com o sistema nervoso central: nele se dará a sinapse ou 
c onexão com o cérebro. Até aí, tudo bem. Mas a ciência ainda 
fareja explicações para a questão de como o cérebro identifica um 
odor .
(From: S u p e r i n t e r e s s a n t e , N“1 , São Paulo, Editoral Abril, 
1988)
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SAMPLE OF INSTRUCTION GIVEN TO THE JUDGES TO CLASSIFY THE LEVEL.
OF IMPORTANCE OF THE SENTENCES IN THE TEXTS USED FOR THE PRE AND
POST TESTS
Assign every sentence of each text a 3, P. or i, depending
'.I. p a n t. h e f a 1 'I. a w :i. n g c v :i. t e r i a :
3 the sentence contains very important information and should 
appear in some form (even :i.n a more condensed way) in a 
potent ial s u m m a r y .
2 the  s e n t e n c e  c o n t a i n s  m ode ra t e l y  impor tant  in f o r m a t i o n  and 
m:i.ght or iti:i.ght not appear  in some form ( even :i.n a more 
c o n d e n s e d way)  :i. n a p o t e n t i  a I s u tvt m a r y .
1 the sentence contains unimportant information that should 
not: appear :i.n any form :i.n a potential summary.
A P P E N D I X  Q
11 i  s i m p o r t  a n t  t o o b s e r v e  t ha t t h e  c l a s s :i. f  i c a t  i  a n o f  each
s e n t e n c e a s 3 , 2 o r  .1. IÏI u s t b e d e t e r  m :i.n e d :i. n t e r  m s o f  :i. t s 1 e v e 1 o
i  m po r t  a n c: e t o  t h e  who). e t  e ><t .
FOOD TRANS PORT AT I  ON
i  . ( i Spee d i s  import: an t. in  t  r  an s p o r t i n g  f r e s h Food .
\... . ( ) P e r :i. s h a b 1 e f  o o d iti u. s t. r  e a c h t  h e iti a r  k e t. a s f a s t  a s poss :i.b 1 e
( ) Howa d a y s , t  h e r  e a r  e mode r n way s o f  1 1" a ns p o r t  i n g f o o d , sue
a Hi a i r p l a n e s ,  t r u c: k s , t. r a :i. ns and s h i p s .
4 . ( \ A :i. r  p l a n e s  a r e  t he Fa s t  e s t way t o  t r a n s p o r t fo o d  .
!5 . ( ) T l"' e y a r e  e s p e c: :i. a l l y u. s e f  u 1 i  IT c: a r  r  y i  n g f  o o d t. o pe o p 1 e a n d
an :i. ma l s  t h a t  c o u l d n o t  b e r  eac hed by o t h e r ways .
6 . ( ) I F  t h e r e  w e re  a ■Flood i n  a p l a c e ,  t  h e pe o p 1 e c ou I d  not be
n s o r t r u c k
»;/ ( j A :i. r  p l a n e s  c o u l d d v c P p a c: k a g e s o f  -F o o d t. o t hem .
O ( But t  h e r  e :i. s a cl i  sa d v a n t a g e  in u s i n g  pi. an e s : a :i. v
t. r  a n s p o r  t  a t  :i.on :i. s u s u a 11 y t he m o s t  e x p n s i ve way o •!■
c: a r  r y i  n g food  .
( ) T r  u c k s h a v e  man y a d v a n t a g e s .
.10 . ( > A t r uek can s t a r t  a s soon a s :i. t  :i. s 1. n a deel , and i t can
t. r a n s p o r t  t h e  -vood d :i. r e c t  1y t. o t h e  mark e t  .
1 1 . ( ) Many m o cl e r  n t  r  u l< s h a ve  th e i  r own r e f r i g e r a t  ion s y s t  e m s .
12 . ( ) T v a i n s c a n n o t. a 1 w a y s c a r r y fo o d  as f a s t a. s t  r  u c !<s .
i  3 . ( ) They a r e s 1 o w e r an cl when t h e t r a i n s  a r r j. ve :i. n t. he c i  t  y ,
t. h e fo o d  must, b e u n 1 o a d e d f  r o it t h e m i  n t o t r u c k s t o  be
t al< e n t o  t h e  ma r k e t
14 . ( ) 3 o iti e P e r :i. s h a b 1 •Foc cl, s u C I". as b an an a s , c a n b e t  r a n s p o r t  ed
l:> y r e f  r :i. g e r  a t  or sh i P 3 .
15 . ( ) T h e y a r e  lo a d e d :i. n t h e s h :i. p wh :i. 1 e t  h e y a r e s t  i l l g r e e n .
16 . ( ) The c: o o I t  e m p e v t U Ve s l< e e p t h e b an an as ■From g e t t i  n g i" :i. p e
d i.i r  i n g t h e t. r :i. p
17 . ( ) But n o t a 1 1 f  o a d n e e d S t o be t r a n s p o r t  c d a s f  a s t a s
p e r  i s h a b l e  f r e s h F o o d .
18 . ( ) C e r e a l s ,  f o r  ex a m p 1e , c a n iti a k a s lo w e r t. r j. p w :i. t. h o u t
cl an g e r o f  p e r  :i. s h i  n g
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RESULT S OF SEN TE NC E C LA S SI FI CA TION OF THE TEXTS USED FOR THE PRE
AND POST SUMMAR IZ AT ION TESTS
A P P E N D I X  R
FOOD TRANSPO RT AT ION
MAIN IDEAS
- Speed is important in transporting fresh food.
- Nowadays, there are modern ways of transporting food, such 
as airplanes, trucks, trains and ships.
- Airplanes are the fastest way to transport food.
- But there is a di sa dv antage in using planes: air 
trans portation is usually the most expensive way of carrying 
f ood .
- A truck can start as soon as it is loaded, and it can 
transport the food directly to the market.
- They are slower and when the trains arrive in the city, the 
food must be unloaded from them into trucks to be taken to the 
market .
- Some perishable food, such as bananas, can be transported 
by ref rigerator ships.
- But not all food needs to be transported as fast as 
pe rishable fresh food.
SEC ONDARY IDEAS
- Perishable food must reach the market as fast as possible.
- They are especially useful in carrying food to people and 
animals that could not be reached by trains or trucks.
- Airplanes could drop packages of food to them.
- Trucks have many advantages.
- Many modern trucks have their own refrigeration systems.
- Trains cannot always carry food as fast as trucks.
- They are loaded in the ship while they are still green.
- Cereals, for example, can make a slower trip without 
danger of perishing.
DETAILS
- If there were a flood in a place, the people could not be 
reached by trains or trucks.
- The cool temperatures keep the bananas from getting ripe 
during the trip.
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MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
MAIN IDEAS
- Most au th oritie s divide musical instruments into -Four 
c lasses according to the principle of acoustics.
- Idiop ho ne s are instruments made of materials which are 
r e s o n a n t .
- M e m b r a no p ho ne s  are instruments which produce sounds by 
vibrating a tight membrane.
- Aeroph on es  must have two essential parts: a body enclosing 
a column of air and a device for interrupting the air flow.
- Co rd op h on e s emit sound by vibrating a tightly-stretched 
string.
SE CONDAR Y IDEAS
- These a r e - i d i o p h o n e s ,,m e m b r a n o p h o n e s , .a e r o p h o n e s t(wind instruments) ana cordophones iscringea i n s t r u m e n t s ) .- They can be subdivided according to the method by which they
are made to vibrate: by perc us si on,or by friction.- Co rd o ph o ne s are usually divided into classes according to wh ether the vibrations are made by plucking (the g u i t a r ) , 
by striking (the piano) or by friction (the violin).
DETAI LS
- That is, they can produce sounds by themselves.
- One of the most common examples of the first group is the 
m a r i m b a .
- The best exa mples of these are the drums.
- Some exa mples of aerophones are the flute, the trumpet and 
the c l a r i n e t .
N&O ESQUEÇA DE CONHECER A SUA MEMÓRIA
MAIN IDEAS
- 0 cérebro está sempre gravando tudo o que a pessoa vê, 
ouve, sente ou toca
- Mas o que dá foco àquilo que se grava, tornando as 
lembra nças mais nítidas ou menos, é a concentr aç ão  - cuja 
falta é a principal responsável pelos problemas de memória.
- Por isso, o primeiro passo para se avaliar a memória de 
alguém é testar sua atenção: pedir, por exemplo, que 
conte até cem de três em três números - 1, 4, 7, 10, etc.
- Se está tudo bem com a atenção, testa-se a capacidade de 
reter eventos mais remotos, com perguntas sobre fatos 
hi stó ri co s conhecidos, enredos de filmes antigos e ainda
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mo strand o fotos de perso na li dades para serem identificadas.
- Já os testes de memória imediata ou recente são os mais 
es pe c íf ic o s conforme a modalid ade - memória para números, 
rostos, nomes, etc.
- Ela aplica um método semelhante para testar a memória 
verbal, pe dindo que o paciente repita uma história breve,: 
de quatro ou cinco linhas, também em prazos diferentes.
- Mas se após uma semana a pessoa só se recorda de 60 por 
cento da história, então é preciso diagnosticar se a 
d if ic ul da d e é de evocação - o equivalente a buscar a ficha 
c orreta nos arquivos do cérebro - ou de fixação.
S E COND AR Y IDEAS
- "0 importante é dar o estímulo uma única vez; por exemplo, 
mo strar um desenho e logo escondi-lo, para a pessoa 
rep roduzir  o que se lembra dali a cinco minutos, meia 
hora, um dia, uma semana", descreve a n e u r o p s i c ó l o g a .
- Pr ob le mas de evocação costumam estar relacionados a estados de 
a ns iedade e de depressão, que comprovadamente atrapalham o 
p rocess o de trazer as lembranças à tona.
- "Isso é segu ra me nte sinal de que alguma doença orgânica está 
em andament o " .
DETAILS
- "Quem não consegue cumprir a meta não tem atenção 
s uf ic iente para fixar informações", interpreta a 
n eu r op si c ól o ga  Cândida Pires de Camargo do Hospital das 
Cl ínicas de São Paulo.
- "Finalmente, peço aos pacientes que me conte fatos 
importantes de sua vida em ordem cronológica; depois 
confirmo com seus familiares'', diz Cândida.
- é natural esquecer um ou outro detalhe.
- Esse tipo de problema pode ser tratado com auxílio de um 
psicot erapeut a .
- "Casos em que a di fi culdade é realmente de memória, quando 
o cé rebro perde a capacidade de gravar são raríssimos", 
informa Cândida.
COMO FAZEMOS PARA CHEIRAR BEM
MAIN IDEAS
- Os odores são sentidos na chamada área olfativa da cavidade 
n a s a l .
- Trat a- se de uma câmara situada num lugar pouco acessível, 
na parte mais alta e funda do nariz, longe do fluxo do ar
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que respiramos.
- Por causa dessa localização, ocorre um -Fenômeno estranho: 
quando se respira normalmente não se sente cheiro algum.
- Na câmara, as moléculas são atraídas para a mucosa amarela 
■Formada pelas células olfativas, também chamadas de 
recept o r e s .
- "Hoje se sabe que o processo não é químico, mas físico", 
e xplica o professor Paulo Pontes.
SE CONDAR Y IDEAS
- Existe um motivo para isso: se as células olfativas, que são 
muito sensíveis, ficassem demasiado expostas ao ar, acabariam 
d an if ic ad a s pela poeira e o sobe-desce de temperatura.
- Mas, quando um odor qualquer existe no ar numa con centração 
re lativa me n te  alta, algumas moléculas odoríferas podem alcançar 
a c â m a r a .
- Diante dessa sensação ainda imprecisa, o cérebro ordena uma 
s egunda aspiração mais forte - para provocar o que os 
ci ent is tas chamam turbilhão de ar dentro do nariz, capaz de 
ca rregar as moléc ulas para a câmara olfativa.
- No lado externo, um receptor possui cílios microscópicos 
co bertos por uma fina camada de muco; no lado interno, ele se 
pr olonga sob a forma de um nervo.
- Durante muito tempo, acreditou-se que os aromas eram 
re conhec id os  graças a reações químicas entre as moléculas 
o do rí fe ra s  e o muco.
- "Os receptores avaliam o peso e os prótons liberados pelas 
mo lé cu las odoríferas e, a partir disso, engatilham um 
cert o est í m u l o " .
- 0 muco, por sua vez, serve para proteger os receptores, ç 
também para diluir e expulsar da câmara olfativa as moléculas 
do odor .
- Os impulsos dos receptores são ondas elétricas que percorrem 
os nervos até o bulbo olfativo, uma estrutura logo abaixo da 
parte frontal do cérebro.
- 0 bulbo mantém uma espécie de linha direta com o sistema 
nervos o central: nele se dará a sinapse ou conexão com o 
c é r e b r o .
- Mas a ciênci a ainda Fareja explicações para a questão de como 
o cérebro identifica um odor.
DETAILS
- Tudo isso acontece num relance e sem que a pessoa se dê 1 
cont a .
- Tais reações seriam sentidas pelos cílios dos receptores, 
que as trans fo rm ariam em estímulos nervosos.
- At é a í , t udo b e m .
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APPE ND IX  S
SUBJECTS' RAW SCORE S ON THE PRE AND POST-TESTS
EN GLISH LAN GUAGE PR OF I CI EN C Y TEST
CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL
SUBJECTS GROUP GROUP
:l. a.i. 18
2 5 2.1.
3 :l. 9 10
4 1 i .1.4
3 15 23
6 .13 16
7 23 15
8 11 1.1.
9 .1.7 19
.1.0 15 24
:l. i a 3 21
is .1.2 20
MEAN 15.4 17.6
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ENGLISH RE ADING CO M P RE H EN S IO N PRE AND POST-TESTS
CONTROL GROUP EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
SU BJ EC TS PRE TEST POST TEST PRE TEST POST TEST
6
7
8 
9
.1.0
1 .1.
13 . 5 
10
1.4. 5 
1.3 . 25
1.1 . 75 
9 . 5
12. 75
1.1 . 5 
1.0.5 
23
1.4. 75 
13
6 . 49
7 . 8 
.1.3
:l. 0
5 . 35 
:I.S . 1. 
1.0
9 . 3
6
20  . 8 
7 . 5 
15
I. c . 5 
13 . 75 
18 . 5
1.5
i s . as
1. 4. 3
1.5
9 . 25
1.7.5 
8 . 75
1.3
1.0.5
1.8
:l 4. 5
24
22 . 3 
22 . 5 
1.8. .1 
17.9 
20 . 8 
1.2 . 5 
20 . i
MEAN 1.3 . i 1.2 . 8 19.8
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PORTU G UE S E REïADING COMPREHENSION 
PRE AND PO ST- TESTS
..... —..... . .... . **• •............ *”... . ...
CONTROL GROUP EXPERIMENTAL, GROUP
IBJECTS PRE TEST POST TEST PRE TEST POS T
i 14., 5 11 15 16
S 14 IS IS 12
3 16 .5 5 18.5 SO
4 :l. :l. ,. 3 11 14.5 :l.9
5 1.1. 11 19.5 SS
6 6 ,. S 5.3 15 . 5 S3.
7 17. 5' £3 17 SO
8 18 17.5 15 SI
? IS . 5 7 13.5 SO
10 SI 8.5 15 24
1 i 8 5 13 SO
is 9 10 . 5 16 S3
IE AM 13 .3 10 . 5 1 4. 8 SO
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ENGLISH SUMMARIZATION PRE AND POST-TESTS
OF THE CONTROL GROUP
(CONTENT)
MAIN IDEAS SECONDARY IDEAS DETAILS TOTAL
IBJECTS i • k l: POST PRE POST PR I:. POST PRE POST
.1. 21 14 8 8 1 a 30 24
2 a 8 7 8 12 3 2 39 2:1.
3 35 56 8 20 4 a 47 78
4 Si 49 4 .1.6 3 2 28 67
5 a.i. 21 4 20 2 1 27 42
6 a e ee 4 24 1 0 33 52
7 35 35 4 32 1 .1. 40 68
8 35 49 4 20 2 0 4:1. 69
9 a e 35 8 24 1 2 37 61
10 35 49 12 32 2 :l. 49 &2
1.1. 88 4B ,ta 28 3 1 43 7.1.
.1. 2 a 8 35 ±2 32 4 2. 44 69
MEAN 28 ,. 6 35 7 . 3 22 . 3 2 . 3 :l . 3 38.2 58
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ENGLISH SUMMARIZATION PRE AND POST
TESTS OF1- THE CONTROL GROUP
(STRUCTURE)
. . . . _  — » .... — *"* *•* *•* '** *— **”******“*• ** ** *'■ **■ *“"** *******‘ * ■**■“*■ “* ”* *“ ** *” **’******“***
SUBJECTS
REPRODUCTION RUN-
COMB
ON-
INATION
C OM B IN A H O h INVENTION TOTAL
PRE POST PRE POST p r e POS T PRE POS T p r e POST
1 e 4 0 0 0 7 10 0 12 1.1.
2 6 3 4 4 7 0 0 0 17 7
3 7 4 4 0 0 0 0 .1.0 ii 1.4
4 5 4 0 0 7 7 0 0 12 11
5 / 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 6
6 9 0 0 0 0 14 0 0 9 14
7 8 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 4
8 c 6 0 0 7 0 0 0 9 6
9 10 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 7
10 8 8 0 0 7 7 0 0 15 15
11 P. 7 0 0 7 7 0 0 9 14
IS 1:1. 7 0 4 0 0 0 0 11 11
MEAN 6 . 4 5.0 0.7 0.7 S . 9 3.5 0.8 0 . 8 10. 8 10.0
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ENGLISH SUMMARIZATION PRE AND POST
TEST OF THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
(CONTENT)
MAI N IDEAS SECONDARY IDEAS DETAILS TOTAL..
BJECTS PRE POS T PRE POST PRE POST PRE PO
1 28 35 8 12 3 1 39 48
2 35 35 12 0 3 0 30 35
3 35 35 .1.2 20 2 0 49 55
4 21 28 8 8 2 1 31 37
5 35 56 12 28 4 0 51 84
6 35 35 12 8 2 2 49 45
7 35 42 12 .1.2 4 2 5.1. 56
8 35 42 12 8 2 0 49 50
9 28 56 12 20 2 0 42 76
10 35 35 8 0 2 0 45 35
1.1. 35 35 0 12 0 0 35 47
12 28 42 4 4 3 0 35 46
MEAN 32. i 39.6 9.3 :l. 1 .0 2.4 0.5 43.8 5.1. . .1
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ENGLISH SUMMARIZATION PRE AND POST
TESTS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
(STRUCTURE)
RE PR OD UC TION RUN-ON- COMBINATION INVENTION TOTAL 
COMBINATION
S UBJECT S . ................ .......................... ................................
PRIE POST PRE POST PRE POST PRE POST PRE PO!
1 3 3 0 4 7 1 4 10 0 80 21
8 4 8 4 0 14 7 0 0 88 9
3 8 5 0 0 7 8:1. 0 0 9 86
4 3 3 0 4 0 14 10 0 13 81
5 9 7 0 0 0 8:1. 0 0 9 88
6 5 3 0 0 0 88 0 0 5 31
7 9 5 0 () 0 :l. 4 0 0 9 19
8 B 4 0 A 7 14 0 0 9 .1.8
9 5 7 0 0 7 14 0 0 18 81
10 7 0 4 0 0 0 0 10 11 .1.0
:l. :l. 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 5
18 9 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 7
MEAN 5.8 4.3 0.7 0.7 3.5 18.8 1.7 0.8 ii.i 18.0
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PORTUGUESE SUMMARIZATION PRE AND POST
TESTS OF THE CONTROL GROUP
(CONTENT)
MAIM IDEAS SECONDARY IDEAS DETAILS TOTAL
JBJECTS PRE POST PRE PC) S T PRE POST PRE PCM
1 14 1.4 1.2 4 4 2 30 20
a 1. 4 28 0 1.6 .1. 1. 1.5 45
3 28 1.4 4 16 1. :l. 33 31.
4 7 2.1. 0 .1.6 2 i 9 38
5 28 28 0 1.6 1. 2 29 46
6 35 14 4 24 oL.. 3 41. 4.1.
7 14 28 8 24 1. 2 23 5 4
3 28 14 4 4 3 1. 3 5 19
9 .1.4 21. 4 1.6 :l. 2 19 39
10 35 0 0 8 C 1. 37 9
i l 7 A4 4 .1.2 4 • 2 13 28
.1. £ 28 21 8 1.6 2 2 38 39
HE AN 2.1. 18 . i 4. 0 1 4. 3 2 .0 1. .7 27 0 34
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PORTUGUESE SUMMARIZATION PRE AND POST
TESTS OF THE CONTROL GROUP
(STRUCTURE)
RE PR O DU CT IO N RUN-ON- COMBINATION INVENTION TOTAL
COMBINATION
SUB JECTS ....... ....................................... . . ........ . .... .....
PRE PO ST PRE POST PRE POST PRE POST PRE PO!
1 2 0 0 0 7 0 0 10 9 10
S 4 3 0 8 0 0 0 0 4 11
3 2 2 0 8 14 0 0 0 16 10
A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 4 P. 4 0 0 21 0 0 8 23
6 7 6 0 0 .1.4 7 0 0 21 13
7 1 3 0 4 0 7 10 0 11 14
8 2 2 0 4 7 0 0 0 9 6
9 2 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 10 0
.1.0 5 P. 0 4 0 0 0 0 5 6
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 3 3 0 0 14 14 0 0 17 17
1EAN 2.7 i .9 1.0 P. 3 4.7 4. 1 0.8 0.1) 9.2 9
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PORTUGUESE SUMMARIZATION PRE AND POST
TESTS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
(CONTENT)
MAIN I DEA8 SECONDARY IDEAS DE TAILS TOTAL
BJECTS ------ ------------- ............... — ................. .......... ...........— .............. - ........... - ............. ........................ - ............................... -
PRE POST PRE POST PRE POST PRE POST
i 14 28 8 8 3 0 85 36
2 21 42 4 4 8 0 87 46
3 81 14 0 4 3 0 2 4 18
4 14 35 4 12 8 1 80 48
5 88 81 0 80 1 0 89 41
6 35 28 4 16 2 0 41 44
7 35 35 18 16 4 1 51 58
8 81 35 4 80 2 0 87 55
9 14 48 0 .1.8 8 0 16 54
10 .1.4 35 0 0 1 0 15 35
11 8 :l. 35 4 8 3 0 88 43
IS 14 42 18 18 4 0 30 54
MEAN £1 3 2 . 6  4.3 i i .0 8 . 4  0 . 2  8 7 .7 43
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PORTUGUESE SUMMARIZATION PRE AND POST
TESTS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
(STRUCTURE)
BJECTS
R E P R O D U C TION RUN-
COMB
ON-
I N A IION
COMBINATION IN Vf NT! ON T O TAL.
PRE POST PRE POST PRE POS T P R E POST PRE POS
1 3 6 0 0 7 0 1.0 0 go 6
S S g 4 0 14 0 10 0 30 g
3 2 g 4 4 .1.4 0 10 0 30 6
4 0 g 0 4 0 7 0 0 0 13
5 0 5 8 0 7 7 0 0 15 lg
6 5 g 8 0 0 7 0 0 13 9
7 iO 5 0 0 0. .1.4 0 0 10 19
8 g 3 4 4 7 7 0 0 13 14
9 0 g 8 0 14 7 0 10 g g 19
AO g 0 4 0 0 0 0 10 6 10
.1. .1. 5. g 8 0 0 7 0 0 9 9
:l. 2 5 3 4 0 0 7 0 0 9 10
EAN g . 7 g . 8 4.3 1 . 0 5 .3 5 . 3 g . s 1.7 14 .8 10
